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IF IT WERE A MOVIE.

IT WOULD HAVE 5 STARS.

SHOW 8 WORLDS

AND PLAY FOR 30 HOURS.





Can an adventure be too big? Can mayhem be

huge new worlds that go on forever. You'll me
' new moves. And you'll come up against the bigge

games you can play along the way. Is it too big? We



TO BE A MOVIE.

too crazy? To find out, join Donkey Kong®in his greatest challenge ever. You'll discover

et Donkey and Diddy's new friends. Lanky, Chunky and Tiny, with hundreds of exciting

:st, toughest bosses you could imagine. On top of that there are crazy new arcade

had to include the N64 Expansion Pak™to even make it possible.

> Nintendo. Game by Rare. ™, ® and the “N” Logo are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc. Rareware logo is a trademark of

999 Nintendo of America Inc. Game, System and N64 Expansion Pak sold separately except when bundled, www.nintendo.
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In a time of great change,
you need news you can
trust. Lucky thing we
have some then, huh?
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Dead or Alive 2 44
Sovereign 52
Legend ofZelda: Gaiden 58
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Turok: Rage Wars 79
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Special
PlayStation 2 makes a
grand entrance

You need to know this: PS2

is officially unveiled at Tokyo

Game Show, and we’ve got

the full story on the

hardware, the games, and
Sony’s big, big plans 30

Half-Life, Zelda, Diablo. They
have one thing in common:
none fit into neat

categories. Are we seeing

the death of the genre? .. 100
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EDITORIAL

The talk
of file
town
in Tokyo

It was hard to be in Tokyo this

week on the 13th without

hearing about PlayStation2 —
never mind when I was at

Sony’s official announcement

or Tokyo Game Show — Ken

Kutaragi seemed to be on TV

24 hours a day, on news sta-

tions frequently interrupted

by videogame commercials.

Games are a more accepted

part of the popular culture in

Japan, but with the success of

Dreamcast’s launch, it seems

that the US market is poised

to make its first transition to

a new generation of systems

without the slump (don’t say

crash) that happened

between 8- and 16-bit or 16-

and 32-bit generations. That

kind of continuity should go a

long way toward helping

games in the US get the kind

of respect they deserve.

PlayStation2 shouldn’t hurt

either — not only is it the

best videogame system ever,

but Sony has plans far

beyond just selling the system

to gamers: with DVD and

broadband capabilities,

PlayStation2 could be the

machine that gets a game

system in every house in

America. The full report from

Tokyo, including excerpts

from an exclusive interview

with Sony’s Phil Harrison,

starts on page 30.

X
Chris Charla
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Sweet Tooth's back iid in charge o! the original car combat

freakshow, Twisted IVSeta! 4- With new interactive battleground:

wicked characters, innovative weapons, kilter graphics, a hell-raising

soundtrack, c2t customization and best'bt all, Sweet Tooth’s

evil henchmen. Man
,
as if clowns weren’t scary enough.

•WWw.989studiosxorn
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Forced in the white hot crucible of

technology, a new millennium of vaminv is born,

plunge deep into the most exquisite
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SAY GOODBYE, OLD BOY

Finally, Game
After 12 years, the most successful game
platform in history will get a successor

Although sales of Game Boy Color

continue (Game Boy sells about

three million units a year like clock-

work), Nintendo has announced the

upcoming Game Boy Advanced (not the

final name). The new handheld will

debut in Japan in August 2000, with a

US launch following in time for the 2000

holiday season. No word on price yet,

other than Nintendo’s usual "aggressive-

ly priced for the mass market”

Game Boy Advanced will use a 32-

bit RISC CPU, developed by the UK-

based ARM Corporation (which, by the

way, built the first RISC-based PC), and a

color LCD screen capable of 240x160

pixel display. It uses two AA alkaline bat-

teries, which Nintendo says should last

about 20 hours per pair

As with many Nintendo hardware

products, some rather grand plans are

in the works. Game Boy Advanced will

be able to connect via cellular phone to

the Internet for downloading software,

Boy 2
multiplayer games, and access to chat

and email. There are also plans for a

digital camera, which would allow play-

ers to see who they’re playing (“send a

picture over the phone” gizmos are cur-

rently in vogue in Japan).

In addition, Nintendo has joined

with Konami in a joint development

house called Mobile 21 to develop soft-

ware for the new system. Further; since

some level of compatibility is planned

between the new handheld and

Nintendo’s upcoming home console,

Dolphin, Mobile 21 will also be involved

in working out exactly how, and in what

GAME BOY
ADVANCED SPECS
CPU: memory-embedded 32-bit RISC

LCD: reflective TFT color LCD
Display Size: 40.8mmx61 .2mm
Resolution: 240x160

Max. # of simultaneous colors: 65,000

Size: 80mm H x 135mm W x 25mm D
Power: two AA alkaline

Battery life: 20 hours

Weight: 140g

form, this interaction will be.

Lastly, Game Boy Advanced will have

the Game Boy Color chip embedded into

its architecture, thus ensuring compatibili-

ty with an entire dozen years’ worth of

Game Boy software, instantly giving the

new system the largest game library on

the planet at launch. Smart move.

NextGen

08 NextGen 11/99 www.next-generation.com



Backstage at a recent Barenaked Ladies concert, BNL guitarist-singer Ed

Robertson, who’s also an avid Next Generation reader, receives a Dreamcast from
Sega publicist Heather Hawkins. Robertson, a longtime gamer, recited the classic

Konami code for us as well. (Thanks again for the passes, Ed)

THE COUNTDOWN IS OVER...

We Have
LiftOff!

Dreamcast launches to the tune of

$97 million in first-day sales

E lf Sega has learned any-

thing from its failed Saturn,

it’s how not to launch a

system. With more than 15,000 retail

stores across the nation stocking

Dreamcast on 9/9/99, the system

was anything but a surprise. Many

gamers lined up outside the 400

stores nationwide that participated

in a special midnight Dreamcast

WHO IS IT?
This English mathematician

developed the first theory

of a “universal computing

machine,” the benchmark test

for artificial intelligence, and

the first game-playing program.

1

400 stores nationwide
participated in a special
midnight Dreamcast sale

sale. With systems, VMUs, peripher-

als, and 18 launch titles all up for

offer; Sega claims that total

Dreamcast sales for the 24-hour

period of 9/9/99 equaled

$97904,618.09.

It was then that Sega’s $ 100 mil-

lion marketing push went into full

effect. Not only was the system a

prominent sponsor of the MTV

music video awards, but Sega had

several celebrities at midnight sales

locales throughout the country.

Baywatch star Donna D’Errico and

Vern “Austin Powers Mini-Me” Troyer

were in San Jose, Calif at Software,

Etc., while September Playboy cover

girl Rena Mere (formerly Sable of

the WWF) joined the Minnesota

Vikings’ Tony Williams and Dwayne

Rudd in the Minneapolis FuncoLand.

In Atlanta, Baywatch and Silk

Stalkings star Mitzi Kapture joined

the eager pre-order crowd.

But at the Electronic Boutique in

the Las Vegas suburb of Henderson,

Nevada, the crowd was the star

attraction. Roughly 500 people who
had pre-ordered the system lined

up for the 12:01 am. rush. According

to store manager Alex Dro

Danielian, the last customer left at

about 6: 15 am., and the store

reopened several hours later for its

regular hours.

“We shattered the one-day sales

record for one EB,” said Danielian.

“We moved over $ 160,000 worth of

A month before launch, Sega held

a Dreamcast press summit at its US
headquarters in San Francisco. For the

event, locals entered a Sonic look-alike

contest. The winner (unfortunately, not

our photo subject) left with a Dreamcast
and free first-party Sega games for life

merchandise in that 24-hour period.”

But couldn’t that include some

Final Fantasy VIII sales?

“Some people who actually only

came in for Final Fantasy VIII”

Danielian replies, “have purchased a

Dreamcast.”

Two days after the launch,

Danielian explains there’s still been a

steady stream of business, and his

store totaled more than 700 pre-sold

units. Yet despite the overwhelming

sales success, Dreamcast’s launch

hasn’t been perfect. A run of bad

software has triggered a fair number

of returns. At deadline, the bad soft-

ware was limited to Ready 2 Rumble,

Blue Stinger, and Sonic Adventure,

some copies of which would not

even run.

Although the problem wasn’t

www.next-generation.com 11/99 NextGen 09



ENews
widespread, it caused plenty of

comments on Usenet Yet Sega and

retailers have been swift to respond.

The bad run of Sonic Adventure GD
ROMS was quickly narrowed down

to a group of serial numbers. During

his phone interview with Next

Generation, Danielian explained

that he was currently sorting a stack

of Sonic games, looking for ones

that worked while customers

patiently waited.

Despite this minor setback, the

IT IS...
Alan Turing. The chess-

playing program was too

complicated for computers

in the 1950s, so he ran the

program in his head. It —
unlike Turing — lost a lot.

DATASTREAM
Car Naughty Dog’s Andy Gavin drove

during college, while working on Way of

the Warrior. ’90 Accord LX. Car he
drove after selling Way of the Warrior.

Lexus SE 300. Car he drove after finish-

ing Crash 3: Mercedes 600SL Car

Naughty Dog’s Jason Rubin drove before

working on Way of the Warrior. “It was
white, American, and had a fake con-

vertible top. We called it the Ranchero.”

Car he had while working on Way of

the Warrior. ’91 Toyota Celica. Car he

bought after selling Way of the

Warrior. Toyota Supra Twin Turbo. Car

he bought after Crash 2 was finished:

Ferrari 355 Targa. Car he drives to

work: Toyota 4Runner. Why? Morgan,

Naughty Dog’s canine employee, “does-

n’t like the Ferrari.” Source: Andy Gavin.
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The Electronics Boutique in Henderson, Nevada, shattered company sales records, as more than 500 people turned up at

midnight to pick up their pre-ordered systems. One man arrived as early as 10 a.m. the morning of September 8

I

“Our wildest expectations
have been exceeded, and
this is only the beginning”

first-day sales have brought a surge

of positive energy to Sega. “Original

projections were to sell I million

consoles by the end of the year and

1.5 million by March 31, 2000,” says

Chris Gilbert, Sega’s senior vice

president of sales. “However; in light

of the past 24 hours, we are now

re-evaluating these forecasts.”

While it’s been known for some

time that there were 300,000 pre-

sales of Dreamcast, tripling the pre-

vious record set in 1995 by Sony for

its North American PlayStation

launch, Gilbert admits he didn’t

think the launch would be as big as

it was.

“Our wildest expectations have

been exceeded,” Gilbert says, “and

we believe this is only the beginning

of a phenomenally successful run

for Sega Dreamcast.”

Sega’s certainly now off to a

good start, and with the holidays

around the corner; there’s no ques-

tion the numbers will continue to

rise. The company is certainly to be

commended for the best launch

(and launch line-up) on record. Sega

has won a minor battle with con-

sumers, specifically early adopters,

and the company still has some

time to build an installed base

before Nintendo and Sony emerge

from the furious mist of develop-

ment with their own respective sys-

tems. But if anything’s certain, its

that any momentum built in this

industry is just as easily lost Sega’s

going to have to keep moving, keep

developers and publishers interest-

ed, and continue to introduce a

variety of quality software to keep

consumers and retailers happy It has

taken the first step. — Tom Russo

1 . Executioner - House of the Dead 2

2. Selene Strike - Ready 2 Rumble

3. Afro Thunder - Ready 2 Rumble

4. Sonic - Sonic Adventure

5. Taka-Arashi - Virtua Fighter 3tb

6. Sarah Bryant - Virtua Fighter 3tb

7. Zombie Ken - House of the Dead 2

8. Blazers’ Brian Grant - NBA 2K

9. Slave Zero - Slave Zero

10. Lau Chan - Virtua Fighter 3tb

1 1 . Tails - Sonic Adventure

12. Big the Cat - Sonic Adventure

13. Gun Rock - Power Stone

14. Zombie Randy - House of the Dead 2

15. Jim McMahon - NFL 2K

16. Judgment - House of the Dead 2

10 NextGen 11/99 www.next-generation.com



ITS LEARNED Th

THROW UP
A YOU LIKE TO

EROUTS
Sega Dreamcast READY2 rumble boxing

YOU'VE LEARNED TO LOSE TEETH
AND DIGNITY AT THE SAME TIME

20 whacked boxers with an arsenal of outrageous moves, taunts and Rumble Mode inflict serious bruises and I

tooth-loss in jaw-dropping detail as Michael Buffer calls the action. Lets Get Ready to Rumble! *
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"ASK TEAM SUZUKI" QUESTION #,206

Whets thbsum to

suzuki
Extreme, ree/ng.

RACE THROUGH MOUNTAINS,

UAUEVS, BEACHES, AND MORE

with Team Suzuki Aistare,

Ektreme power and speed

ON WICKED EAST SUZUKI

Aistare Superbikes

If THE PROS DONT

BEATm THE

BIKES Will nLS
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>mputer Artworks Ltd. _ ing on GeForce 256. The spider creatures

Som the upcoming PC game anefso detailed and smooth that they look almost

sprite-based..

THE BRAWN BEHIND THE BRAINS

NVIDIA’S GeForce 256
Will the graphical heart ofX-Box contend with

PlayStation 2 and Dolphin?

E As reported in the 10/99 issue

of Next Generation, industry

insiders from all comers of the

industry are claiming that Microsoft has a

new gaming console in the works, code-

named X-Box. Powered by either an

Intel Celeron or Pentium ll/lll, the graph-

ics pipeline ofX-Box will likely take the

that its in-game creatures boast more
triangles than Evolva's pre-rendered

FMV sequences

form of nVidia’s GeForce 256 chip (for-

merly known as NVIO). Here are some of

the GeForce’s advanced features:

15 polygons/sec

480 million pixels/sec

32 samples per clock

Full-speed 8-tap anisotropic

filtering

4 pixels per clock

I GB/s CPU-to-GeForce memory via

AGP 4X with Fast Writes

Hardware acceleration of the entire

graphics pipeline: transform,

lighting, setup, and rendering.

Robust support for DirectX 7 and

OpenGL Including:

Transform and lighting

Cube environment mapping

Projective textures

Texture compression

What makes nVidia’s technology so

exciting is that instead of just han-

dling triangle setup and rendering (as

is the case with every other con-

sumer-level graphics accelerator), the

GeForce additionally takes on trans-

form and lighting responsibilities —
thus enabling X-Box’s processor to

spend its time dealing with Al and

advanced physics models instead of

graphics. Unlike the Voodoo2 and

upcoming geometry engines from

other manufacturers, the GeForce

delivers its geometry engine on one

integrated chip.

At this point, Microsoft’s X-Box,

driven by the GeForce processor, will

be in the same technical ballpark as

Playstation 2 and Dolphin, but the real

winner will become evident when the

software arrives. NextGen

BITS FROM THE EDGE

Sega pulled off the biggest

launch In the history of

videogames, with Dreamcast selling

nearly 400,000 units in five days. To

celebrate the launch, the company also

threw one of the industry’s largest-ever

parties, in a swank San Francisco club,

with representatives from every major

third-party publisher and developer

present. More than one Sega employee

was witnessed during the festivities

raising a glass and toasting ousted COO
Bemie Stolar This was his launch,” they

would say; one or two were seen crying.

Crying was the last thing on Stolar’s

mind. Making an appearance at ECTS a

week earlier Stolar was the belle of the

ball. With an entourage of adoring fens,

Bemie shook hands with anyone and

everyone at Europe’s ultimate game-

industry event. On the subject of his

departure from Sega, though, the former

COO remained silent. GT Interactive,

which has won some landmark copy-

right suits against level-pack makers, is

now on the other side of the witness

stand. StarPlay (we’ve never heard of

them either) is suing the company for

alleged piracy of Alley 19 Bowling. The

company claims GT took a copy of

StarPla/s bowling epic and distributed it

unlawfully throughout Europe. StarPlay

believes the case is worth $110,000 in

HARDCORE
About fifteen years ago, Instead of play-

ing with the other kids after school, I

would go home and go to bed. Reason

being, if I fired up my NES right after

school, my mom would only let me play

for two or three hours. If I set my alarm

for I a.m., however, I could play for six

hours straight until I had to get ready

for school. With no volume, of course,

and on a 13-inch black-and-white TV,

but I didn’t mind. About three months
ago, I needed to start working more
overtime. I was a technician for the

telephone company, so I was spending

14 hours a day in a van. Staring at my
steering wheel one night, I realized how
I could still work late and manage to

play all of the games I thought I would-

n’t have time for. I bought a new
PlayStation, a 4-Inch color TV, and an

AC/DC converter to power them both.

The setup cost around $450 and took
about two hours to install in the van,

but I didn’t mind.

savtor@cybernex.net

Graph showing the advantages of a

GeForce processor, and an image from

the chip’s physics and rendering demo

direct damages and $5,000,000 in puni-

tive. GT is prepared to settle for a few

copies of Driver. The courts will decide.

ArtX, maker of the graphics chip in

Nintendo’s Dolphin, was scheduled to

reveal that chip to the propellerheads of

the world at the Microprocessor Forum

engineering conference this fell. Now the

firm has backed out of the conference,

no doubt because Nintendo wouldn’t

sign its permission slip. Graphics-card

14 NextGen 11/99 www.next-generation.com



I RIME OF THE CUTTING-EDGE MARINER

X-Box Update
More details emerge on Microsoft’s foray

into the console world, including a new code name

B After breaking the

story last issue, Next

Generation has learned

more about Microsoft’s X-Box “con-

sole PC” initiative. The system will

be a non-upgradable, closed box

built using top-of-the-line PC com-

ponents, including a 4 GB hard

drive. Although X-Box is the name

of the device, the development

I

Is it a “junior PC”? Its closed
nature and ease of use make
it seem closer to a console

I BUILDING A GAME MACHINE

AMD’s
New Athlon Processor
Laying the smack down on Intel

^ AMD has begun shipping its

newest processor, Athlon (for-

merly K7) out to retail. How does this

news affect you personally? If you are

looking to build the fastest gaming PC

on the planet, read on.

Coming in at 500, 550, 600, and

650MHz flavors, the Athlon finally
e

proves that AMD can compete with —
a

if not beat — Intel in terms of raw

processing muscle. Tested against a Pill \

600MHz processor-based system, our t

600MHz Athlon killed the competition t

in just about every test — especially

when it came to games. t

While Pentium Ills only have 32KB r

of LI cache, Athlon's have 128KB, and c

while Pentium Ills sit on a 100MHz r

front side bus, Athlon rides a much /

swifter 200MHz pipe. AMD also has p

plans for doubling that speed in the l<

not-so-distant future. A much- f

improved floating point math unit is li

responsible for a great deal of t

Athlon’s improved gaming perfor- F

mance, and this time around (relative t

to the K6-2 and K6-3), gamers won’t v

As you can see, the Athlon looks

exactly like a Pll. It’s electronically

different, however, so you will need

a motherboard that supports it

have to rely on 3DNOW!-supported

titles to play games at faster rates

than on Intel-based platforms.

While we do recommend this

technology to gamers, our recom-

mendation does come with a

caveat. Intel has just launched a

massive campaign to put an end to

AMD’s shenanigans by dropping the

price of its processors to insanely

low levels. For the first time, the

fastest Intel CPUs on the market are

less expensive than AMD’s. So while

the Athlon is a bit faster than the

Pill, price may be reason enough

to keep you in Intel’s camp. Shop

wisely! NextGen

program has the slicker code name

“Mariner” Much like Dreamcast,

output is possible either via a TV

or a VGA monitor This has led

some to call it a “junior PC,” but

the closed nature of the box and

planned 100% plug-and-play ease-

of-use means that in practice it

should function more like a

console than a PC.

While we reported last month

that the device would be powered

by an Intel processor sources at

Advanced Micro Devices have

since insisted that X-Box will be

powered by an AMD Athlon

processor Also, while sources ini-

tially told us that X-Box would use

a modified version ofWindows CE,

new sources have told us that the

OS will in feet be a customized

version ofWindows 2000, which

will install each game into a special

directory to avoid any conflicts.

According to high-level sources

at Sega of America, Sega has

known about the Mariner project

for some time and looks at it as

“complementary” to Dreamcast.

The idea is that since porting

between Dreamcast and PC is so

easy (and about to get easier —
the new version of the Win CE dev

kit for Dreamcast, 2.0, is getting

high marks from developers), hav-

ing yet another PC-like platform

gives developers and publishers

more incentive to develop for

Dreamcast.

As for Microsoft, the official line

has gone from “sounds like wishful

thinking” to “this is a rumor; and it

is not Microsoft’s policy to com-

ment on rumors.” We’ll have more

as it develops, including a compre-

hensive analysis of all four next-

generation competitors —
Microsoft, Sega, Sony, and Nintendo

— next issue. NextGen

WHAT IS X-BOX?
In case you missed last month’s NG (shame on you!) here’s the

Cliffs Notes on X-Box: It’s Microsoft’s entry in the next-generation

console wars: a non-upgradable, closed box packed with the latest

PC hardware, including a DVD drive, AMD’s Athlon processor, and

nVidia’s NV-10 graphics technology. The operating system — and

overall system design — are courtesy of Microsoft, and the system

is designed to be used as a game console and movie player,

although Internet and productivity applications will also run, and

the system can be hooked to a VGA monitor as well as a TV. The

planned cost? Under $300.

— Compiled by Aaron John Loeb, executive producer, www.dailyradar.com

makers choose the most romantic

names. In keeping with the macho,

blood-and-guts nomenclature of PC

graphics chips (what could be more

hard-assed than a collection of diodes?),

nVidia has announced its new super

accelerator; the GeForce (G-Force — get

it?). Meanwhile, 3Dfx is secretly plotting

its next step under the manly-man code-

name “Napalm.” While it's clear that

every employee of both companies was

beaten regularly in high school, the trend

must be put to an end. The solution?

None in sight, as even usually milquetoast

S3 joins the fray with its jungle cat of a

chip, the Savage 2000. While we’re on

the subject of names . . .TEN has aban-

doned its original, pleasing acronym —
Total Entertainment Network — and its

muy macho charter of all action games,

all the time, to pursue the very serious

business of backgammon as Pogo.com. In

the final acknowledgment that the mid-

1990s feeding frenzy of venture capital

pouring into online game networks was a

massive waste of money, TEN put down

the BFGs and picked up the B-I-N-G-Os.

For those keeping score at home, that’s

“Graphics Cards are made by tough guys.

Online Game Networks are for Granny”

At the 37th Jamma Show, Japan’s pre-

eminent gathering of arcade game mak-

ers, the beat went on. With every major

videogame maker unveiling games that

involve singing, mixing songs, playing gui-

tars, hitting drums, or otherwise making

music, Konami found itself in quite a

pickle. The maker of the original beat

game, Beatmania, Konami has lately

taken to suing anyone making derivative

works. IfJamma is any indication,

Konami will soon be in litigation with

every man, woman, child, and robot dog

on the island ofJapan.

www.next-generation.com 11/99 NextGen 15
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underestimated
the party guests’

hatred of charades.
Don't let this happen to you. With the new YOU DON'T KNOW JACK®, your

PlayStation® game console may just he a life saver. Not to mention, one of the

greatest party games ever invented. (Nude twister comes in a close second.}

One, two or three players at a time get scorched by JACK'S sarcastic

If only he’d suggested
YOU DON’T KNOW JACK.

game show host. Tou and

your friends wrestle over

more than 1,400 seriously

bent trivia questions on two

CD's, while the rest of the party cat-calls, taunts and fights over who gets

the controller next. So next time you throw a party, get YOU DON'T KNOW
JACK and nobody gets hurt.

SlFRR\
attractions

BERKELEY
S Y S T E M S

©1 999 Berkeley Systems, Inc. Berkeley, Berkeley Systems and the Berkeley Systems logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Berkeley Systems, Inc. ©1996-1999 Jellyvision, Inc YOU DON'T KNOW JACK,

Jellyvision and the Jellyvision logo are registered trademarks of Jellyvision, Inc. Sierra and Sierra Attractions are trademarks of Sierra On-Line, Inc Any other trademarks are the property of their respective

owners. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

^3
Comic Mischief, Strong Language

Suggestive Themes
For information on this product's
rating, please call 1-800-771-3772



I MARCUS WEBB’S

Arcadia
The latest news from the coin-op front

SEGA ANNOUNCES HISTORIC PLANS
v In a summer meeting with US arcade industry members, Sega of Japan chairman and CEO Isao Okawa denied

* that Sega is ignoring the arcade market.

“I hear many claims saying that Sega is leaving the arcade business,” Okawa said. Then, looking into the eyes of the

arcade industry, he declared with great emphasis: “THIS...IS...NOT...SO!”

To prove Sega is as active as ever in the arcade arena, Okawa cited plans to release 30 Naomi games over the

next 12 months. This would be the most ambitious arcade game release schedule for any factory in history. If

achieved, it will obviously be due to the much-touted synergy between Dreamcast and its arcade sister, Naomi. The

Sega arcade team plans to concentrate on sports titles in the first round, so by early next year you can look for the

games currently under the working titles “Power Hoops” basketball, “Power Kick" soccer, and “Power Smash” tennis.

Okawa also sketched plans to “fuse” the arcade and console markets via Internet broadband service provided

through a strategic partnership with AT&T. Okawa envisions global, net-based player networks in which Sega would

unite thousands of players at a time on a single game. Mr. Okawa told arcade industry members that the AT&T

alliance would enable Sega to get a jump on the rest of the Internet community in providing broadband downloading

capability. (Sega later pointed out that some 27 million players are expected to participate in online gaming by 2002.)

Details of how such networks would promote arcade gameplay are unclear, but some form of cross-promotional,

overlapping-play tournaments seems likely. Sega R&D chiefs have speculated in recent months that game updates

could also someday be downloaded to arcade units on location, using the Naomi platform.

While Sega’s parent company is already traded on the Nikkei stock market in Japan, Okawa also announced the

company’s plans to bring U.S. subsidiaries public in the USA. Acknowledging that past management errors cost Sega

its console market leadership — and hundreds of millions of dollars in the last couple of years — Okawa vowed to

correct those mistakes and “establish a new Sega.” His words: “We are going to be reborn as Sega.com and are plan-

ning an IPO for this new company.” The date of the eventual offering has not yet been disclosed, and no one at Sega

Enterprises, the US coin-op division, could confirm any more specifics.

HEMINGWAY
sunken treasure ship, and other

exotic waterways, as your fish finder

radar-device helps you locate your

prey. Then work on your reel tech-

niques to catch the biggest blue mar-

lin, swordfish, striped marlin, sailfish,

tarpon, or whichever other colorful

creatures you can hook. When a fish

strikes, it’s important to keep your

eye on the tension gauge — too

rnTrnn~nriiiiTiiT^

YOUR TURN TO PLAY,
The century’s brawniest

* writer, Ernest Hemingway,

always portrayed deep sea fishing

as an ultimate test of physical

toughness and moral courage.

Konami seems to agree; it is casting

out the bait for those big blue

marlin in its latest arcade simulator,

Marlin Challenge. It’s a sequel to

last year’s Fisherman’s Bait, which

— surprisingly, perhaps — wound
up on top of the arcade charts

during the summer of ’98. Well,

maybe not so surprising when you

consider the sheer testosterone

value of pitting your mind and

muscle against those wily denizens

of the deep. Player controls include

the now-familiar rod-and-reel that

lets you cast, then shut down the

drag or play out the line as needed

to hopefully land The Big One. In

Marlin ’s training mode, an old salt

named “The Captain” shows you

the ropes. Then it’s off to the deep

blue as you select your favorite

spot. Scenic locales include coral

reefs, the coastal breakwater, a

NAMCO’S “TEKKEN TAG” TOURNEYS
Namco America launched regional tournaments on its popular Tekken Tag

* Tournament game in September. Hundreds of local tournaments across the US

offered players the chance to compete for prizes (starting with T-shirts and posters).

Regional tournaments began on Oct. 2, 1999, taking place at GameWorks (Schaumburg,

IL); The Garage (Bellevue, WA); Southern Hills Golfland (Staton, CA); XS New York

(New York, NY). The following week, tournaments were held at: Einstein's (Austin, IX);

Mindboggle Video Arcade (Richmond, VA); RagTime Church Street Station (Orlando,

FL); and Tilt (Aurora, CO). The top four regional winners are then set to “battle it out”

at the National Tournament on November 6 at Namco Wonder Park in Milpitas, Calif.

The next day, the World Tournament matches the best in the US against the best from

Asia. For more information, check out www.tekkentagtournament.com.

much tension, and your line will

snap! Catch enough big ones,

and you’ll advance to the “Billfish

Challenge,” where

only billfish

count.

Realism? h HT: f) j'/jT?

It’s got

everything but

seasickness.

TCi^KferT

4*

u/WW. McVans.comW
e:
219-493-372.

Playstation, Nintendo 64,

Dreamcast.®

You guys rule.

But, let's not forget the

ones that are no longer

with us

$30.00 MINIMUM, CAli FOR DETAILS.

ON NPW fifiMES

wtvw.McVans.com

: 219 -493-3722
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Look for Soldier of Fortune this Holiday Season.
Screen shots courtesy of Raven Software.
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Next-generation shooters

like Soldier of Fortune 11

demand next-generation

accuracy. Introducing the

Razer Boomslang :

• More Kills - Up to five

times the accuracy of a

normal mouse (1000 dpi and

2000 dpi available)

• Faster Gameplay - Lightning

quick, four-button control

d.P.X.
e r index]

• Deadly Precision - On-the-fly

adjustable sensitivity

Get the Razer's Edge and get

ready to raze the body count.

BOOMSLANG

The mouse uiiTh Kii_i_er insnncTS .

Order exclusively via

www.razerzone.com or call toll free
1.877.razerzone (1.877.729.3796)
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Development news as it develops

WITCH HUNT
Been scared by the Blair Witch? Well,

you might not have to leave your living

room to next enter the woods of Burkittsville.

The word is out in the channel that the

interactive rights for The Blair Witch Project

are on the auction block. By the time you

read this, some publisher is probably

already negotiating a development deal.

.

WAIT, IT GETS EVEN MORE EVIL
While Capcom may seem to have a stranglehold

* on survival-horror games with the Resident Evil

' if
series and Dino Crisis, not everything undead lurks in

the mind of Shinji Mikami. Next Generation has learned

that THQ has a developer hard at work on a PlayStation

T r;-T^'T r*' version ofthe 1982 tongue-in-cheek horror flick, The Evil

Dead, by writer/director Sam Raimi. No word on who’s

developing or when it’s due out for release.

PLAYSTATION 2
ROADKILL

In the wake of a hundred-and-

one PlayStation 2 announce-

ments coming out of Japan, an

interesting US title has worked its

way to daylight. Electronic Arts has

a tentatively-titled “Road Rash 4"

for PlayStation 2 being internally

developed at its Redwood Shores

headquarters. No word on if it will

be a US launch title, but it’s likely.

FACTOR 5 GOES DOLPHIN HUNTING
|

While it'd take vice clamps, a power saw, and the backroom of a Las

^ Vegas casino to get Nintendo to admit it, a Next Generation

<r source has revealed that Factor 5’s unofficial Turrican sequel,

I

tentatively

Thornado, has

been signed for

Project Dolphin.

Well, now we
know there’ll be

another game

besides Mario.

HAWK TALK
No surprise that everyone’s

* raving about how great Tony

Hawk's Pro Skateboarding is for

PlayStation. So how about a sequel?

Tony Hawk's Skateboarding 2 is

already in the works at Neversoft

for PlayStation and Nintendo 64.

Neversoft has also just showed up

on the official PlayStation 2 develop-

ers list, so there’s chance Tony will

show up there as well.

STILL - MORE EVIL
Capcom has indicated that it may have even more survival-horror projects hidden behind the doors of its Osaka offices. Besides the ninja-based Onimusha

* on PlayStation 2, there is also a House of the Dead-type gun game based on the Resident Evil license lurking in the wings. We’re thrilled, or is it chilled?

SURF’S UP ON PLAYSTATION
Queensland, Australia-based developer Krome Studios has developed a fantastic wave propaga-

tion engine for, of all things, PlayStation. So you better believe the surf will be up when the

developer brings its surfing title to the US. At press time, several publishers were bidding on the game.

ANGELS
OUT OF LEFT FIELD
^ Up-and-comer Angel Studios, developer

of Nintendo’s Ken Griffey Slugfest, has got

some big things in the works, according to

Angel’s marketing director, Kevin Williams. It’s

no secret Angel is developing middleware for

Sony’s PlayStation 2, and Williams also confirms

the company is working on a top-secret

Nintendo 64 project. If he ever lets us knows

what it is, we’ll be sure to pass it along.

LONDON CALLING

ECTSWtap-up
Beers at the booths, but not much
else as Europe gathers for E3’s Annual Postscript

B You could count the new
games unveiled at ECTS on

the fingers of a sloth. Okay,

so the WarCraft 3 announcement

counts as a big news event, but when
you add our rampaging ore friends to

the dismally thin sliver of new games

shown at the European gaming com-

munity’s biggest live event, it doesn’t

exactly amount to a thick slice of

excitement pie.

The trouble with ECTS is that it just

ain’t E3. Nor is it the Tokyo Game
Show. This is just a place where

European suits gather to see the stuff

they would have seen in Los Angeles

if they hadn’t been too cheap to buy

the trans-Atlantic fare. Actually, that’s

not quite true; if they’d gone to E3,

they’d have seen a whole lot more.

ECTS, while undoubtedly busy and

successful and useful, doesn’t have

quite the same gotta-be-there cachet

of E3. Here’s an example. The biggest

story of September 1999 was the

appearance of a brand-new console

from Sega. The British media covering

ECTS figured this out, giving

Dreamcast ample coverage. Only

trouble was, Sega didn’t exhibit. The

machines and games on show were

all courtesy of third-party exhibitors

and jobbing distributors. Other

notable absentees included Electronic

Arts, GT Interactive, and Activision.

Nintendo’s ECTS was a big friendly

attempt to be nice to a continent it

had previously regarded with all the

warmth of Julius Caesar glaring bale-

fully at woad-wearing savages from

his trireme. The company took a large

stand in the center of Olympia, offer-

ing plenty of welcome entrance

points. Howard Lincoln and Shigeru

Miyamoto were available for press

interviews, and the right noises were

being made about commitment to

Europe. The result was a booth was

packed with Euro-gamers eager to try

Donkey Kong, Perfect Dark, and Jet

Force Gemini, all of which were

developed not 50 miles from London.

By contrast, Sony takes a more

aloof approach to the show. Visitors

can only get to see the latest

PlayStation creations via one portal,

leading to what can best be

described as a show removed from a

show. This is the kind of behavior

you would expect from an excep-

tional beauty who inflames suitors by

being ever more distant. However, as

PlayStation 2 becomes an issue,

expect Sony to rediscover its role as

part of the industry, as opposed to

Continued on page 25
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Enter their world
at eidos.com

Eidos Interactive and the Eidos Interactive logo are registered trademarks of Eidos Interactive. Inc. Fighting Force 2. Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation. Core and the Core logo are all trade-
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FIVE MODES INCLODING BIDE IMPULSE

MISSION, FREE FLIGHT AND EXHIBITION. NEXT GENERATION
PERFECT AERIAL STUNTS AND FORMATION PILOT ONE OF 11 DIFFERENT JETS

FLYING IN 20 TRAINING MISSIONS. FROM THE F-86F SABRE TO THE F-15DJ.

Gl
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It’s easy for those of us who
go to E3 to dismiss the event,
but fact is, the locals love it

Continued from page 22

above the industry.

WarCraft 3 was the official Big

Deal of the Show. Gathered hacks

were suitably impressed by 3D visuals,

a new roleplay strategy focus, and

that famous Blizzard unit design.

Other new games included two from

Acclaim; Furballs is a wacky, colorful,

zany (etc.) character-based 3D action

adventure of the Rayman school,

while Project Vanishing Point is a

PlayStation racing game. Apart from a

few European notables such as

Stromlo’s first-person shooter Splinter

and Blue Byte’s fourth iteration of The

Settlers and Battle Isle series, new
games were hard to find.

Still, it’s easy for those of us who
get to go to E3 to dismiss this event.

Fact is, the locals love it. Curiously,

some of these Europeans seem to be

under the impression that California

is not the center of the universe and

do not want to travel 6,000 miles

every year to play a few games. This,

the tenth year of ECTS, was the

biggest yet, with over 20,000 atten-

dees and visitors from 67 different

countries. It ain’t the best show in the

world, but it’s far and away the best

in Europe. — Colin Campbell

Miraculously, Baer’s priceless “Brown

Box” (remember: this thing effectively

launched a $7 billion industry) still

works 31 years later: Baer had the box

on hand and gave the audience practi-

cally the same demonstration he gave

to Magnavox three decades ago. (For

more information on the remarkable

Ralph Baer; visit his website at

www.ralphbaerxom.)

According to organizers John Hardie,

Keita Ida, and Sean Kelly, the show has

been a burden to pull off, but a success

nonetheless. As someone who spends

too much time dealing with the busi-

ness ofgames, this reporter found the

easygoing gamer camaraderie among

the classic crowd inspiring, although

admittedly a bit nostalgic. If you missed

it this year; don’t worry, the organizers

are already planning CGE 2000. More

information will be available soon at

www.cgexpo.com. NextGen

Steve Krogman successfully defended

his title against UK champ James

Clewett, who flew to the US to chal-

lenge Krogman. (Clewett, a former

member of Britain’s national karate

team, honed his Tetris skills after he

was immobilized for several months

due to a knee injury he sustained in

competition.)

While there was plenty of side

action going on with the competitions,

the highlight of the show was keynote

speaker Ralph Baer; who is technically

the lather of the home videogame. It

was Baer; way back in 1968, who devel-

oped the prototype “Brown Box,” a

console with Pong and a lightgun, which

could be attached to the TV. (Atari’s first

Ponggame machines were stand-alone

coin-op machines.) Baer’s technology

was licensed to Magnavox, which

became the basis of the design for the

first Odyssey.

RETRO HEAVEN

Classic
Gaming

Expo
A class reunion for

the old school

booth babes and

people wearing

costumes of

videogame charac-

ters. Several hard-

core classic gamers

were on hand to

break long-standing

high-score records.

The contests were

sponsored by Twin

Galaxies Official Video Game and Pinball

Book ofWorld Records, which had set

up $ 1,000 bounties on many world

records. One of those up to the chal-

lenge was 30-year-old Dwayne Richard

of Grand Prairie, Alberta, Canada, who
drove his Tutankham machine across

the north country and into Nevada to

challenge the 17-year-old record of

244,920 points. Richard beat the record,

scoring 249,980. US Tetris champion

Ralph Baer’s “Brown Box,” the prototype of the original Vectrex, and the never-

released Atari Game Brain were just a few of the impressive museum pieces. Atari’s

Game Brain (above) was a cartridge-based system that pre-dated Atari 2600, and

primarily played Pong-style games

To collect this issue’s latest

game-industry news, we have

trekked from Nintendo’s

Spaceworld show in Japan all the way to

ECTS, London’s annual video-game

tradeshow. But not every tradeshow

exists to sell new consoles and games. If

the first game you ever pre-ordered

was Pac-Man for Atari 2600, then you

certainly would have enjoyed the casual

pace of the Classic Gaming Expo, held

the weekend ofAugust 14 at the Plaza

Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas.

No gigantic expo hall stuffed with

million-dollar booths, CGE was (and

continues to be) a grass-roots effort,

put together by a few individuals whose

love of games hearkens back to a time

when Donkey Kongwas actually the

bad guy. Born out of last year’s World of

Atari show, admission for CGE was $35

for two days, and the show, while never

really crowded, reached approximately

650 attendees. Corporate sponsorship

of CGE was minimal, but as the CGE

program explains, the show has been a

labor of love by classic gamers for clas-

sic gamers. This was obvious to anyone

who saw the extremely impressive

museum collection, met with many

prominent guests (including Activison

founders Steve Cartwright and David

Crane) and perused the classic games

and memorabilia available to play and

purchase.

The show floor; though small, was

lined with classic coin-op titles, not
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This isWHY you bought

a our player action is now available on the Sega Dreamcast.1" Save the

universe from the Armada, a single-minded biomechanical entity living

in the data banks of hoards of self-replicating ships.

GAME FEATURES:
Join forces as four players

compete simultaneously

Continually replay each of the

many regions with new and

unique enemies and challenges

Use the VMU to store your character's

increasing inventory and skills:

and swap with other players

NOW
AVAILABLE

£.1 Action H Adventure £4 Mystery Hi Horror

>:< Sword big enough to send hideous mutant

monsters back to hell in tiny pieces

A wicked disease is transforming your people into horrible mutants. Barrie the

warped forces of evil magic with the power of science (and an enchanted blade).

You are the last chance for humanity's survival before the Vampire Lord conquers
all in this Gothic Action/RPG.

Watch the game world change as your character gains experience

Utilize the VMU to store inventory and skills: and swap stuff with other players

Deep engaging story line with real time combat
• Replay modules over and over, with inhabitants who remember your past deeds

COMING SOON

Sega© Dreamcast,

i

, i -S a i t

t 1 - ,<r * V-.

7:

Armada (<91999. Metro3D. Inc.

Sega and Sega Dreamcast are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Entertainment Software Rating Board.

Metro3D, Inc. • 12 S. First Street, 10th Floor • San Jose, CA 95113

www.metro3d.com

ESRB
re Apocalypse ©1999. Metro3D, Inc.
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EQ&A
In a world oftough questions, you need a source for

equally tough answers — welcome to Q&A

Welcome to our latest section,

* Q&A. You’ve got questions,

we’ve got answers. To any

computer and videogame question

— the harder the better The

processor for the Intellivision? Sure

(General Instruments CP 1610). The

nationality of the programmer for

the original Final Fantasy? No
problem (Iranian). The first pirated

piece of consumer software? Done

(Microsoft BASIC for the Altair).

With a combined total of more

than 100 years of gameplaying

experience among the staff, we’ve

amassed a store ofgame

knowledge second to none, and if

we don’t know the answers, we
know where to get them. So if

you’ve got game questions, we’ve

got answers. For this first

installment, we’ve taken our

questions from recent submissions

to Next Generation Online.

Why did Sony use Linux as the

OS for PlayStation 2?

PlayStation 2 itself doesn’t actually

use Linux, but the PlayStation 2

development system does.

According to Ken Kutaragi, SCEI

boss and PlayStation creator,

Linux was chosen for its stability

and ease of modification.

Is it true that Omikron started

as a text-based adventure

?

True. In fact, many games

(especially adventure games) start

as text adventures so that

designers can test gameplay while

art assets are being put together.

What’s the average salary for a

game programmer

?

They usually start around $45,000

and go up from there.

Is there ever going to be a

Monkey Island 4?

Maybe. Monkey Island 3 sold

poorly, but we’d still bet that

LucasArts returns to the franchise

— just a hunch and a rumor for

now, but some day, maybe.

Tommy Tallarico or the Fat Man

?

Tough to call. The Fat Man (who

isn’t fat at all) definitely has the

reach and height advantage, but

All real, all

the time
Soul Calibur looks

awesome on Dreamcast,

but settle a bet: is the

opening movie pre-

rendered? I say it is, my
friend says it isn’t.

You lose. It’s rendered

on the fly.

Rendered on the fly, the Intro movie
for Soul Calibur surpasses pre-rendered

efforts on previous systems

I

The bottom line is this: one-on-one, fair fight, we
give it to the Fat Man, but if the entourages get
involved, the edge goes to Tallarico

we wouldn’t put it past Tallarico

to fight dirty, and he gets some
hometown points from us

because he’s from Massachusetts.

Still, the bottom line is this:

one-on-one, fair fight, we give

it to the Fat Man, but if the

entourages get involved, the

edge goes to Tallarico.

Wait — you didn’t mean

music-wise, did you?

/ just moved my 2600 from the

basement to the living room, but

it doesn’t work on my big-screen

TV. What’s the deal

?

The problem is that digital tuners

can’t pick up the 2600’s video

signal. Not surprisingly, Atari

engineers used a hack to get RF

output, and it simply won’t work

with the new digital tuners,

which are optimized for picking

up cable signals. Even with an RF

adapter, the best you’ll get is a

fuzzy mess. Still, there are a

couple of options. You can run

the 2600 through an old, analog

VCR and use that as the tuner,

then run the video out from the

VCR into your current setup, but

the best option (if you can

solder) is to modify the signal of

your 2600 so that it outputs a

standard composite signal. There

are instructions for this online.

The one we used is found at

http://www.hwcn.org/~ad329/

2600vidm.html.

Who designs the characters for

Capcom? Is it one guy or what

?

Although Yoshiki Okamoto
oversees all development as

director of R&D, there’s no single

character-design guru, and the

different teams create their own
characters. For example, Keiji

Inafune created Mega Man, while

Producer Shinji Mikami came up

with the characters from

Resident Evil and Dino Crisis.

Why do Sony, Sega, and

Nintendo do territorial lockouts

?

Licensing. Publishers often sell

the distribution rights to

different companies in different

countries, so they want to

minimize the number of copies

of a game that get sold in a

territory it isn’t licensed for (yet),

to keep up the value of the

license. If Activision buys the

rights to Tenchu for the US, the

company wouldn’t be very happy

if the Japanese Tenchu ran fine on

US systems, especially if Activision

planned to release the game at a

later date, because import sales

would cut into Activision’s. In fact,

though, current territorial

lockouts are so easy to defeat it’s

led to many games being given

worldwide, simultaneous releases.

What was the first company to

deviate from the 9-pin controller

configuration used on the 2600?

Well, 2600 contemporaries like

Odyssey and Fairchild didn’t use it,

nor did Intellivision, but the first

system not to use the 9-pin plug

after Atari was NES — smart,

since Sega lost a patent suit to

Atari over the joysticks. And FYI,

you can use a Genesis controller

on a 2600 (use button B).

Send questions to

hardcore@next-generation.com,
and be sure to check out our daily Q&A on

Imagine Media’s Daily Radar game site at

http://www.dailyradar.com.
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Your time has come.

Be the Prince.

It’s everything you hoped for, and like nothing you expected.

Remaining Faithful to its time-honored legacy, Prince of Persia >1) elevates the Prince

to new heights with the fast-paced combat of a fighting game and the depth and challenge

of a classic Arabian Nights adventure. Stunning animation. Advanced 3D technology. Completely

original game design. It's all here as you journey back to exotic 12th Century Persia and

answer the game’s most compelling question: Is it in you?



Defeat 30 distinct types of enemies through the mastery

of vour lethal sword, bowstaff and double blades.

irnej' through 7 environments including a fantastic

dirigible, an opulant palace, and Tibetan cliffs.

1 agility are vour only hope against hundreds

;e scythes, guillotines and spring-load spikes.

ir bow and enchanted arrows can silence dis

opponents and solve environmental puzzles.

* i

--mbdw |g§: 4

- mammm ***%> v

Use deft precision and razor sharp timing to destroy countless Rope swinging and other tests of skill await you in

foes— each with combat AI that adjusts in real time. 14 spectacular indoor and outdoor levels.



At an eagerly attended press conference in Tokyo,
Sony reveals the name, price, games, and strategy for

its next-generation machine

Call us naive, but for some reason, we always

hoped Sony would make “Next Generation

PlayStation” the permanent name of the system
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Hardware specs PlayStation2 at a glance

Release date

Launch price

Dimensions

CPU
Memory

GPU
VRAM
Sound

Disc Drive

I/O

Interfaces

3/4/00 (Japan)

¥39800 ($390)

301mm (W) x 178mm (D) x 78mm (H); 2.1 Kg

128-bit “Emotion Engine” @ 294.912 MHz

32 MB direct DRAM
“Graphics Synthesizer” @ 147.456 MHz

4MB embedded on chip

SPU2, 48 hardware channels, 2MB audio RAM

CD-ROM (24x), DVD-ROM (4x)

PlayStation CPU+ @ 33.86 or 36.86 MHz (selectable), 2MB I/O RAM

Controller port (x2), memory card slot (x2), AV multi-out,

optical digital out, USB port (x2), i.Unk (IEEE1394), PCMCIA slot (type III)

PlayStation2
ARRIVES

After months of speculation, the last

of Son/s secrets about PlayStation2

were revealed to the world on

September 13. Some were expected

(the name, PlayStation2), some were

surprising (the low launch price), and

some were downright startling (the

DualShock2 announcement).

While the mind-blowing specs of

Sony’s next-generation machine were

released last March (see sidebar;

above, if you need a refresher), many

important features were revealed only

just prior to Tokyo Game Show. The

most immediate revelation was the

name of the name: the pragmatic

PlayStation2. A new “PS2” logo adorns

the box, and creator Ken Kutaragi says

he expects PS2 to become the

informal term for the system.

The box itself is controversial: first

impressions have been either love or

hate, with very little middle ground.

Designed by Sony hardware guru

Mr Goto, who also created the

original PlayStation box as well as

the VAIO PC, it is matte black

with a post-industrial,

asymmetrical design.

Equipped with a

sliding CD tray,

it can be

used

horizontally, or; using an optional

stand, in a tower configuration.

According to Goto, the design is

intended to mirror the universe:

the black box represents space,

while the blue and purple base is a

metaphor for the earth. Overall, it’s

slightly smaller than PS I. The standard

controller will be Space Black —
picture black with a bit of subtle

glitter thrown in and you’ve got the

Idea. As for us, having seen it up

close — the pictures Sony has

provided simply do not do the unit

justice — we love it. The design is

consciously component-like: PS2

looks more like a VCR than it does a

traditional game machine, but,

especially in the tower configuration,

it possesses a grace that is totally

unique.

Given the planned power of PS2,

many experts expected Sony to have

trouble producing the chips that

power the system both in quantity

and at a reasonable price. While the

company is almost certainly taking a

loss on each unit, it has still managed

to keep the launch price to ¥39800,

the same launch price as PlayStation.

As for quantities, the company

promises that 1,000,000 machines will

be available for the Japanese launch

on March 4, 2000. (Those who
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You could hear the gasps of amazement when Sony
unveiled its futuristic new powerhouse for the first

time... and then we saw the games

expected a more auspicious number; like 3/21 or

12/3, take heart — since it is the twelfth year of the

current Japanese Emperor's rule, the launch date in

the Japanese calendar is 12-3-4.)

In the box at launch will be two new accessories

to go along with the new hardware: an 8MB

memory card and the DualShock2 Controller The

memory card has 64 times the capacity of the PS I

card and transfers data at 256 times the current

rate. Although Sony has already announced a

“multiple gig” hard drive for the unit sometime in

2001, the new memory card (capable of holding 1/4

of the data on the Zelda 64 cart) should be more

than enough for most games.

More exciting is DualShock2, which features

analog, pressure-sensitive buttons (except for start

and select). Although button-presses on the pad feel

exactly like a traditional DualShock, patented

sensors in the pad provide 256 levels of velocity

data with each press. The implications for gaming

are immense: imagine a fighting game where

different moves happen depending on how hard

you hit the buttons, and you can start to understand

just what types of new gameplay the controller will

enable.

Discs for PS2 will be either blue or silver — blue

for CD-ROMs and silver for DVD-ROMS. As

expected, DVD movies are playable on the system,

as are original PlayStation black discs. Although PS I

games won’t look any better on PS2, Sony has just

released development libraries that will enable

forthcoming PS I games to take advantage of the

24x CD drive’s fester load times (the PS I has only a

2x drive). Sony has also made it clear that all

licensed PS I peripherals should work perfectly on

the new systems, from multitaps to memory cards.

Also unveiled at the event was PS Tool, the

awkwardly named PS2 development hardware.

Looking like a mothership version of the PS

hardware, the ¥2,000,000 ($20,000) Tool is a dual-

featured system: it can work in a traditional

programming/debugging mode, but also as a Linux-

powered workstation that uses the PS2 hardware

itself (albeit with more RAM) to create graphics.

The Online Game
Hardware was only part of Son/s announcement

The company also announced its Internet and

product development and marketing strategies,

which make it clear that Sony is looking at PS2 as fer

more than just a videogame system.

Although no modem will ship with the unit Sony

plans to ship a combined Ethernet and hard-drive

expansion pack in 2001 that will enable PS2 to use a

cable modem to download broadband content,

such as movies on demand, but beginning with

“PlayStation and PlayStation2 software libraries.”

The company is also planning to launch an “e-

distribution” server for electronic commerce, which

will use Son/s new Magic Gate encryption scheme.

With only a tiny sliver of the market currently

THE PS2
JAPANESE
LAUNCH
TITLES

using cable modems, wouldn’t gamers prefer a

regular modem or DSL connection? Not according

to Sony. “The thing you have to understand is that

right now ihere is no killer app for cable modems,”

says Phil Harrison, vice president of third-party

relations and R&Q for SCEA. “What we’re creating is

something that can actually drive that market

forward." Maybe, but we remain skeptical: Sony says

cable modems will have a 10% penetration in US

homes, thanks to PS2, but considering how much

cable crawls today when just a few people on the

same line have cable modems online, DSL seems

like a smarter bet. “Cable is all we’ve announced

so fer;” counters Harrison. “You’ll see more

announcements in the future, and don’t forget,

you don’t necessarily need a wired connection to

do this,” he concludes tantalizingly. Wireless plans

for PS2? Harrison won’t give details, but for those

already frustrated with cable, it’s an encouraging

sign.

What about going online right away? There may

be a market there, says Harrison, but Sony isn’t

interested: “Our long-term strategy ... is broadband.

nil
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THE BOUNCER This free-roaming

fighter wasn’t

playable, but showed
off amazing lighting

effects and realtime

3D graphics. The

Publisher: Square framerate was a rock-

Developer: Square solid 60fps as well

GRAN TURISMO
2000

Publisher: SCEI

Developer: SCEI

The PS2 update

to the best-selling

franchise, the hallmark

of the demo version

we played was sim-like

control and lots of

highlighting on
the cars

DARK CLOUD

Publisher: SCEI

Developer: SCEI

Create and interact

with a stunning digital

world in this god-

game-meets-RPG. A
surprise title, this

really shows off

PlayStation2’s

capabilities

POPOLOCROIS
STORY III

Publisher: SCEI

Developer: SCEI

What can we say: this

is the game you know
(or at least hope) won’t

make it to America —
its a hyper-cute anime
title that looks like it

could have been done
on Super NES

TEKKEN TAG
TOURNEMENT

Publisher: Namco
Developer: Namco

An amazing

update to the

arcade game, this

will be PS2’s Soul

Calibur. it’s

beautiful and it

already plays

fantastically

ETERNAL RING

Publisher: SCEI

Developer: From Soft

A dungeon-crawler

a la Kings Field, the

demo version

featured corridors

and lighting effects,

but no enemies, yet
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It is very ambitious and it’s going to take a lot of our

focus going forward. We’re basically leap-frogging

toda/s Internet: when people talk about the

Internet today, they mean HTML, narrowcasting, and

that’s basically of no interest to us. In the short

term it would be very easy to plug in a modem to

PS2’s PCMCIA or USB interface that delivers toda/s

Internet experience, and we’d be happy for a third

party to address that opportunity.” Is Sony missing

out by not having a standard browser? “Speaking

personally,” Harrison says, “I think looking at HTML
on my TV is of no interest to me whatsoever Why
should we focus time, money and attention [on

HTML] and get distracted from the bigger goal. I’m

sure there are commercial opportunities we’re

ignoring and missing out on, but so be it, because

the end game is megabytes of data per second

through broadband capabilities.

With PS2’s varied capabilities, will

gamers be left out in the cold in the

battle to control the living room?
Not at all, say Sony execs

KESSEN

Publisher: KOEI

Developer: KOEI

This feudal strategy

title puts you in the

role of the general,

but lets you see

cavalry charges

with hundreds of

horsemen acted

out in realtime

DRUM MANIA

Publisher: Kbnami

Developer: Konami

Konami's latest

take on music

games features,

you guessed it,

drums and drum-
and-bass action

The Back Door
Sony clearly views PS2 as a back door (or perhaps

even a front door) toward an ultimate goal of being

the set-top box provider It plays movies, it plays

games, and it will surf the Internet and provide

broadband content on demand. Sounds great, but

will gamers be left out in the cold in the battle to

control the living room? Will Son/s quest to be the

AT&T of mass-market entertainment in the next

century mean that the company will soon be

eschewing Crash 6 in favor of Checkers 2?

Not at all, says Harrision. “Hardcore gamers —
the people who read Next Gen — are the people

who’ve given us this chance to move into new areas,

so we are certainly not going to leave them behind.

We want to give them new creative challenges and

opportunities. That’s what we’re about, building

technology that brings wonder into people’s lives.”

In fact, he says, the broadband and set-top box

plans aren’t the end in itself; but just part of Son/s

and Ken Kutaragi’s larger plan to create a new kind

of interactive entertainment: computer

entertainment. “Ken’s very altruistic about this,” says

Harrison. “He wants to entertain the masses.

Videogames are what brought us here, and

videogames are going to continue to be the central

part of our strategy Having said that, we want to

start to change the definition of “what is a

videogame.’ Now, obviously driving, fighting, action,

shooting — all those traditional genres are going to

be as significant as ever; and there are going to be

amazing advances in those genres on PlayStation2,

but we also see a lot of opportunities for new

creators and new product coming into existence

because of PS2 technology.”

The Games

A-TRAIN 6

Publisher: Art Dink

Developer: Art Dink

Art Dink’s

trademark train

sim comes to

another system. It

features bird’s-eye

and engineer views

and surprisingly

detailed cities

UNISON

Publisher: Tecmo
Developer: Tecmo

Not playable at

the show, this looks

to be Tecmo’s entry

into the rhythm-

action genre,

featuring a Spice

Girls-styie lineup

Don’t expect videogames to morph into computer

entertainment overnight, however: there’s still plenty

of room for innovation inside traditional genres, as

the first titles revealed for the system show. Although

all thirteen titles announced for the Japanese launch

(see details at left) look great, only The Bouncer

(Square’s free-roaming brawler) and Dark Cloud

(SCEI’s world-building RPG) stand out as real

attempts to use the power of PlayStation2 to create

a new kind of game. Harrison thinks its unfair;

though, to expect all game designers to produce

genre-smashers with their first games: “For the time

being, there’s a commercial reality that is

predominant right now perhaps over the creative

reality, and that commercial reality is ‘get the game

done for launch.’” Even so, outside of a few

exceptions (.Ridge Racer, Street Fighter), the non-

launch games shown at Tokyo Game Show seemed

DEN-SEN

Publisher: SCEI

Developer: SCEI

Sliding around

powerlines sound
fun? You’ll love this

effort by Sony to

expand the world of

unique game
concepts

NEW
RIDGE RACER

Publisher: Namco
Developer: Namco

The latest in

Namco’s franchise

series, NRR wasn’t

playable, but it looks

amazing — much
better than GT2000
at this stage

STREET
FIGHTER EX3

Publisher: Capcom
Developer: Capcom

Super fast

gameplay is this

Capcom fighter's

trademark, along with

excellent tag-team

options. Add amazing

lighting effects and it’s

a Capcom fan’s delight
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The PS2’s design mirrors the

universe: the black box represents

space, while the blue and purple

base is a metaphor for the Earth

Planned Japanese releases: Game

a bit weak, didn’t they? “We’re six months away

from the launch, and many of the games shown are

only a few weeks into development, so don’t be

too quick to judge," he says.

Overall though, the planned software library —
as well as the lineup of third parties — is the

strongest Japanese software lineup Next

Generation has seen, and just as PlayStation

enabled the creation of totally new genres (and

cross-genre games), it seems inevitable that

PlayStation2 will do the same, especially with the

expandable hardware features like i-Link.

Sony has never lacked vision. When Sega and

Hardware specs

Nintendo had cart-based machines in the 16-bit

days, Ken Kutaragi developed a CD-ROM based

machine — the ill-feted PlayStation SNES add-on.

While Sega focused on sprites for its planned 32-bit

machine, Ken Kutargi developed PSX, the first game

machine that could really do 3D right. And now,

with PiayStation2, Ken Kutaragi’s team has revealed

its most visionary and ambitious project to date, a

product that may well mark one of the most

impressive advances to date in the history of

entertainment, interactive or otherwise. Kutaragi-san

and his team have done their job and delivered an

amazing machine. It’s now up to software

developers to see what they can make of it

NEXT MONTH: Will Sony’s strategy work? Can Sega

survive? Does Nintendo want out of the hardware race?

And what about Microsoft and X-Box? Be sure to pick up

the December Next Generation for an in-depth report

on the state of the console wars as we move into 2000.

1 On 1 Government
3D Golf

3D Real Drive

500 GP
A-Train 6

Allgo 2001

Al Mahjong 2001

Al Shogi 2001

American Arcade
Armored Core 2

Baki the Grappler

Bakuryu 2
Battle On The Ghat

BBD2000
Billiards Master 2

Bloody Roar 3
Boku To Maoh (“The Devil and I")

Bomberman 2001

Bust-A-Move 3
ChoroQHG
Dark Cloud

Den-Sen

Eternal Ring

Exotica

F-1

Fantavision

Fighting Illusion K-1 Grand Prix

Fighting QTs
Flower Sun and Rain

Fly High
FX Pilot

Go By Train!

Gradius III & IV

Gran Turismo 2000
Ide Yohsuke's Family Golf 2

I.Q. Remix
Jade Cocoon 2

Jikkyou Powerful Pro Baseball

Jikkyou World Soccer 2000
Kessen

Lakemasters EX
L'Arc-en-Ciel

Let's Become a Riot 2
Magical Sports Catch Bass Club

Magical Sports Koshien 2000
Magical Sports ProGolfer

Mahjong Taikai III

Mahjong Yarouze 2
Mobile Suit Gundam

Ninja Gaiden (Kunai)

Despite what this photos imply, the PlayStation logo

on the drive door can be rotated so it always faces up

The five coolest things about PS2 hardware

Panic Surfing

Panzer Century G Breaker

Perfect Golf 3
Popolocrois III

Pro Mahjong Kiwame Next

Roadsters Trophy 2000
Robocop

Shanghai 5
Shin-Sangokumusou

Sidewinder Max
Sky Surfer

Soldnerschild 2

Sonnette
Soul Surfing

Splash Dive

Star Ocean 3
Street Fighter EX3

Street Mahjong Trance Majin 2
Tekken Tag Tournament

Tetsuman Menkyokalden
The Bouncer

Todai Shogi Shikenbisha Dojyo

Tuning Car Race Game

Wild Wild Racing
World Neveriand 3

WRC

North American Developer Lineup

Jorudan

T&E Soft

VR-1 Japan
Namco
Artdink

MCorp.
MCorp.
MCorp.
Astroll

From Software

Hudson Soft

Sony CEI

Hudson Soft

Korrami

Sony Music
Victor Interactive

Magical Company United
Magical Company United

Magical Company Limited

Koei

Konami

UEP Systems

Sony CEI

Athena

Titus

Capcom
Sun
Namco
KagaTech

Mainichi Communications
MTO
Tecmo
Imagineer

Riverhill Soft

Electronic Arts Square

Technology

i-Link

USB
PCMCIA slot

Memory Card 2

DualShock2

Potential Application

Video-in to add your face or custom textures to a game
Modems, multiple controllers

Modem, game sharks

8MB save space will enable massively customizable games

Pressure-sensitive buttons could revolutionize gaming

The following publishers

and developers have signed letters

of intent to develop/publish for

PS2 In North America.

The 3DO Company
7 Studios

Acclaim

Best of
Show:

The
Bouncer

One of the best things about The Bouncer is how characters can interact with anything in the environment

After hurdling the turnstiles, our hero proceeds to beat up the guards and then run to hop on the train

American Softworks (ASC)

Atlus USA
Bungie

Capcom
Cemy Games
Crave Entertainment

Digital Anvil

DreamWorks Interactive

Eidos

Electronic Arts

Enix

Fox Interactive

GT Interactive

Hasbro Interactive

Humongous Entertainment

Incredible Technologies

Infogrames Entertainment

Insomniac Games
Interplay

Konami of America

LucasArts

Midway
Mindscape

Namco Homtek
Naughty Dog, Inc

Neversoft

Oddworid Inhabitants

Red Storm Entertainment

Shiny Entertainment

Square EA
Stormfront Studios

SunSoft USA
Surreal Software

Take 2 Interactive

TerraGlyph

THQ
Titus Software

UbiSoft

Universal Interactive

Working Designs
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Sega

is

registered

in

the

U.S.

Patent

and

Trademark

Office.

Sega,

Dreamcast,

the

Dreamcast

Logo

and

The

House

of

the

Dead

are

either

registered

trademarks

or

trademarks

of

SEGA

Enterprises,

Ltd.

©
SEGA

ENTERPRISES,

LTD.,

1999.

All

rights

T GIVES YOU A CHANCE TO

BRAIN HUNGRY Z0
TGHT

IB IE
in

the HOUSEthe DEAD 2 I
Segad Dreamcast

IT'S THINKING

Tfe-
*'

<5V >

V

6-1

< APPARENTLY YOU’D RATHER SUCK HATCHET
new characters travel branching paths on 6 intense levels for ultimate replayability to confront over 20

kinds of mutants with hatchets, chainsaws and razor sharp teeth, check your shorts for cal sega.com



©1999 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Sidewinder are either registered trademark or trademarks ol Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other

sri- trademarks or registered trademarks of Electronic Arts in the U.S. and/or other countries. All rights reserved.



vibrations of ForceFeedback to PC games. Experience the kick of the afterburners as you punch

through Mach 2 in Flight Simulator 2000. Wrench your nervous system as you hurtle your way

through the streets of Need for Speed High Stakes. Get your hands around them. If you can.

,1
* 4

A

Messiah

Midnight' 1

badness • M

Grand Pi

Racing Simulation 2

trademarks and company names mentioned herein may be trademarks of their respective owners. Need for Speed and Electronic Arts

NASCAR Revclu



Do U N TO YOUR
OPPONENTS BEFORE

THEY DO UNTO YOU.

Terrorize

WHO WANTS SOME MORE?
www.microsoft.com/sidewinder



Humiliate

Microsoft* Sidewinder® Dual Strike helps you humiliate and degrade opponents in tons of action & adventure

games. The rotating perspective control allows you to look, aim and fire faster. And with a D-pad, programmable

buttons and two triggers, terrorizing is effortless.

© 1999 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft and Sidewinder are either registered trademark or trademarks of Microsoft

Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.



Killer soundtrack
including music performed by

Blink 182, Ministry, Fear Factory, HsO,

Voodoo Glow Skulls, Joi, Lagwagon,

Ten Foot Pole, Pulley, Face to Face

^Featuring Music By:

2 Player Split Screen Mode Hundreds Of Trick Combos5 Different Events Exclusive Create-A-Park Feature 7 Unique Lifestyle Riders

www.thq.com
lainment, Lid. -MTV Sports' names, irademafeand logos

:ionjand all related titles and togos are trademarksot MTV

» exclusively licensed to THQ Inc. fhe THQ logo and THQ an

:
property ot their respective owners. All rights reserved.

MUSIC TELEVISION



FINAL FANTASYVM
CROSSWORD CONTEST

So you’ve played the game, you’ve even beaten the game.

Now it’s time to be rewarded for your efforts...

All right, here’s how
it breaks down: first,

complete the

following crossword

puzzle, then, in 100

words or less, give us

your own personal

interpretation of the

ending FMV

sequence from

FINAL FANTASY VIII.

Only entries with

completed puzzles

will be judged, the

winners to be

determined by the

depth of symbolic

interpretation, or just

how much they

make us laugh.

exclusive to

ENextGen
Next Generation Magazine

Three Grand Prize Winners: A
Square EA game library of six titles

complete with strategy guides, plus a

limited edition FFVIII poster; FFVIII T-shirt,

FFVIII ball cap, and a groovy FFVIII jacket.

> 20 First Prize Winners: FFVIII jacket

> 40 Second Prize Winners: FFVIII T-shirt

> 75 Third Prize winners: FFVIII cap

Clues...

Across:

I. Two recurring enemies:

Biggs and

3. A fortuitous spaceship full of mutant

aliens.

5. The only Guardian Force with two
characters.

Down:

2. The Guardian Force found in Cid’s

magic lamp.

4. Squall’s last name.

6. Rinoa’s pet dog.

7 Squall has dreams in which he is this

person.

8. The invisible capitol city

9. The most powerful spell to junction.

10. Squall’s Limit Break attack.

The judges of the contest will be Next Generation’s editors, and they will be

basing their decision on originality, depth of interpretation, and humor.

One entry total per individual. All entries must be received no later than December 17, 1999, with the winner being announced on or around January 21, 2000. By entering this contest you agree that Imagine Media may use your name,

likeness, and web site for promotional purposes without further payment. All prizes will be awarded and no minimum number of entries is required. Prizes won by minors will be awarded to their parents or legal guardians. Imagine

Media is not responsible for damages or expenses that the winners might incur as a result of the Contest or the receipt of a prize, and winners are responsible for income taxes based on the value of the prize received. A list of

winners may also be obtained by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Imagine Media, Inc., do Final Fantasy Vlll Contest, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 94005. This contest is limited to residents ofthe United States. No
purchase necessary; void in Arizona, Maryland, Vermont, Puerto Rico, and where prohibited by law.



HE DEVIL IS AMONG US

AND YOUR DOOM AWAITS

AMBLERS AND THIEVES

WILL TEMPT AND ROB YOU.

OUR FAST CARS AND EASY MONEY
WILL NOT SAVE YOU.

OR WHEN YOU DEAL WITH THE DEVIL

the Devil will deal with you.

ONS AND DISASTER
WILL REIGN VENGEANCE UPON YOU.



Si "...ONE OF THE DREAMCAST'S FIRST MUST-HAVE
TITLES...SEXY GRAPHICS, SMOKIN' GAMEPLAY..." - GAMEPRO

,

,

©1999 Ubi Soft, Inc. Speed Devils and
|

i Soft Entertainment are trademarks of Ubi Soft, Inc. Ubi Soft and the Ubi Soft Entertair

fest. and the Dreamcast logo are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Sega E

Say your prayers, i 1 helush toacks and 17 wicked racers to drive and

RACE LIKE A BAT OUT OF HI
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*Alphas
The inside track on all the hot upcoming games.

UtW'.

Zombie’s Revenge

Roadsters

Centipede

Chrono Cross

^Nintendo 64
Zelda: Gaiden

Turok: Rage Wars

EverQuest: Ruins Of Kunark

79 Turok: Rage Wars

Dead or Alive 2

Spawn

Strider 2

Spiderman

Excitebike 64

Eternal Arcadia

Crusaders of Might & Magic

Donkey Kong 64

WWF Wrestlemania 2000

Warcraft 3

Wu Tang: Shaolin Style

Evolution

Deadly Pursuit
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OR ALIVE 2
Publisher: Tecmo Developer: Tecmo Release Date: TBD Origin: Japan

The fighting game to die for

^ We don’t have to tell you that

Dead or Alive 2 is one of the~
most spectacular-looking games

we’ve ever seen — the screens can speak

for themselves. And believe it or not,

when you see the game in motion, its

even more astounding as fighters dart

und each other around each other with catlike grace and

A AVlffl mnVA QO jump around environments with motions

so realistic it’s eerie. Due this fell in the

e|-|e arcades, and next year on Dreamcast and

fv.
jSJ .fflL- A* Jk '-.Jk1 - JL m&ik

DOA 1 was known for its rather risque animations, and the sequel looks to have the exact same attitude
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DEAD OR
ALIVE?
In the past, it was
customary to check

to see if a person

was dead by placing

a feather or mirror

in front of their

mouth to check for

breathing, then test a

finger or ear for a

pulse. In modern
times, the

unconfirmed

departed are

checked for a lack of

response to pain or

light, inability to

breathe without a

machine, lack of

involuntary motions,

and flat brain waves.

(perhaps) PlayStation 2, DOA 2 looks to

be the fighting game that sets the new

high watermark in visual style, surpassing

even Soul Calibur and VF3tb.

While the visuals are definitely

top-notch, Team Ninja is also equally

concerned with how the game will play.

The same control scheme has been held

over from the first game, which consists

of three main attack buttons: free,

punch, and kick. Obviously it is the free

button that differentiates the fighting

style of DOA 2 from its nearest

counterparts. Used properly, the free

button can help your character

maneuver in and out of the screen and

Players can

choose to play

either the one-on-

one or Team
Battle modes. The
Team Battle, in

particular, forces

players to adopt

new strategies in

which their two
fighters work
together to

vanquish the

opposition

I

Of course, DOA 2 will have many
“sexy animations” in the same style
as the first game

Each fighter has

their own storyline,

which plays out

through the single-

player game. Before

each fight you will be
treated to some in-

game cinematics

detailing why the

characters are

confronting each

other

also to easily execute reversals, which

causes the flow of the battle to switch

rapidly and often.

“Virtua Fighter is a defense-type game

and players will alternate defense and

attack position, defense, defense, and

defense again,” claims Tomonubu Itagaki,

producer on the title. “Dead or Alive 2 is

an offense, offense, offense-type of

game.”

People accustomed to the way

fighting games are normally played will

not be accustomed to this new flow of

battle, but it’s easy enough to pick up.

Strangely enough, once a fight gets going,

it actually looks more like a martial arts

battle than a traditional fighter Adding to

the feel, the characters have all been

animated with a unique combination of

hand animation and motion capture,

which gives them a lifelike edge, but with

some definite anime stylings. Of course,

Itagaki admits that the game will have

many “sexy animations” in the style

At 60fps, the silky smooth animation of DOA 2 is nearly indististinguishable from the latest Hong Kong martial arts flick
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Tina

Zack

I

Players can easily execute
reversals which cause the flow of
battle to switch rapidly and often

of the first.

“Danger Zones” still loom large

in the gameplay. This device, which

has characters who fell into certain areas

of the ring tiles getting blown back and

taking considerable damage, has been

changed around a bit to make the game

better “We wanted to make the game

more real," says Itagaki, “so we increased

the ground effects, and we also

introduced some new character

gimmicks during the explosions." Even

better; DOA 2 features multi-leveled

arenas so characters can be knocked off

cliffs, through windows, or over a railing,

only to get up on the lower level and

resume fighting. There is even a new

‘team battle" mode where you can trade

off characters in the middle of a match.

V

PJ
l'i

The best part about the trading of

characters is that you can actually start a

combo with one character and then

inish with another — much like in

Tekken Tag Battle. Of course, you can

also opt to fight one-on-one if you wish.

While DOA 2 will be hitting arcades

this fall, no release date has been set

for the Dreamcast (or the rumored

PlayStation 2) version. While the port

from Naomi to Dreamcast is a painless

one, we can probably expect some

enhancements (and delays) for any

PlayStation 2 port (fenboys -are no doubt

already counting on accurate physics

models for the breasts). One thing is for

certain: fighting games will never be the

same again. — Blake Fischer

Fighting in the citadel offers the added twist

of stained glass windows that fighters can be

thrown through. Don’t worry, though, when you

hit the ground below you’ll still be able to get

up and continue fighting

Every character has a nice assortment of painful-looking throws to make your opponent wince as you shove their face into the ground
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C 0 L L E C T 0 R’S PACKAGE

FINAL FANTASY ANTHOLOGY.

LEARN FROM THE PAST

It' Contains a bonus soundtrack CD featuring favorite music from both games
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Publisher: TBA Developer: Verant Release Date: Q4 2000 Origin: US

Make your bid for planetary domination - 500 people at a time

B The developers at Verant like to

think big. In fact, as one of the

few developers in the world

devoted solely to massively multiplayer

online games, the/re required to. With

Sovereign, their second effort after the

highly successful EverQuest, the company

is looking forward to bringing the

realtime-strategy genre forward into a
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TORTURE
YOUR
ENEMIES
No, this isn’t the

sequel to Wild 9 —
but in Sovereign, if

you catch a spy in

your city you can let

him go, kill him, or

subject him to

torture. Torture him
enough, and he will

feed his original

government
misinformation that

you supply — if he
survives, that is

new age of gameplay and interaction.

The biggest difference between

Sovereign and its nearest competitors

like Starcraft or C&C is the sheer scope

of the world you play in. As many as 500

players can participate in each game, and

you can play on randomly generated

worlds up to 4,096 times the size of the

Earth. Whichever world and game size

you do choose, that world is persistent

on Verant’s servers for as long as the

game lasts (which is supposedly around

one month in realtime). Once the game

starts, it will keep going with or without

you until the victory conditions are met.

Which makes for a tough challenge:

how will the developers level the playing

field between people who play different

amounts of time? One way they’re doing

this is by simply never letting players go.

Once you leave the game and lock down

your empire (which is one of many

options), you are then kept in touch with

what is happening in-game via email. You

can actually customize your emails so

that you get more frequent updates if

certain conditions are met (i.e., your city

is under attack). You can set the game up

to page you if necessary and there will

even be an IRC-type client that you can

I

As many as 500 players can play
on worlds up to 4,096 times the
size of the Earth

keep running on your desktop with live

chat channels with other players. This

kind of thing will be very dangerous to

those who have access to the Internet at

work — how do you control yourself if

you get an urgent call for help in the

middle of the workday?

Gameplay itself is a unique

combination of Civilization, Command
and Conquer, and Diplomacy. The basic

idea of the game is to build your empire

so that it can eventually conquer the

world. To do this, you must use

diplomatic skills to deal with other



You can actually arrange for different parts of your armies to attack in waves for a more
concerted strike. Even better, you can schedule your army to attack when you aren't even online!

players, resource-management skills to

keep your empire running, tactical skills

to deal with any military “opportunities,”

and a fair amount of guile so that you

can manipulate and undermine people

that get in your way Everything is

interrelated, so if you declare war; you

can expect your citizenry to be upset

(they will even send actual angry emails

to your real-world account), causing your

resource production to go down, which

means you can’t keep your army well-

supplied, and so on and so forth ... If it

sounds complex, that’s because it is —
this is ambitious stuff — but Verant has

done a great job so far of keeping the

complexities away from the player while

still offering tons of options. Much like

in EverQuest, the interlace is being

designed so that people can play to their

skill level.

Players will start each game off by

choosing a character class to represent

their persona in the game. Classes

available cover a variety of themes,

comprising soldiei; diplomat, economist,

scientist, spy, and theologian. The catch

here is that no class will function as well

independently as it will as part of a

group. Scientists can make nuclear

weapons, but only soldiers can use them.

Only a diplomat can initiate martial law if

one of your cities gets out of control. The

natural result of this state of affairs is a

large group of uneasy alliances that must

be made if players want to stay

competitive. Of course, in the game’s

final hour; all of those alliances are sure

to crack as the remaining players all try

to backstab each other in the final step

to victory. The spy class is perfect for this

element, as they can infiltrate cities and

find out valuable information or even

encrypt coded messages.

The engine that Verant has created to

run this game also has to be quite

flexible. To keep the sense of scale,

players can actually zoom in on their

smallest unit and all of the way out until

they have the entire world in their view

(complete with any satellites that are

orbiting). With air; sea, and land units all

available, keeping them realistic at close

range is quite a daunting task. Even the

little details like the planes being pulled

out of storage on a carrier are going to

be in so the game will be as realistic as

possible.

There is quite a bit of time before

Sovereign even hits beta, but the crew at

Verant already looks to be on track at

revolutionizing the way RTSs are played.

We dread the hit to productivity this

game will cause. — Blake Fischer

You can zoom
all of the way out

for a complete
world view of the

action. Not shown
in this shot is the

cloud layer that

will block visibility

and the orbiting

satellites

Launch planes from your aircraft carrier to gather information,

engage enemy fighters, or bomb a friend into the next century
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In real life, Duke Nukem
would be forced to attend

‘sensitivity training’.

Real life sucks

Go to www.ugodlrect.com
LJCSLZB

251 Park Avenue South, New York. NY 10010 1-800-335-0046

USE VIP CODE NGN99 IN THE SHOPPING CART TO RECEIVE YOUR $10.

‘Available on orders of $25 or more. Offer expires November 28, 1999 and is limited to one per customer.

We accept Mastercard, Visa, American Express and Discover.

©1999 UGO Networks, Inc. All rights reserved. UGODirect is a registered trademark of UGO Networks, Inc.

The Duke Nukem™ character name and likeness are trademarks of 3D Realms Entertainment,

under license by GT Interactive Software Corp.



^ Experts say that 10 or 12 guests in a room

is acceptable, but in my experience, a good host

will cap it at eight. Your guests’ needs should

always be top of mind. Offer up a thigh for a

pillow: or if you have a toothbrush, share it.

^ Away from home, be a good ambassador of

your fine culture by dressing appropriately.

Flannel will accentuate your individuality every

time. It also displays style, confidence and, of

course, your unwavering

opposition to The Man.

YOU CAN’T GO WRONG
WITH FLANNEL.

IT’S SMART FOR ANY OCCASION.



SIMPLE PHRASES

TO GET POSERS OFF

THE MOUNTAIN.

“1 th ink 1 hear the

alarm on your S.U.V.”

“Hey, there’s a ton

of brie in the

base lodge.”

“Did you know this

mouiritain’s out of

cell phone range?”

k 1

DON’T LITTER THE MOUNTAIN

mm

First used by Peruvian shepherds, the Snot

Rocket didn’t hit the American highlands until

the ‘70s. It’s a great way to keep the mountain

trash-free while showing your contempt for

society. As a bonus, it provides a tasty snack

for chipmunks and marmots.

Another great energy source is the #1 snowboarding game, Cool Boarders 4.

Make your soul patch tingle with new tweaked out grabs and tricks like method-

melons and hand plants. 16 pros including Jim Rippey, Shaun White and J.P. Walker

tear it up on 30 new courses riddled with short cuts, kickers and

rail slides. One to four riders can choose from 34 boards by 9 top

companies, or customize their own. Please friend, have a lovely sirred.

Remember, the skies are for everyone.

Except pigeons. They’re filthy creatures.

www.989studios.com

EXPLORE THE FREAK WITHIN
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Yes, this may be a parallel dimension, but most of Link’s enemies still seem to have prominent eyes or mouths just waiting to be shot. Hmmm...

NINTENDO 64

LEGEND OF ZELDA: GAIDEN
Publisher: Nintendo Developer: Nintendo Release Date: Spring 2000 Origin: Japan

A new Ze/da? So soon? Will this be cool stuff, or just leftovers?

E lfs only been been II months

since Legend ofZelda: Ocarina

of Time was released,

immediately shooting to the top of

everyone’s ‘Ten Best” lists and managing

to sell a kajillion more N64s in the

process. Despite that game’s lengthy four-

year development cycle, Link is already

being prepped for a return — this time

however; mostly without Shigeru

Miyamoto.

That’s right. According to sources,

although Miyamoto is keeping an eye on

the project, he’s currently busy working

on other things. Not to worry, though.

The game is being developed by

Then again, this being a parallel universe, Link does run into some pretty odd things

I

Link is already being prepped for a
return — this time however, mostly
without Shigeru Miyamoto
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GAIDEN?
Besides the current

Zelda, in past years

there have also been
Darius, Gradius, and
most famously Ninja

Gaidens. So just what
the heck is a

“gaiden," anyway?

Well, as it turns out,

the literal translation

is “supplementary

story," or “extra

story,” or “a little bit

of story that goes on
outside the main

story,” but curiously,

as a term, it doesn’t

seem to ever be

applied to anything

except games.

Shucks, so that

probably means no

Buffy the Vampire

Slayer: Gaiden in the

near future. Oh well.

essentially the same team that worked

with Miyamoto on Ocarina of Time, and

knowing Miyamoto, if they weren’t up to

it, he wouldn’t have given them his

blessing (in fact, he’s often downplayed

his involvement with Ocarina of Time,

claiming only to have thought up the

ideas while the team implemented them).

That said, this latest game does offer a

number of departures from the usual

Zelda fere. Set some unspecified number

of months after the events of Ocarina of

Time, Gaiden begins with Link meeting a

mysterious figure in the woods of Hyrule,

a masked man calling himself Stalkid.

Stalkid steals Link’s loyal pony, Epona, and

disappears, but when Link follows, he

finds himself in a strange parallel

dimension — a place that looks a little

like Hyrule, but isn’t exactly Hyrule.

Worse, wherever this place is, the sky is

literally felling: the moon will crash into

the planet within the next few days and

no one knows how to stop it.

Except, maybe, Stalkid, which makes

Link’s quest to track him down more than

just personal.

From a technical standpoint, Gaiden

actually improves on the already

impressive standard set by Ocarina of

Time. The game requires the use of a

4MB Expansion Pak, running in high-

resolution mode with feirly solid

ffamerates. Further; the textures are

noticeably more detailed, and in general,

every environment seems busiei; with

Yep, that’s a Deku wearing a green elf hat (above). That’s because it isn’t a Deku, it’s Link wearing a Deku mask. Gaiderfs main gameplay

element lies in Link being able to put on different masks, and gaining the powers and abilities of whatever creature he disguises himself as
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Although it would be natural to be skeptical given the game’s short development time, it’s clear the graphics are well up to Nintendo’s usual standard

more objects, characters, and enemies

than before.

Perhaps the biggest departure,

however; is in Gaiderfs basic gameplay

mechanic, which nicely hinges on the kind

of magic in use in the bizarro Hyrule that

Link finds himself in. Again, the place is

vaguely familiar; but it operates under very

different sets of rules. For example, Link

comes across characters with familiar

feces, like Ingo, Malon, and even Zelda,

but none of them behave quite like we’re

used to — in feet, at least one good guy

in Link's world, Navi, isn’t particularly nice

at all in the parallel universe.

So too, objects and weapons work

very differently in this strange new world,

and it turns out the upgrade path to

greater abilities and powers isn’t found in

new weapons or tools as in every other

Zelda game, but in finding and using

masks. Although masks were an integral

part of certain puzzles in Ocarina of

Time, they were used exclusively as

disguises. In Gaiden, when Link dons a

mask, he literally becomes whatever

character or creature the mask

represents, morphing in a sometimes-

amusing, sometimes-disturbing

transformation sequence into a new

creature — who still, it seems, wears

Link’s trademark green hat

Put on a Deku mask, and Link actually

turns into a Deku, giving him the ability to

spit seeds, walk on water; and use flower

blooms to glide through the air Slipping

into a Goron mask enables him to move

heavy stones and roll into a lethal spiny

wheel, zooming around at high speeds

and devastating anything he runs over

Although further details are sketchy at

the present time, rumor has it the final

game will feature as many as 20 different

masks. Interestingly, each new form also

enables Link to play a different instrument

— the Deku plays a horn, the Goron a

set of drums. Considering the many and

varied uses that magic music has been

put to in previous Zelda titles, we can

only speculate how much deeper this

may make the gameplay in Gaiden.

A 50% complete version was

previewed at Nintendo’s Spaceworld

Expo in Tokyo in late August, wowing

audiences and converting a few non-

believers who looked on the

comparatively short development cycle

and lack of Miyamoto’s direct involvement

with a cynical eye. We at Next

Generation, of course, reserve final

judgment until we see the finished game,

but darn if it doesn't look pretty good

so fer — JeffLundrigan

I

Link comes across characters with
familiar faces . . . but none of them
behave quite like we’re used to As with many Zelda adventures, Gaiden includes a number of

mini-games. Here, Link races for fun and profit as a Goron
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Sega#Dreamcast

TOO BAD YOUR LflME-RSS
REFLEXES RRE THE SAME

I Yuji Naka's warp speed 3D adventure through 40 expansive worlds of bonus rounds and minigames where

|
6 playable characters snowboard, play pinball, fly and even talk, moving 360 ' never felt so good. sega.com





*15 levels featuring dynamic lighting and smoothly

integrated indoor and outdoor locations.

* Over 30 fierce enemies including incredibly detailed

archenemies like the Insect Queen and Dragon Lord.

’ 22 spells, each with dramatic effects.

* Play as a warrior or sorceress and take advantage of

their unique abilities.

pU mbark on an epic quest to unite the shattered kingdoms

of humanity. Bring a knowledge of the arcane arts and

mastery of deadly swordplay to bear on the evil that

threatens the last bastions of civilization. The vile

Dragon Lord has returned and only your cold steel and

quick wits can put a stop to the coming horror, but be

warned: the Dragon Lord has not come alone. From the

black swamps an insect queen is gathering a venomous
brood and high above them on the hill tops giants plot to

join in the ensuing chaos. Your time has come, the crusade

must begin, and vengeance shall be yours.

Draconus, Cult Of The Wyrm © 1999 by Treyarch Invention. Portions © 1999 Interplay Productions. All Rights Reserved. Draconus,

Cult Of The Wyrm, Crave and their respective logos are trademarks of Crave Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Crave Entertainment

is a registered trademark in the U.S. © 1999 Crave Entertainment Inc. Sega Dreamcast and the Dreamcast logo are either registered

trademarks or trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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SUZUKI!

Hell on earth is coming to Sega

Dreanicast”. You can't resist

speeding in these hot-rods from hell.

Join Team Suzuki Alstare
1 and

experience the fast and furious

pace of motorcycle racing.

Intense 3D graphics and authentic

car performance team up for the

most realistic sim ever.

HOT MAMA OF A DEAL!

Get the best arcade, sim, and motorcycle Sega Dreamcasf racing games with this ultimate deal!

see inside game packages lor complete details

Includes product rated E by ERSB and product not yet rated. Visitwww.ersb.org or call 1-800-771-3722 for rating information

Ubi Soft Entertainment is a trademark of Ubi Soft. Inc. Ubi Soft and the Ubi Soft Entertainment logo are registered trademarks of Ubi Soft, Inc. All rights reserved. Sega, Dreaincast, and the Dreanicast logo are cither registered

trademarks or trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. Monaco Grand Prix is a trademark of A.C.M., Automobile Club de Monaco. All rights reserved. Speed Devils ©1999 Ubi Soft. Inc, Speed Devils, and the Speed Devils logo are

trademarks of Ubi Soft. Inc. Suzuki Alstare Extreme Racing is a trademark of Ubi Soft. Inc. ©1999 Criterion Software Ltd. Published exclusively by Ubi Soft Entertainment under license Iron) Criterion Software Limited.



INVITE

ONLINE (PC)

EVERQUEST:
THE RUINSOF KUNARK

Publisher: 989 Studios Developer: Verant Release Date: March 2000 Origin: US

Can sleepless fans cope with an even larger online world?

FREE STUFF!
If you’re too much
of a cheapskate to

buy the expansion,

there are still some
new areas that are

being added to the

general game. On the

continent of Odus, a

whole city of Erudite

Necromancers is

being designed along

with a nasty dungeon
underneath. Back
on Antonica, players

can expect a new
area in Solusek Ro
to come in an

upcoming patch.

E Some call it “EverSmack,” to

others its “NeverRest,” and

while the name may vary the

addiction to online adventuring in

EverQuest is becoming one of the

greatest productivity killers in recent

memory. Verant, keyed in to the ongoing

success of its title, is already working on a

way to make the experience even more

involving with its first expansion pack, The

Ruins OfKunark.
The expansion is in actuality a whole

new continent that is being added to the

game. For a nominal upgrade fee, players

will be given a CD which will grant them

access to all new zones, new items, and

even a new race. Don’t worry though —
even if you don’t buy the expansion, you

still get to see all of the new items and

player characters — you just never can go

to the new areas or start as the new race.

This time, the storyline revolves

around a lizardlike race called the Iksar

(this is the new race players can use) on

The new areas of Norrath feature higher polygon counts, more detailed textures, and

plenty of hidden surprises for those brave enough to look
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the island of Kunark. The Iksar are an

elder race, like the elves, so they will have

many character classes to choose from.

While the list of classes isn’t final yet (it

needs extensive testing), they will

definitely be able to play as monks —
complete with new special attacks that

use the tail. At one point in history, the

Iksar were much like the Romans in that

they ruled a great portion of the world.

Unfortunately for them, they were not

the kindliest of races; as their civilization

started to decline, they were brought

down by slave revolts and some very

angry enemies.

Now, the island of Kunark is mostly in

ruins. The Iksar have one main city left,

located in the middle of the continent,

which is all that remains of their once-

mighty civilization. Luckily, since the Iksar

only hold down a small part of the
Kunark used to be the base of the Iksar’s world-spanning empire, but in the last several

centuries it has fallen apart. All that’s left are the ruins of their once-great cities

I

In one forest we were treated to seeing the
trees all blowing softly in the wind — then we
were pounded by a 40,h-level forest giant

continent, most of the areas are

unexplored and unpopulated. This is great

news for adventurers because that means

that there are lots of new dungeons

hidden in the ruined cities of the Iksar —
and in those dungeons, many new

monsters and magic items. All in all, there

will be somewhere between 12 to 24

new zones for players to play in (Brad

McQuaid, the producer of the game,

confesses, “If I’ve learned anything, it’s not

to commit to hard numbers").

Besides the new content, the

technology has been upgraded

substantially as well. Players who purchase

the expansion will be treated to bigger

textures, a more distant horizon, and

higher polygon counts. In addition to the

sharper look, the environments also

benefit from much more animation than

in previous zones. In one forest we ran

through, we were treated to the trees all

softly blowing in the wind — then we
were pounded by a 40m-level forest giant.

Not good at all.

McQuaid stresses that EverQuest is an

evolutionary game. As the game goes on,

players will constantly be treated to better

incarnations ofthe technology better

content, and even more areas to explore

and conquer There is still at least one

more continent in the works, and ifthere

is one thing players can count on, it’s

never sleeping again. — Blake Fischer
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DREAMCAST

ZOMBIE’S REVENGE
Publisher: Sega Developer: Sega Release Date: Q1 2000 Origin: Japan

Resident Evil light? Third-person House ofthe Dead!
Whatever you call it, it’s coming to Dreamcast

B The dead are restless. That’s the

premise of Sega’s latest entry

into the world of voodoo.

Although its not clear how wide the

distribution ofthe arcade version will be

in the US, the game will be coming home
on Dreamcast early next year

Gameplay will be familiar to Diehard

Amid all the carnage (right), there are

plenty of innocent victims to be saved

(above), just as in House of the Dead

Arcade players — third-person fighting

and shooting — but while that game’s

moves often seemed choppy, Zombie's

Revenge features extremely smooth

motion and excellent graphics, along with

several nice touches like the ability to fire

while felling. With keys, medical packs,

and plenty of different guns and ammo to

pick up, the gameplay is also deeper than

the Final Fight style offered by Diehard.

The major hook? Story. It’s a heavy

sci-fi, conspiracy-tinged epic that

features (of course) an evil corporation

whose products are responsible (of

course) for the zombification of your

enemies. The story is revealed via

branching paths and well-done in-game

cut scenes a la Time Crisis.

Will the game be a straight port of the

arcade experience? We asked Sega of

America Producer Jason Kuo: “There are

some things we want to incorporate

beyond the arcade game, but I don’t

want to talk about them." Why not? “SoJ

hasn’t approved them yet, and if they

don’t, we’re going to use them in our

next game, so I don’t want to give

anyone else our ideas.” Fair enough. But

even if the game is nothing but a port,

the combination of action and story

should be enough to ensure a bigger

audience than the game has had so fer

in US arcades. — Chris Charla

HOWTO
MAKE A
ZOMBIE
Get yourself I 1 12 oz

dark rum, 3/4 oz
Jamaica rum, 3/4 oz
light rum, 3/4 oz
pineapple juice, 3/4

oz papaya juice, I oz
lime juice, and I

teaspoon powdered
sugar. Shake

ingredients with ice,

strain, and garnish

with a pineapple

wheel.

Alternately, add
a near-lethal dose

of pufferfish

tetrodotoxin, which

will cause a death-

like condition in your

victim. After he is

buried (this works
best in countries that

don’t embalm the

dead), dig him up,

give him a massive

dose of the hallucin-

ogenic drug datura

stramonium, tell him

you own his soul, and

set him to work in

the sugar cane fields,

administering a small

maintenance dose of

toxin daily. Don’t

allow your zombie to

taste salt.
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THE
INSPIRATION:
OUTRUN
Released in 1986,

Out Run changed the

face of racing games
by offering advanced

graphics, incredible

music, and the ability

to choose different

forks in the road to

explore your world.

Of course, many just

remember the

attractive blonde

riding in the

passenger seat of

the Ferrari.

Creating a compelling racer is

tough. “What racers need are

things that involve the player;”

George Weising, producer at

Player I. “I want people to get the feel

that they are controlling drivers with

personalities going on adventures.” So

goes the concept behind the arcade

racer Roadsters. Taking inspiration from

Sega's Out Run and Power Drift, the

team has been working hard to create a

racer with lots of personality, high speeds,

and some unique twists that will hopefully

put their product ahead of the pack.

The most compelling of these twists

is the idea that each track has its own
scripted “adventure” to go along with the

race. For example, while racing through

the Panama Canal area, an earthquake

will occur While the screen is shaking

E
confides

The smoke from the brushfires (Player 2) eventually causes the

whole track to become much darker (Player 3)

DREAMCAST

ROADSTERS
Publisher: Titus Developer: Player 1 Release Date: December Origin: US

High-speed racing meets Mother Nature

around you, the road will raise and

lower in spots, bridges will collapse, and

the layout of the track will change —
but, of course, the race goes on. On
other tracks, we witnessed a plane

crashing into a building right in front of

us; an avalanche; an eclipse; and a

brushfire that gradually darkens the sky

with smoke so that your visibility drops

throughout the race. Overall, there are a

total of eight different tracks to race on,

each with its own disaster to overcome.

With up to four players able to play

at once, Roadsters may be the fix that

racing fans are looking for this holiday

season. — Blake Fischer

Is this shot from Kansas? You’ll have to pay attention to where the tornado is heading so

you can take shortcuts to avoid it
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HIGHSPEED
At 60 frames-per-second, TOKYOXTREME RACER isone of

the fastest console games in existence. It’s a white

knuckle racing experience that will leave you breathless.

H/GHVOLTAGE

Throw down against road rivals in point battle mode,

customize your import racer in quest mode, or choose

versus mode to go head-to-head at a blistering 60

frames per second.

H/GHOCTAIME

Available 9.9.99

Sega#Dreamcast.
WWW.CRAVEGAMES.COM
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Monaco Grand Prix™ is the most challenging

racing simulation ever created. 22 expert

racers compete on 17 famous international

tracks. The advanced driving engine

redefines the meaning of expert racing.

Every turn, pass, and acceleration must be

timed to perfection. This is not a toy. Blow it

and your car is shrapnel. Bred for the

spectacular power of the Sega Dreamcast™

and approved by the masters of the

Automobile Club de Monaco. Feel the burn,

Also available for the Nintendo® 64 and
PlayStation® game console.

ultra-detailed racing animal’
- EGM
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al terrorism-
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“In a four-person deathmatch,” says

Dienstbier, “there are no bots available. If

you’re playing with two people, you can load

in three or four bots. With only person, you

can throw in five bots. But we’re still tweaking

those numbers a little, based on
performance”

By completing the single-player and cooperative scenario modes
with different characters, players will unlock the 17 characters

available for deathmatch

NINTENDO 64

TXJROK RAGE WARS
Publisher: Acclaim Entertainment Developer: Acclaim Studios Austin Release Date: November 1999 Origin: US

Will this deathmatch-based title frag its way
into the hearts of N64 players?

DINOSAUR
HUNTERS
TODAY...
If you want to

hunt virtual

dinosaurs, by all

means pick up any of

the Turok games. But

to be a modern
dinosaur hunter, you

might consider

becoming a

paleontologist. Want
to get even more
hardcore? We
recommend
Ichnology — the

study of fossil tracks,

trails, and footprints.

It’s probably more
exciting than playing

Deer Hunter.

B Unless you live in a cave, or

refuse to follow first-person

shooters, you know there’s a

slew of multiplayer-intensive PC titles in

the works, including the highly

anticipated Unreal Tournament and

Quake III: Arena. But this type of game

isn’t sticking only to PC — Turok: Rage

Wars will bring home multiplayer

components in place of a longer; single-

player adventure.

“The entire game really is a

deathmatch,” says Dave Dienstbiei;

creative director for Acclaim Studios

Austin, and designer of the original Turok

and Turok 2. “Our scenario mode is the

single-player mode, but it can also be

played cooperatively with another player

Essentially it’s deathmatch; you go from

level to level trying to attain certain goals

— for example, get a certain amount of

frags, get a certain number of team frags,

or get them in a certain amount of time.”

The bots in the scenario mode will

begin as very easy to beat, with simple

Are you a deathmatch wizard? Rage Wars offers players 19 different categories in which to

gain high rankings. Securing a number-one ranking may unlock a new item or feature
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EAlphas

Players can customize their weapon
selection, and take a set of five weapons into

a deathmatch

level designs, but the game will ramp up

considerably, training players to be highly

competitive deathmatchers. The maps

will become more sophisticated, with

staple obstacles such as lava and new

ones like a poisonous liquid that eats

away not at your health, but your ammo.

The bots will increase in skill and number;

and players will also face four bosses

with superior firepower

Aside from the scenario mode, the

game includes standard multiplayer

deathmatch, team battles, frag tag, and a

time trial mode. In frag tag, players can

now be turned into a monkey, chicken,

or compy dinosaur

“There are also 50 awards that you

can win in the game,” says Dienstbier The

awards are based on various criteria,

including total victories, total frags in a

certain amount of time, total lifetime

frags, etc. Dienstbier feels the awards,

some of which will unlock hidden

characters and skins, are an important

way of getting players to build what he

calls “career characters.”

“In deathmatch, you obviously have to

come to grips with dying a lot," says

Dienstbier; “but at the same time, we felt

that it’s too bad that people’s characters

are totally disposable to them. So we’ve

made decisions that let people tailor

characters more to their own tastes.”

If over time, players can deck their

characters out in new skins, win medals,

and advance in rankings, they will

assuredly grow more attached to them.

“If a week after we’ve both bought the

game, and you came over to my house,”

Dienstbier hypothesizes, “and I have this

cool futuristic Turok skin, you’ll want to

know how I got it. And it might be

because I’m a better shot, and the skin

was the result of an accuracy award.”

While he’s not designing levels for

Rage Wars, Dienstbier knows from past

experience that deathmatch map design

New weapons include the aptly named Inflator, which cartoonishly inflates your opponents, and the Chestburster, which

delivers a round loaded with an embryonic alien. After connecting with an opposing player, it incubates fairly quickly and
bursts from their body to do massive damage. We love it, but still wonder where Acclaim got the idea

I

“Our goal is to deliver more of a Quake-style
deathmatch than a GoldenEye-style deathmatch.
We want a faster pace and higher frag count”

is a complete departure from traditional

single-player maps. (“It requires very very

focused design,” he says — especially

considering the limitations a four-player

split-screen imposes.)

“When you split a screen,” says

Dienstbier; “you exponentially increase

your overhead, both in CPU and draw

time, so the levels have to become

simpler in many ways.”

After a recent editor’s day, some of

the game-industry press told Dienstbier

that some of the levels felt too small.

“We’ve expanded some of the maps.”

Dienstbier replies, wisely noting that

game-industry journalists give some of

the best feedback. “Still, our goal is to

deliver more of a Quake-style

deathmatch than a GoldenEye-style

deathmatch. We want a faster pace and

higher frag count, which is part of the

reason why we’ve condensed the maps."

Sounds good to us. — Tom Russo

Rage Wars maps have been kept small so

players will constantly be in harm’s way.

However, some levels are being expanded

after recent feedback from an Editors’ Day
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Is this the end of Tenchi? After what seems to be an ordinary

fight, Tenchi walks into the forrest and dissappears. When Ayeka
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clusion to the Tenchi Universe continuity, released theatrically in

Japan as Tenchi in Love 2.
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As usual, the game presents a variety

of interesting and diverse baddies including

dinosaur beasts and giant insects

PLAYSTATION

CHRONO CROSS
Publisher: Square Developer: Square Release Date: Winter 1 999 Origin: Japan

Just in time? No, just in between worlds...

E Four years ago, Square’s Chrono

Trigger quickly became an RPG

fen favorite. And no wonder;

with its complex plot, excellent music,

likable characters, and a quirky humor

that often poked fun at RPG conventions.

The game uses a modified version of the

original Chrono Trigger battle system,

allowing precise realtime control over

each playable character

Now Square has revived the franchise

with a new set of characters and a new
development team. Although the original

“dream team” of character designer Akira

Toriyama and Final Fantasy guru Hironobu

Sakaguchi have both moved on, the

current team is none too shabby led by

producer Hiromichi Tanaka and director

Masato Kato (.Final Fantasy I, II, and III),

with characters by anime artist Nobuteru

Yuuki (Record ofthe Lodoss War).

The story centers on a youth named

Serge and his gutsy knife-wielding female

sidekick, Kid (who, naturally fevors short

skirts and midriff-baring tops). They battle

Yamaneko, an evil cat/human hybrid.

Although story details are few at present,

the game is again set in Guardia, the

Tolkien-esque land of the original, but

instead of traveling in time, the plot

involves travels to a parallel dimension,

one which mirrors the real Guardia, and

anything that occurs in one dimension

has direct consequences in the other

For combat, Square has abandoned

the old turn-based engine. Instead, a

highly strategic setup allows players to

give commands to their characters, and

provides a thorough range of physical, as

well as elemental (i.e., magical), attacks.

What’s really impressive are the

beautiful visuals. With a camera that gets

much closer to the characters than most

RPG fere, and some amazing light and

shadow work, Chrono Cross could be a

visual masterpiece as well as a return to

gaming pleasures of old. — Nigel Edge

A RANT
Unlike almost every

other RPG in which

you get attacked

relentlessly, at

random, the original

Chrono Triggerwas
notable in that you

could see the

monsters and avoid

them if you wanted
to (or deliberately

attack them, if you

wanted to build up
experience).

Budding RPG
designers, take

note: This was a

wonderful feature,

making it possible

to actually walk

from here to there

without having the

game come to a

grinding halt every

10 seconds for a

battle.

Why haven’t

more RPGs done

this? Beats us.

The artists have

made excellent use of

light and shadow to

create a variety of

atmospheric settings.

This inviting tavern is

especially effective
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When several arcade cabinets are linked together, players can take on enemies as a group, or even attack each other, depending on their mood

SPAWN:
THE LEGACY
Every Spawn game
made up to this

point has really

sucked. Here are

some quotes from an

early review:

From NG 38
Spawn: The Eternal

on PlayStation:

“ [Spawn] looks like

an overly large circus

freak, complete with

a hunchback and a

slight limp.”

“...We haven’t

learned a damn thing

in all the years of

movie licensed

games, from E.T. up
to this atrocity.”

The rating:

ARCADE

SPAWN
Publisher: Capcom Developer: Capcom Release Date: Fall 1 999 Origin: Japan

A spawn of hell makes a hell of an arcade game

B Ifyou haven’t heard of Spawn,

you must have spent the last

seven years under a rock (or

maybe a tombstone). Since its May 1992

debut, this comic-book series has

exploded from a cult favorite to undying

and (undead) fame: it’s sold more than

133 million copies worldwide, it has an

animated series on HBO, and it even had

a moderately successful motion picture.

Unfortunately, early ventures into the

gaming world have been bad for Spawn

(including horrible PlayStation, SNES, and

Game Boy games), but Capcom, with its

arcade pedigree and top-notch teams in

Japan, could be the license’s savior The

title character is an assassinated CIA agent

who returns from hell in order to visit his

still-living wife. As part of his devilish pact,

Spawn is given unholy powers and

ordered to lead hell’s army on the mortal

plane. Instead, he betrays his demonic

“employers,” defecting from the infernal

legions and dedicating his supernatural

abilities to battling evil.

Obviously it’s an ideal arcade concept,

and Capcom has done its best to take

the player into the authentic world of

Spawn via new and classic characters,

dazzling CG graphics, and a haunting,

action-packed storyline. (All approved by

the creator ofthe comic series, Todd

McFarlane, no less.)

Gameplay takes place in ten levels of

action in which players must progress

I

Players must progress from the
mundane world to the evil world of
“metaphysical hyper-reality”
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There are plenty of weapons lying around for

you to use. If you can’t find one you like, you
also have some “built in” weapons like Spawn’s

chain attack

from the mundane world of everyday

earthly reality to the hidden evil world of

“metaphysical hyper-reality” Each level has

Spawn (or whichever character you are

playing) fighting against others in arena-

type combat In a nice twist, while you

send some villains to their unearthly

reward, others are recruited to Spawn’s

righteous cause. Spawn and his team

work their way up — or down — the

demonic chain of command toward a

final confrontation with the dreaded

Malebolgia, who must be conquered and

dispatched to the infernal regions. To

increase the replay value of the game,

each character will have his or her own

unique ending which corresponds to the

original Spawn storyline.

Capcom’s Spawn will feature at least

il playable characters, including some bad

guys, and possibly six or seven hidden

characters. Besides many of the series

standbys, there are also going to be two

original characters created just for the

game. Each player is equipped with a

wide range of diabolical weapons: guns,

swords, spears, grenades, and many more

(including land mines!). Some weapons

can be used by any character; while

others are character-specific.

Running on a Sega Naomi board,

Spawn offers a truly 3D world of

polygonal characters and settings, allowing

players to change viewpoints and

characters at will. Players can also move

their characters in any direction and

interact fully with the environment. The

game mostly presents a POV directly

behind the character you’re playing, but it

automatically cuts to a wider view during

intense battle sequences.

Solo players can engage in Boss

Attack Mode, taking on bosses in each

stage and attempting to defeat

Malebolgia in the climactic battle. An

Overkill is one of the nasty characters from the comic series who uses

cybernetic technology to take on Spawn

extra challenge arrives with Team

Battle Mode, where two teams of two

players each struggle for sheer survival.

As many as four arcade cabinets can

be linked for simultaneous action, so

up to four can roar into the wild Battle

Royal Mode where everybody

becomes everybody else’s enemy!

Hopefully if the title performs well in

the arcades, the Dreamcast version (a

predictable port) will support some of

the multiplayer options over the

modem. Sheer chaos! — Marcus Webb



Nox makes
incredible use of

lighting and

pyrotechnics to

enhance the all-out

action

Publisher: Westwood Developer: Westwood*; .Release Date: Winter 1999 Origin: US

Is speed the key to the action RPG? ~

B On the surface, Nox looks a lot

like many of the other action

RPGs on the market. And it’s

true: Nox doesn’t really innovate in

graphics, but what should make the

game so fascinating (and downright

addictive) are the new styles of gameplay

{
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Each class has its own unique adventure

and locations so the single-player game will

take' a long time to complete
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and the sheer speed at which everything

moves.

The key to the game lies in the

characters you can play. The character

types are standard (warrior; wizard,

conjurer), but their abilities aren’t. Oh
sure, the tank-like warrior excels at

hand-to-hand fighting, but in addition to

standard spell-casting, the wizard has the

nasty ability to lay teleports and traps for

people to stumble into. A combo system

has been implemented so you can

actually string your spells together to

achieve all sorts of brutal effects. The

conjuror’s skill involves summoning

creatures to fight for him as well as

charming monsters he runs into along

the way.

Single-player is fun, with a long and

absorbing quest mode for each class,

but the real thrill of the game is in the

multiplayer Between the plethora of

tricks and traps to avoid, the chain

lightning arcing through everything in its

path, the hordes of creatures running

around, and the heavily armed warriors

fighting their way through everything,

Nox proves its worth by providing one

of the most unique and compelling

deathmatch (and CTF) experiences

we’ve played yet.

While Nox is, admittedly, not as

technologically impressive as some of

its newer cousins, Westwood hopes

that the solid and innovative gameplay

of this title will be enough to stand

out with seasoned action/RPG

fans. — Blake Fischer
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Typing Tutor. 16mb

Kingpin
Arcade Style, Pent200, 32mb

Quake II: Quad Damage
Arcade Style, Pent90. 16mb

Ages of Myst
Adventure. Pentl 00. 16mb

Baby Sitter Guide
Home/Personal. Pentium

Carmageddon 2:

Carpocalypse Now
Arcade Style, Pent200, 16mb

Drakan:
Order of the Flame
Adventure. Pent166. 32mb

How To Select CD-ROMs
For Your System.

A whole new way to get the most exciting CD-ROMs - games,

reference, edutainment and more - all at great prices! Just write in the selection numbers

of the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $1.00 each, plus shipping and handling. In exchange, you

agree to buy 4 more CD-ROMs in the next 2 years, at our regular prices (currently as low

as $29.95, plus shipping and handling) - and you may cancel membership at any time after

doing so. What’s more, you can get one more CD-ROM right now for the low price of

$19.95 and have less to buy later (see complete details in coupon).

Free CD-ROM magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year) reviewing

our Featured Selection - plus scores of alternate choices, including many lower priced

CD-ROMs. And you may receive Special Selection mailings up to four times a year

(a total of up to 17 buying opportunities per year!)

Buy only what you want! If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing -

it will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternative selection, or none at all, just mail

the response card always provided by the date specified. You’ll always have 10 days to

decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense.

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after fulfilling your

obligation, you'll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you to enjoy great

savings on the CD-ROMs you want - for as long as you decide to remain a member!

Columbia House CD-ROM Direct
Dept. GB5, 555 Daniels Way,
Bloomington, IN 47404-1498

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need to buy
just 4 more CD-ROMs at your regular prices within the next 2 years.

Important! All selections are available for PC

Send me these 2 CD-ROMs for just $1 .00 each ,

plus $1 .99 each shipping/handling (total $5.98).

Write in the selection #’s below

Buy your first selection now and have less to buy later!

Also send my first selection for $19.95, plus $1.99 shipping/handling, which I'm adding to my $5.9

payment (total $27.92). I then need to buy only 3 more (instead of 4) in 2 years. V#

Please check how paying: D My check is enclosed.

Charge my introductory CD-ROMs and future CD-ROM Direct purchases to:

CD MasterCard CD Diners Club CD AMEX CD VISA CD Discover

Acct. Number Exp. Dale Signature

(MLL/MLP)

(MLM/MLQ)

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We'll send details of how Columbia House CD-ROM Direct

works along with your introductory package. If you’re not satisfied, return everything within

10 days at our expense for a full refund and no further obligation.

My main CD-ROM interest is: (check one) (Note: You are always free to choose from any category.)

CD Entertainment CD Education CD Edutainment CD Productivity
(includes children’s titles)

More titles. See us online for over 1000 titles to choose from. Name Phone ( )

For faster service, use your credit card and call us toll-free 24 hours a day. Address Apt.

1-800-792-1000S
Check us out online! For more titles...to order...or for more information.

http://www.columbiahouse.com/cdrom

City State Zip

Note: Columbia House reserves the right to request additional information, to limit membership or reject any application,

or to cancel any membership. Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents of Alaska. Hawaii,

Puerto Rico. U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate offer. Applicable tax added to all orders.

C-NOV99-PCA ©1999 The Columbia House Company



Alphas

DREAMCAST

CENTIPEDE
Publisher: Hasbro Developer: Realsports Release Date: December 1999 Origin: UK

Famous arthropod makes Dreamcast its next port of call

B Starting with (the best-forgotten)

Frogger and its acquisition of

most ofthe Atari rights, Hasbro

is moving into the world of hardcore

games. Centipede on PSX and PC was the

first effort with an Atari license, and now

the game is coming to Dreamcast.

The game is almost a straight port of

the PC version, although the textures and

models have been upgraded slightly —
Dreamcast is a much more powerful

machine than the original target-spec PC.

Given how rare shooters are today, the

WHAT ABOUT
.THE GRASSHOPPER?
In the original Centipede, a test of the

memory revealed all the game’s characters,

including a mysterious grasshopper. How do
you get the grasshopper to appear in the

game itself? You can’t. According to game
god Ed Logg, creator of Centipede (as well

as Asteroids, Gauntlet, and Rush 64), the

grasshopper originally was going to bounce
around and eat mushrooms. When the spider

was added to the game, though, the grass-

hopper was no longer needed, but he was
left in the game’s ROMs “for fun,” says Logg.

3D gameplay is pretty novel — its only

competition on Dreamcast at first will be

the execrable Expendable — and the

addition of a classic mode is a nice

touch. (Real classic fans will want to wait

for the full Dreamcast classic packs

rumored to be coming soon).

What’s really telling though, is that it

is coming to Dreamcast at all: Hasbro

was one of the last fence sitters on the

system, and its decision to gear up for

Sega’s machine leaves EA (along, of

course, with Sony and Nintendo) as the

only major publisher not on the system.

Hasbro doesn’t go in for half-

measures, either: if it’s on Dreamcast, it’s

on Dreamcast for the long haul, which

bodes well for Sega in 2000, especially if

Hasbro’s forthcoming titles are as much

of an improvement as Centipede is on

Frogger. — Chris Charla
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Strider 2 uses a unique mixture of

sprite-based and 3D characters for

a unique — almost retro — look

B it’s been a weird decade for

Strider Hiryu. After a flurry of

activity in the late ’80s and early

’90s — which saw the release of his first

arcade game, followed by a totally

different NES adventure, and a mass of

home coin-op conversions (the ST

Amiga, C64, PC engine, and Genesis were

all recipients) — his career bombed.

Capcom did start work on a second

Strider arcade title using proprietary Mi-

based technology, but then M2 fell

through, and now the game has arrived

on a somewhat unusual PlayStation-based

board. Our best guess is that this re-

revival has been prompted by Strider

Strider has all of the moves we’ve come to

know and love — plus some new surprises

ARCADE

STRIDER 2
Publisher: Capcom Developer: Capcom Release Date: Winter 1999 Origin: Japan

Capcom’s ninja master slices out of retirement

Hiryu’s popularity in Marvel vs. Capcom.

Interestingly, Capcom has taken the

cautious route updating this title. While

Strider was a 2D side-scrolling platform

actioner in a mold all of its own, Strider 2

uses 3D backgrounds but combines 2D

and 3D approaches to character design,

retaining the original’s scrolling gameplay

The new game, howevei; allows the

player to move in any direction (rather

than following a strict left-to-right route),

giving a greater depth of interaction with

the environments.

Other than that, it’s business

as usual. Hiryu must do battle with an

evil collective known as the Light Sword

Cyphers, through a series of

atmospherically dark manga-style

environments. These locations combine

gothic castles with futuristic spaceships

and underground bases to create a

esoteric collision of visual styles. The new

3D characters and bosses also work well,

but this is essentially a faithful

While the look is

different, the feel of

Strider 2 is exactly like

the original arcade

game

reproduction of old-school arcade action,

replete with simple interface and snappy

gameplay. While players might be

unforgiving of the dated PlayStation look,

the gameplay should be enough to win

them over — Nigel Edge

THE OTHER
STRIDER
While Capcom
would like you to

believe that Strider

2 is the first sequel

of the series, there

was actually

another Strider 2

published back on
Genesis.

Unfortunately, the

US Gold game failed

to live up to even a

little bit of the

legacy of the first

game and has been

forgotten by all but

the hardcore (who
wish they could

forget).
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In Your Dreams!
The arcade fighting legends are here

on King of Fighters Dream Match 1 999 for the

SEGA DreamcastTM System. 38 of your favorite fighters on 6

different game modes come together for the battle royale. Link up with the

NEOGEO Pocket Color to upload and download information. The game that kings dream of.

Dreamcast
SNK Corporation of America, (877) 341-8286 or visit www.snkusa.com. ©1999 SNK. All Rights Reserved. SNK, SNK logos, The King of Fighters Dream Match 1999, and

The King of Fighters Dream Match 1999 logos are either a registered trademark or a trademark of SNK Corporation of America. Sega Dreamcast and the Dreamcast logo

are either a registered trademark or a trademark of Sega Enterprises, LTD. The rating icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.



Spins a web any size. Catches crooks just like flies.

Watch out, here comes a Spider-Man!
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B Games like Spiderman, Donkey

Kong 64, and Excitebike 64

prove that the last generation of

systems may be down, but not out, yet.

On the Next Generation front, however;

Dreamcast looks to be getting a killer

RPG next year in the form of Eternal

Arcadia, and US gamers are being treated

to Evolution, the first RPG in the US, this

November Also, who could forget

Blizzard’s awesome-looking Warcraft 3?

NINTENDO 64

EXCITEBIKE 64

Nintendo’s sequel to Miyamoto’s classic

plays more like Motocross Madness than the

original game. One of the best features kept

from the NES version is the easy-to-use

track editor for wannabe designers

Spiderman integrates

such Spidey standbys as
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Originally, this title was thought to be the next in the Phantasy Star

lineup of games because it shares much of the same design team.

Instead, it is a unique RPG set in a totally original world

DREAMCAST

ETERNAL ARCADIA
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PLAYSTATION

CRUSADERS OF MIGHT& MAGIC

PlayStation has been needing a good action/adventure/RPG for quite some time, and
Crusaders looks to fit the bill perfectly. While the graphics can’t compare to those of the

next-generation systems, the gameplay looks to be solid and addictive

NINTENDO 64

DONKEYKONG 64

Nintendo’s AAA title for the holidays continues to impress with tight gameplay and sharp graphics

Vyse, the lead

character in the

game, is a member of

the Blue Sky Pirates

— a group that

doesn’t attack the

weak and helpless

but instead prefers to

attack strong, heavily

guarded ships. Aika,

the female lead in

the game, serves

aboard the same
ship as Vyse

ME

THQ’s newest wrestling title boasts a modified version of the WCW Revenge engine with

added animation and the most in-depth create-a-wrestler mode ever
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Blizzard's latest update to the classic

series adds all-new 3D environments as well

as many new RPG elements

DREAMCAST PLAYSTATION

EVOLUTION

Randomly
generated dungeons
are the key to this

otherwise traditional

RPG, and they

ensure hours of

replayability. Ubi Soft

has secured the

American rights to

this one and is

preparing for a

November release

WU TANG: SHAOLIN STYLE

Four-player fighting from the team that did Thrill Kill. We expect some serious carnage

DREAMCAST

DEADLY PURSUIT

High-speed police chases are the theme of Fox’s offbeat racing game
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Where the hell is game design going?
With all the realtime genre-blending, will traditional genres exist in the future?

Or is the bell tolling for...

THE DEATH



Will the new experiences generated by
advancing technology kill traditional genres?

Next Generation polls the game industty’s
innovators on the future of game design
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“The advantage of having played the C&C

world,” says Louis Castle, Westwood’s

VP of Creative Development, “is

knowing the interactions of the

world and ‘the rules.’ For example, if you destroy a power station, then the Obelisks of Light

don’t work. Most of the units in the C&C world are abstractions of real-world objects,

so I think knowing C&C is only a slight edge. If you are great at other shooters,

the strategy elements may take you by surprise. Overall it should be
an environment that rewards multiple styles of play”

I

“The current genre segmentation
will probably seem irrelevant or
even antithetical to the game
designs of the future” - Gabe Newell, Valve

Look around. More and more, a

new game is likely to be described

as an “action/adventure with RPG

elements,” or “realtime-strategy

with an arcade component.” Many

games simply no longer fit into the

little genre boxes we’ve so

carefully carved and nurtured

since we plugged into Pong— and

that’s a good thing. With

continually evolving hardware for

PC, and a new round of console

hardware emerging this year and

next, it’s time to look forward at

the future of game design, to seek

out new experiences, and ask: will

traditional games exist in the

future, or are we approaching the

end of games as we know them?

Game Genres:
Endangered Species?
Game genres come and go. 2D
shooters were huge during the 16-

bit era, but died on 32-bit

platforms (In the Hunt 2, anyone?).

Likewise, the 2D platformer is also

all but gone, except on Game Boy.

Even the venerable adventure

game is now almost dead, with

only LucasArts and a few straggling

dick-ware games even attempting

to continue the genre

commercially. But more and more,

the whole concept of a single-

genre game — of any genre — is

starting to die.

Don’t get us wrong: there are

certainly “genre” games still being

made, but more and more, top

designers — Mikami and Miyamoto

on console, Spector and Newell

on PC — are straying from

traditional definitions about what a

game can or should be.

“I’ve been through hell,” says

Deus Ex’s Warren Spector; “trying

to explain what kind ofgame Deus

Ex is — action or roleplaying. We
even argue about that with the

team.”

As Next Generation pries

deeper into the trend of genre-

busting, we’ve tapped a wellspring

of developers with a history of

successful products that haven’t

followed established formulas.

Because most of the recent

innovation has been on PC, we
talked to several prominent

innovators there, starting with

Gabe Newell, president ofValve

Software (and, in a previous life,

the man who oversaw the

development ofWindows at

Microsoft). We asked Newell if

Half-Life and the forthcoming

Team Fortress 2 were conscious

attempts to step outside the

bounds of their respective genre.

“With Half-Life," says Newell,

“the incorporation of adventure

and story elements was there

from the beginning.” Instead of

focusing on a specific genre,

Newell explains the team spent a

10 TOP Genre-busters
currently available:

1. Half-Life (PC)

2. Diablo (PC)

3. Battlezone (PC)

4. The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time (N64)

5. Uprising 2 (PC)

6. Rainbow Six (PC)

7. System Shock 2 (PC)

8. Tobal U1 (PlayStation)

9. Guardian’s Crusade (PlayStation)

10. Jade Cocoon (PlayStation)
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‘Technology choices should be the

consequence of your design

objectives,” Valve’s Gabe Newell

says, “not the driver of your

design objectives. For Team Fortress 2, we want to push really hard

on the social and team aspects of gaming, which is leading US to

incorporate technologies, like the scalable model technology, and
game interfaces, like the top-down RTS view of the world
for the commander”

great deal more time thinking

about the overall experience for

the player “We thought of the

story and interactivity as a way to

make Half-Life a better game,” he

continues, “rather than as a

deliberate attempt to make a

genre hybrid.”

As games become more

sophisticated and incorporate

multiple genre elements, they

become far more interesting to

play. Half-Life?s success, for

instance, has shown that there can

be more to first-person games

than shooting. An adventure

requires problem-solving skills. A
shooter requires reflexes. But Half-

Life requires problem-solving skills

and reflexes, and is all the more

compelling because of it. And in

feet, to Half-Life veterans,

subsequent first-person shooters

like Kingpin have felt as though

something is missing.

“We just scratched the surface

of what’s possible,” Newell says.

“Years from now, we’ll look back

and have trouble remembering

what the excitement was all about.

The current genre segmentation

will probably seem irrelevant or

even antithetical to the game

designs of the future.”

Ask Newell to look back, and

he’ll tell you that Warren Specter’s

Ultima Underworld, created at

Origin in 1991, helped convince

him that games would take over

as an entertainment medium.

Underworld was an inspiring

precursor that eventually led to

Newell’s founding Valve. ‘Warren

Spector is clearly thinking about an

overall game experience,” Newell

says, “and drawing on different

genre conventions in order to

achieve that.”

Spector, a longtime genre rule-

breaker, now of Ion Storm, is

responsible for System Shock,

Ultima Underworld, and the

forthcoming Deus Ex Spector

began as a pen-and-paper game

designer; and lives for design. As

he readily admits, “I can’t write a

line of code or create a single 3D

object myself Thinking about

games and game systems how
they work, why they don’t —
that’s something I can do.”

Does Spector think game

genres are going away? Not as

such. “I think there’s something

innately human in the need to

categorize things,” says Spector; “to

fit them into neat little boxes.”

But, like Newell, he adamantly

defends the dictum that

technology must be built around

the game design. “Real advances in

gaming, “ says Spector; “are a result

of creativity, not cool algorithms.

Think about the games you find

most memorable: did Doom and

Quake succeed because John

Carmack created a cool 3D

engine? Or was it the adrenaline

rush of a perfectly balanced

weapon/enemy equation in an

environment ideally designed for

the conflict?” That mandate almost

dictates the kind of multi-genre

games that Spector has spent his

life creating.

What about console?
So where’s the console genre-

blending innovation? Sure it can be

10 TOP Genre-busters
to watch:

1. Deus Ex
(
PC)

2. C&C: Renegade (PC)

3. Diablo 2 (PC)

4. Battlezone 2 (PC)

5. Halo (PC)

6. Team Fortress 2 (PC)

7. Good and Evil (PC)

8. Shenmue (Dreamcast)

9. Indiana Jones & the Infernal Machine (PC, PlayStation)

1 0. Zelda Gaiden (Nintendo 64)
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“I think a player will find it immensely enjoyable,” says Halo’s Nathan Bitner, "tO ClSSttOy

an enemy command-and-control center in one part of the world,

and have it affect the enemy’s communication abilities in a

part of the world that the player won’t even reach until a later stage in the

game. And when I destroy a base or even an enemy, I want it to stay

destroyed, unless there’s a damn good reason that it was rebuilt.

This is just one aspect of the open, dynamic world that we
want to introduce in Halo. This is the future”

HALO

argued that some certainly exists. of it may be demographics.

The most notable examples of late “It really all depends on how
include Ze/da’s perfect blend of you define genre,” says Greg

action and RPG, and Metal Gear Thomas, Sega’s VP of Product

Solid VR Missions

f

combination of Development. “Most ‘genre-

puzzle elements and platform blending
1 games on the PC are

action. But by and large, console simply adding significant depth and

games lag behind PC games in strategy to the games. This makes

genre blending. Some of it may be sense on the PC because the

due to input — the simpler consumer is older and expects a

console pad dictates a simple game that challenges them

interface — and perhaps simpler intellectually, more so than on

controls and games — but some console.”

But not all genre-blending core game mechanic. If you start

needs to involve intensive strategy, adding more gameplay types, even

does it? According to Black Ops if they are derivative from the

President John Botti, there’re other core game mechanic, you

reasons more genre-blending ultimately are upping the demand

doesn’t happen on the consoles. on resources and time. It takes

“It really comes down to more people, more time, to make
design and budget,” he explains. a game which integrates multiple

To change genres on consoles gameplay types.”

really requires changing gameplay Botti should know: Black Ops

mechanics and gameplay engines, has tried to pack several genres —
he says. “It usually takes 12 to 14 and gameplay styles — into one

months to create a title with one game with its forthcoming Bond

Name Your Game
We asked each person interviewed for this

feature what kind of game they’d like the fairy

godmother of game development to create for

them. Something for enjoyment, that they

wouldn't have time to create themselves. We
limited them to the consumer technology

available in the next three years, but without

any real creative limits. This what they asked

her to conjure up.

Greg Thomas,

VP of Product Development, Sega of America:

“First off, I would have to look very closely at

the fairy godmother’s credentials in game
development, but assuming she is capable, I

would have her create a social simulator RPG.

Wow! A genre-blender! I think consumers

would enjoy simply talking to other

characters and trying to figure out what

makes them tick. But that’s just today’s idea.

Yesterday it was a remake of Autoduel from

the Apple II, and tomorrow it could well be a

magic-based action/adventure game.”

Warren Spector,

Producer, Deus Ex, Ion Storm:

“Why, Deus Ex, of course! Seriously, though, I

wouldn’t ask my fairy godmother to conjure

up a complete game — what would be the

fun of that? I would ask her to wave her

magic wand and tell me how to make a

single-player game that makes me believe I’m

interacting with real people... I want to be

able to create characters who respond to the

questions you want to ask and react to the

comments you want to make. I want a game

populated by characters who respond

appropriately to your actions. And I want all

of that without sacrificing one iota of your

immersion in the gameworld. If there’s a fairy

godmother who can tell me how to do all

that, well, send her my way!”

John Botti,

President, Black Ops Entertainment:
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“I think genres will always exist, but we may find other ways of
drawing the lines... It all comes down to consumers. Genres exist to
tell consumers what type of product they are looking at and if they
are generally interested in the experience” — Louis Castle, Westwood

title for PlayStation, Tomorrow
Never Dies. Instead of blending

several genres into one core

gameplay element, Black Ops has

taken the several-games-in-one

approach. “We’re shipping with

exterior and interior third-person

modes, skiing and driving,” Botti

says. “The skiing and driving

sequences definitely add variety to

on-foot action.”

Still, Botti recognizes that not

every team can pull this off. “Most

publishers will not pony up the five

million dollars required to have

the resources on staff to do it

right,” he says, “especially if you’re

trying to focus on one sku. We
had the opportunity to develop

and explore multi-genre blending

with Bond, because it’s Bond. If

we did an original title with

multiple gameplay types that took

this long, it would have been dead

and buried long ago.”

Given the PlayStation’s level of

technology, this may be the case.

But with Dreamcast, Dolphin,

PlayStation 2, and perhaps

Microsoft’s “X-Box,” there may be

more potential for designers to

innovate, partly because these

systems will first appeal to more

sophisticated gamers.

“This is one of the reasons why

we put a modem in the

Dreamcast,” says Thomas. “And in

the future you will see the

Dreamcast modem put to use in

some genre-blending online

gaming experiences.”

With or without a modem,

Botti also believes there will be

more genre-blending on the new
consoles. He feels the new
hardware will bring with it new,

multi-engine opportunities in game

design.

“Imagine playing your own

character in a highly-detailed

world,” says Botti, “where you’re

being chased down a street by a

heavily-armed gang, and you must

decide: Should I stay and get in a

gunfight with my nine? Should I

commandeer that guy’s Harley

across the street? Or should I head

for the helicopter on the roof of

the bank?”

Botti’s hypothetical situation is

an exciting one, and the potential

for games that feature that level of

complexity may be one reason PC

developer Westwood is getting

into the console race. “Westwood

is working on next-generation

titles,” reveals Louis Castle,

Westwood’s vice president of

Creative Development. ‘We

Developer Black Ops has implemented
several gameplay styles in Tomorrow
Never Dies for PlayStation, including

skiing and driving sequences

haven’t announced any titles yet,

but we’re certainly working very

closely with the hardware

manufacturers to deliver titles

designed for specifically for the

new machines.”

But players won’t need to wait

until the new consoles are

launched to see Westwood’s next

genre-bending creation. Command
and Conquer: Renegade, a 3D

action game set in the C&C
universe, is scheduled for release

this year for the PC.
“Renegade is

all about action,” says Castle. “If

you are great at other shooters,

the strategy elements may take

you by surprise. Overall it should

be an environment that rewards

multiple styles of play.”

Another action title that has

gamers everywhere curious is

Bungie’s Halo. While it, too, will

primarily look like an action game,

Producer Nathan Bitner explains

that it will be much more than

that. We are always trying to

expand upon the more typical

genres,” Bitner says, citing his past

work on Myth and Myth II.
“Halo

will certainly draw on

unconventional elements from

other genres and have a story as

compelling as any role-playing

game. You won’t be flipping

switches or finding ammo in

ancient pottery. The decisions

players will make will be of a

different order Do you attack the

tank and its crew or the

communication station helping it

operate? The choices you make

will be strategic and tactical, and

“I’d ask for the ultimate action/adventure

game. A highly detailed world that blends

cinematic storytelling, epic adventure, and

addictive arcade play, including fighting,

racing, and flying. It would also include an

Internet component, to be a completely

varied, persistent world that millions of

people could play in.”

Gabe Newell,

President, Valve:

“I can’t wait to see what Shigeru Miyamoto

does with the Dolphin and the Mario

franchise, but I think there’s a game out there

that I think of as the “I’m a tiny person in a

giant tree” game. What enables this design is

the huge advances in polygon and fill-rate

capabilities along with much better scalable

rendering. Rather than being in a world that

is very closed and claustrophobic, like the

traditional shooter, you can go beyond the

expansiveness of, say, a flight simulator, and

have this really open, fractally complex space

where you are always oriented within the

world on a global level, but are discovering

lots of cool local complexity. Think of it as a

fairy having an adventure in a giant tree,

where you see all of these branches way off

in the distance, and you can travel there to

find a colony of other fairies there who might

teach you how to fly through this 3D maze.

Or you could think of it as Ringworld with

twisty bits. The thing is, with the new
hardware that’s coming out, we can build

that kind of world and we never could

before. That kind of world seems like a

natural basis for adventuring experiences.”

Louis Castle,

VP of Creative Development, Westwood:

“Whatever Miyamoto is working on, I would

love to have it three years early! I expect that

will be a game I play with my kids for

hundreds of hours. He is the Godfather of

game development.”
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“[ can tell you I've been through hell,” says DeuS Ex Producer WclITGn Bill H H
Spector, “trying to explain to people just what kind of

game System Shock was and what kind of

game Deus Ex is going to be — are they action games or roleplaying

games? We even argue about that within the Deus Ex team”

I

“I feel that the industry is

beginning to notice that many
gamers appreciate having the
best elements of several genres
blended into one game” — Nathan Bitner, Bungie

each one will be exciting in and

of itself”

Indeed, with the assistance of

new technology, the scope of

the game worlds developers are

creating has grown considerably.

Developers and publishers who
intend to keep up will be needing

to think three steps ahead.

“I feel,” Bitner says, “that the

industry is beginning to notice that

many gamers appreciate having

the best elements of several

genres blended into one game.”

Still, Thomas doesn’t think genre-

blending is the only way toward

innovation: “I believe there are lots

of different ways to be creative

and develop ‘original’ games, and

genre-blending is only one.

Traditional genres will always exist

as long as game players enjoy

playing them.”

Moving Into The Future
If genre-blending is so compelling,

why haven’t we seen more of it,

then? Botti says it’s money, but

Spector points to a deeper cause:

“The biggest thing I see holding

designers back is the lack of a

common vocabulary for discussing

game design.”

Specter’s right. He notes that in

the technology arena,

programmers share a common
programming language. What’s

more, research on Al, physics, and

3D rendering is well documented

and spans hundreds of man-years.

They all rely upon terms with

agreed-upon meanings,” Spector

says. Think there’s any agreement

on what ‘immersion’ means or

consensus on the significance of

emergent behavior? Forget about

it. Designers need to stop thinking

of game design as a mysterious art

that can’t be discussed intelligently.

They — we — need to begin

applying the same rigor

programmers and scientists (and

even literary critics) have been

applying to their fields for decades.

When that happens, then you’ll

start to see some real design

advances.”

But when it comes to

establishing a game that breaks

traditional boundaries, taking a

conservative approach to the

creative process is something most

publishers are very familiar with,

and even Westwood is cautious

when it comes to working with

abstract designs.

“We temper our creativity with

what has worked in the past,” says

Castle, “and try to sprinkle in new

ideas within a familiar framework.

This is very difficult, but not

because it is hard to come up with

new ideas. The difficulty is in

holding back and not pushing the

product so far out that the

consumer feels lost or confused.”

Consumer confusion goes a

long way toward explaining why

genres may evolve and blend, but

may never die out entirely. “I’m

sure traditional genres will die out

as they evolve,” he continues, “but

I think genres will always exist —
although we may find other ways

of drawing the lines.” Why?

Because, quite simply, “genres exist

to tell consumers what type of

product they are looking at,” he

says, “and if they are generally

interested in the experience.”

But while genres may continue

to exist in product descriptions on

boxes and in magazines, the final

word goes to Newell, who points

out why genres belong on boxes,

not design docs.

“Plot and character

development and physics and

great rendering are the tools for

building the future generation of

games,” he says. “Action and RPC

and adventure are ways of

describing games from the past.

The existing genre distinctions

don’t help designers come up with

better games.” NextGen
While Bond includes skiing and driving, the core gameplay is the on-foot action.

Balancing all of these elements has added more than a year to the game’s schedule
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What’s up with this crazy
new system anyhow?

Dreamcast is out, and Sony has just

revealed PlayStation 2. What about

Nintendo? Aside from some impressive

technology announcements, the company has

been largely silent about its next-generation

plans. So we sent Steve Kent to Nintendo’s

Kyoto HQ to get the latest details from Shigeru

Miyamoto. Also sitting in on the meeting was

Nintendo’s number-two executive, Hiroshi

Imanishi. What’s up with Dolphin? Can Nintendo

ever retake the number-one position in Japan?

Who’ll fill Mr. Yamauchi’s shoes when he retires?

Read on.

Dolphin Kong
Next Generates First off, is Dolphin still the

name of the project?

Shigeru Miyamoto: Yes. I am of the opinion

that Dolphin can be the actual official name of

the product, but some people disagree with me.

NG: What’s the status of development right

now? What do you think of the machine’s

progress?

SM: Right now, the hardware development

team is asking if we, the software creators, have

any extra desires to add into the hardware

design. But I know that these people are the

same who developed the N64. They have

already learned quite a lot about what to do

with 3D graphics generation and so forth, and

they are full of new ideas. So rather than

thinking about what we want the new machine

to do, I’m concentrated more on thinking

about what we should do with the new
hardware.

NG: What do you mean?

SM: Like whether we should devote our

energies into using the full capacity of the

machine or whether we should say, ‘We’ve got

a new machine with so much power; so rather

than making every possible effort to take

advantage of everything that’s there, maybe we
should concentrate on using just part of the

power; but using it very effectively.” This would

let us spend less money and time and effort and

still come up with better solutions and effects in

comparison to what we are doing with N64.

NG: A very big rumor right now is that Dolphin

will retail for S99. True?

Hiroshi Imanishi: The only place I have heard

that is in Next Generation! In the interview

article with Howard Lincoln, he just said it

would be very aggressively priced. Next

Generation was the one who speculated that

it would be possible to do it at $99.

SM: Maybe if we leave out the DVD drive, then

we can make it $99!

NG: Does a completed chipset exist yet?

HI: The basic design has already been made,

but it’s going to be next year before we are

going to be complete. We’re integrating a lot of

functions onto just a few chips.

NG: Is there any possibility that you will make a

year 2000 launch?

HI: Yes, but I think whether or not we can

meet the 2000 deadline depends on what kind

of games materialize.

The Games
NG: Has work begun on games yet?

SM: Yes, I am personally involved in a variety

of projects.

NG: Anything you can tell us about?

SM: What I’m doing right now is making the

foundations and environments for the

development of several different projects. I

understand that some users are already

anticipating the next-generation system to be

more gorgeous in terms of graphics and so

forth, but I think that is only part of it. Rather; I

think we should pay more attention to the very

simple concept of how the new system should

be played and what kind of play-rules are going

to apply. Unfortunately, these are ideas that can

be easily duplicated by others once they’re

revealed, so I’m not in position to say anything

right now.

NG: You’ve said that when you created Mario

64, you created it the way people might create

a theme park; that first you made, say, a snowy

mountain, then you looked for activities players

could do on it. Is that the kind of thing you’re

doing on Dolphin now?

SM: Yes, it’s a kind of very consistent theme I

always have, regardless of the advancement of

the hardware technology. I like to seek for a

particular theme. Of course, in order to realize

it, to duplicate a part of nature, say, the

machine needs a lot of power; and Dolphin is

going to have a lot of power; so I think we can

make something closer to my original concept.

At the same time, because it’s going to have

the very powerful CPU, I’m paying attention to

the possibility of exploring new aspects of

usage. $o, not just greater realizations of my
original visions, but new visions of the CPU for

other things.

NG: $ega is saying that the next evolution of

games will be multiplayer; network games. $ony

is kind of saying that the next change will be

“emotion” in games. Where does Nintendo see

the next step in games?

SM: I think the idea itself is going to be the

next trend. They can talk about networks, but

we all know about that, so what’s new about

it? It’s not interesting. What’s interesting is

doing something which nobody is thinking

about. That's why the work we do at Nintendo

is so enjoyable. Without ideas, I don’t think

there is any point to making a next generation

of hardware. And if I had some new idea, I may

say tomorrow that we don’t need Dolphin.

NG: Namco’s Soul Calibur is, right now,

probably the best-looking game ever made,

and it’s also turned out to be one of the best

fighting games ever made. Do more polygons

make a better game?

SM: Take a racing game, for example. Ifwe
make better background scenery, we the

developers are very glad. So yes, we can make

it better by adding the polygons. On the other

hand, for the creators and for the game player,

once they have seen enough of the more

beautiful scenery, they get accustomed to it and

see nothing very important about it. What’s

more important is what kind of information the

players should get from those data. That’s all. In

making the games for N64, of course, we are

trying to make better-looking games, but by

doing so, we encounter a lot of technological

hurdles. In feet, we are getting over them, but

for the next-generation game machine we
don’t have to worry about a lot of hurdles. $o I

think it’s going to be more easily done, I mean,
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The idea itself is going to be the next trend.
Without ideas, I don’t think there is any point
to making a next generation of hardware

better graphics in games can be easily done on

the Dolphin.

Nintendo’s Japanese plans
NG: Why didn’t N64 do better in Japan?

SM: Yeah. I think there’s got to be a lot of

elements, including my way of doing many

things and the way the salespeople have

advertised the product in Japan. Mr Yamauchi,

for example, pointed out the feet that we
missed two Christmas seasons against our

competitors, and in my opinion we didn’t have

a good roleplaying game from the very

beginning. In Japan, RPGs are a very big market,

like maybe half of the total market. And we
were late in introducing Zelda and late

introducing other games. Also, at the time of

the launch, 3D fighting games were very big,

and we didn’t have one. I don’t know if those

kind of trends were good for the Japanese

market in general or not, but it is true that they

were booming and Nintendo was against that

kind of boom and tried to make its own boom.

NG: Can Nintendo have a 90% share of the

market again ever? Will Dolphin do it?

HI: We are not concerned about recapturing

the share for its own sake. What Mr. Miyamoto

pointed out is we should be more interested in

and make efforts to seek out new worlds that

nobody is aware of right now. Then taking

more share is inevitable, since we are creating a

new market. Ifwe are just concerned about

recapturing the share [of the old market], we
are just destined to repeat the failure of Sega.

Mr Yamauchi sometimes says, “Where does

Sega look?" Sega is always looking at Nintendo,

and Sega was just trying to capture the market

share Nintendo already had. Mr Yamauchi is

always saying that ifwe are going to make a

product, that product must have some

meaning to its existence and that we are not

making products to compete with some

existing other things. Of course, when he sees

other products are selling, we really want

something that can sell like that product — I

think that’s the natural thought to have — but

he’s always saying that we have to have

something with its own reason to exist.

When it comes to the N64 itself I don’t

think it was a mistake to go ahead with

cartridges, but the fact is PlayStation had a CD-

ROM, and for many of the game developers the

risk was less and the result was that we have to

admit the variety of software was less than

anticipated for N64. Well, when we introduce

the Dolphin system, it’s going to be DVD, and

it’s going to be a level playing field. The

developers will have to carefully observe which

system is more suited for development.

NG: Will Square come back?

HI: It’s up to them, but maybe Square has been

given so much preferred treatment by Sony

that they won’t feel like working for others.

SM: It’s not which company is there, but which

products. Nintendo is currently intensifying its

development line.

The Next Yamauchi
NG: Hiroshi Yamauchi built Nintendo from a

small card company into one of the world’s

leading entertainment companies, and he’s

been instrumental in running Nintendo on a

day-to-day basis. Lately he’s been talking about

retirement. Will Mr Yamauchi retire in the year

2000, or does he plan to go on?

HI: He is always saying that he cannot work

until he dies and he needs some specific timing

for the retirement, but he hasn’t stated any

specific date. A newspaper article suggested

that it should be in 2000.

NG: But that’s wasn’t his idea?

HI: Not his idea.

NG: When he leaves, who will replace him?

You? Mr Arakawa?

HI: You know, I'm a kind of an assistant for Mr

Yamauchi, and Mr Yamauchi doesn’t speak about

his successor at all, but common sense is it

should be Mr Arakawa.

NG: There have been several stories where Mr

Yamauchi has expressed dissatisfaction with Mr.

Arakawa’s work, although he seems to be doing

a very good job with Nintendo 64.

HI: You know we all agree that Mr. Arakawa is

the person who has built Nintendo of America

to its current position — with great partners, of

course. Surrounding himself with great people

has been one of his greatest strengths. So, as for

the criticism, I believe that being critical, is kind

of a very Japanese, and very Yamauchi-like

approach. In other words, Mr Yamauchi is

expecting quite an awful lot from Mr Arakawa.

Rumor Quashing
NG: While we have you here, can we just clear

some things up for the record?

SM: Of course.

NG: Everyone knows about your creation of

Donkey Kong, Mario, and Zelda, but what about

MetroicP. What did you have to do with the

creation of MetroicP

SM: On Metroid I had no involvement at all.

Zero.

NG: That was Mr Yokoi?

SM: Yes, some young people working for Mr

Yokoi.

NG: What about Donkey Kong! There’s a

persistent rumor in America that it was

originally called Monkey Kong.

SM: No, we didn’t have that kind of idea. I just

thought the donkey was the animal, and donkey

was considered to be very silly. NextGen
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EFinals
Some days it does pay to come to work—
take a gander at some of the best-looking

games ever to hit their respective platforms.

Ah, the holidays will be good to us this year

!CDreamcast
Soul Calibur 112

NFL Blitz 2000 114

King of Fighters 114

Blue Stinger 114

Ready 2 Rumble 115

Monaco GP 115

Trick Style 115

Positioning is the key to successful

fighting. Kilik will be in bad shape if he

ever lets Astaroth close in with that ax

If you think

the still shots

look good, wait

110111 you see the

game in motion!

There are lots of hidden characters

and arenas to find, and you’ll have to

spend hours unlocking every last

secret in the game

Soul Calibur
Publisher: Namco Developer: Namco

Namco delivers on Dreamcast

For a company that has

never entered the

consumer hardware

business, Namco sure knows how

to sell a system. Its PlayStation lineup

(Tekken series, Ridge Racer series)

has consistently dominated with

some of the most technologically

advanced and playable games on the

system. Now, with Soul Calibur on

Dreamcast, the wizards at Namco

prove the/re still in top form by

creating one of the most beautiful

and playable fighting games ever

This is Namco’s second attempt

at a 3D weapons-based fighter The

prequel, Soul Blade, which came out

in the arcade and on PlayStation, was

lauded for having incredible graphics,

but many felt that its gameplay was a

little shallow. The main complaint

was that the combo system required

rote memorization of button strings

and didn’t allow for much variety in

I

The graphics are, simply put, the
best we’ve ever seen in any
home or arcade game to date
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Nintendo 64
Jet Force Gemini 116

Hot Wheels Turbo Racing 117

Monster Truck Madness 64 117

Shadow Man 117

WWF Attitude 117

E'PlayStation
Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 118

Demolition Racer 119

Juggernaut 119

Madden NFL 2000 119

NFL Game Day 2000 119

G-Police: Weapons of Justice 120

Jet Moto 3 120

NFL Xtreme 2 120

RC Stunt Copter 120

Star Wars: Episode I 121

Xena: Warrior Princess 121

Wipeout 3 121

Tail Concerto 121

EPC
Drakan: Order of the Flame 122

System Shock 2 125

Civilization II: Test of Time 123

Darkstone 123

C&C: Tiberian Sun 123

Gulf War 124

Star Trek: Starfleet Command 124

Warhammer: Rites of War 124

F- 16 Aggressor 124

The Rating
System
Since we’re living in a time

when even average games

are pretty good, we at

Next Generation will continue

to demand even better. Note

that a three-star rating is a

typical “good” game, so expect

to see a lot of them.

Revolutionary

Excellent

Good** Fair

Bad
^ Denotes a review of a^ Japanese product

the gameplay (much like Killer

Instinct).

With Soul Calibur, the team has

taken this criticism to heart and

added far more moves than in the

original game. Along with all of these

new moves comes a new way of

linking them together which allows

improvisation and free-form combo-

making. The result is a much more

fluid fighting engine, which is closer

to Tekken than to the first game.

Adding to the overall chaos of a

good weapon fight is the ability to

move in and out of the screen in

3D. Positioning is extremely

important and you'll spend hours

trying to master the spacing needs

of each characters’ strikes. Odds are,

in fact, that without some serious

devotion to the game, you won’t be

able to master even half ofthe ten

initially selectable characters (not to

mention the many secret ones)

because of the differences in

gameplay style. Kilik-players must

learn to move around quickly and

keep opponents at long range with

his staff while the brave few who try

Astaroth must leam how to get the

most out of his slow (yet extremely

powerful) moves. The sheer variety

and complexity of the fighters,

combined with a great sense of

overall balance, make this Namco’s

strongest fighting engine yet.

Of course, the main thing that

will have people clamoring for this

title are the graphics, which are,

simply put, the best we’ve ever seen

in any home or arcade game to

date. Period. Characters are

SIBEET-HSHTEB-H
The first and only fighting game that has really moved a significant amount of

systems is Street Fighter II for SNES. Strangely, though, less than two years later,

it was Super Street Fighter II on SNES which nearly bankrupted Capcom with its

horrible sales numbers and high production run.

There are plenty of moves, counters, and throws to satisfy any fighting fan

exquisitely detailed down to their hair

blowing in the wind or the mist of

breath on a cold winter’s day Their

animations are equally impressive and

casual passersby usually get instantly

drawn in at first sight. No fighting

game has ever looked or moved like

this, and even Sega’s great VF3 falls

below this new benchmark.

Complementing the visuals is a

spectacular orchestral soundtrack that

urges players on in their battle to beat

each other to a pulp.

The icing on the cake is the sheer

amount of secrets that Namco has

included in the game. There are

secret arenas, secret costumes, secret

characters, secret modes, and over .

300 pieces of artwork to find. Even

for the single-player game, there’s an

excellent Story mode which has you

lead your character on a quest to find

the mysterious Soul Edge sword.

Along the way you must complete

many challenges which vary in both

style and difficulty

Put everything together and you

have the most compelling reason

there has ever been to buy a new

system. Hats off to Namco for

showing the world what Dreamcast is

capable of Let’s just hope that other

developers can live up to this

legacy — Blake Fischer

Bottom Line: Beautiful, deep,

and far more compelling than any

3D fighter in recent memory, Soul

Calibur is reason enough to own
a Dreamcast.

E NextGen

The ability to move in 3D easily (much more so than Tekken) adds a whole new
layer of strategy to this already deep fighting game
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NFL Blitz 2000
Platform: Dreamcast Publisher: Midway Developer: Midway

Blitz 2000 is arcade perfect, and

adds a new icon passing mode — that

doesn’t make it perfect, though

The beauty of Dreamcast’s NFL 2K

lies in the subtleties, and, while

NFL Blitz might not be everything

you want in a football game, it is

anything but subtle. This first Blitz

for Dreamcast is a comprehensive

port with arcade-perfect graphics

and sound, yet somehow the big

hits and pulse-pounding action of

arcade experience are diminished

on the home console. The game’s

controls don’t transition well to the

Dreamcast controller; and if you use

the analog stick, you’ll miss plenty

of tackles getting used to it.

To add longevity to the arcade

version, there’s an added one-

player season mode with an extra

page of offensive plays and some

new defensive ones, as well as

helpful icon passing. While the

added offensive plays help,

occasionally special team plays, like

the field goal, replace the play

selections you’d have rather called,

like the bomb or Hail Mary. The

King of Fighters Dream Match ’99 •
Platform: Dreamcast Publisher: SNK Developer: SNK

Playing King of Fighters on Dreamcast

is like riding a moped — it’s kinda fun,

but you’ll feel stupid if your friends

catch you doing it

When compared to Power Stone

or Soul Calibur, King of Fighters

Dream Match '99 looks like it

belongs on a “classic collection”

disc, and in many ways, it does. This

2D fighting series is as old as Street

Fighter, although not quite as well

put together While King of Fighters

spawned the team-battle premise,

it has essentially failed to grow

anything but its roster; which is, in a

word, massive: there are 38 fighters,

not counting hidden ones. Players

can select from this huge list to

form teams of three for team

battles, or select one character for

traditional tournament play. Of

course, with this many characters,

there’s nice variety, but a lot of

them are too similar; and they do

sort of run together in your head.

And frankly, the game is an insult

to Dreamcast’s technology The

backgrounds are barely 3D, the 2D

character animation is lacking, nor

is the control all it could be. (We

new defenses aren’t very well

designed, and the game tends to

fumble in season mode. Still, as a

two-player game, Blitz holds up

pretty well, and there’s nothing

more rewarding than completing

the perfect last-minute fourth-down

conversion. — Tom Russo

Bottom Line: As fast and fun

as it ever was, but lacking the

depth and one-player replayability

of Sega’s own NFL 2K.
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recommend the fighting stick). And,

ugh, there’s even some loading

time. Despite all this, the series

does retain the core gameplay and

upbeat atmosphere that made it so

likable on the NeoGeo, but it still

fails to match. — Tom Russo

Bottom Line: Not bad, but with

so many other high-quality

fighters available, this one only

makes sense for players nostalgic

for old NeoGeo fighting games.
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Blue Sti
Publisher: Activision Developer: Climax Graphics/Activision

Things that go boom meet
a lot of loose lips

There are a lot of fairly

interesting things about this

third-person action adventure.

There are also a lot of things

that are really annoying — not

as bad as the original Japanese

r -> 1
Here’s a freebie: the employee code

for the Sega arcade is “ 1224” or 12-24.

You’re supposed to know this because

this little girl mentions “Christmas Eve”

— how’s that for a thin clue?

version, but annoying all the same.

As with last year’s Tenchu,

Activision took some time to

tweak this for its domestic release,

and the effort is appreciated. The

awful camera view of the original

has been jettisoned in favor of a

Tomb Raider-style, ‘follow you

around” view. It still gets confusing

in the game’s many tight spaces,

but it’s no worse than usual.

The real trouble here is that

some attention should have been

given to the rest of the game’s

shortcomings. The dialogue is

completely banal, and the lip

synching is laughable: characters sit

there moving their mouths while

no sound comes out. This makes

the otherwise competent voice

r “1 ELIOT*
S'* V
The effects are impressive eye candy, but it does make you wonder if this will

seem so flashy in another year or so

acting seem stilted, with long,

inappropriate silences. It isn’t

helped along by the vaguely creaky

“find this object and open this

area” adventure mechanics and

sometimes very thin clues either

Still, the graphics are pretty and

the weapons make some pretty big

explosions. The design may not be

inspired, but it’s still oddly

compulsive in the way adventures

tend to be. — Jeff Lundrigan

Bottom Line: Even the

lowest-budgeted kung fu

cheapie you can think of had

better dubbing, but if you like

an adventure with big

explosions, this ain’t too bad.
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Characters’ faces take damage during the fight, which can make for some
gruesome victory poses

The characters are so well done, they’re kind of creepy, especially when
their eyes bug out

game is really easy to get

into (which makes it ideal

for introducing players to

Dreamcast), it isn’t all that deep

— this is no Soul Calibur or VF3,

and most players will tire of the

one-player mode pretty fast.

That said, the excellent two-

player mode and fast pace of

the game make this the party

game of the Dreamcast launch

line-up. — Chris Charla

Bottom line: with

fast action, seriously funny

character design, and

excellent graphics, Midway
once again proves it’s

untouchable when it

comes to arcade sports.
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2 Rumble

Ready 2 Rumble has a lot

of heritage to live up to:

namely, Blitz and NBA Jam. Does

it? In spades. Starting with

Michael Buffort’s trademarked

phrase, the game kicks into the

most fun arcade boxing game

since PunchOutl.

This is the game that really

started getting people in the US

excited about Dreamcast, and

for good reason. It looks great,

with over-the-top, stereotypical

(and slightly disturbing) cartoon

characters like Boris Knockimov

or Big Willy Johnson, and it plays

great too, with fast and furious

rock-’em-sock-’em action. Score

six good hits and you can

activate a R-U-M-B-L-E power-

up. Rounding out the action

are taunts and special moves

that are unique to each

character; from Butcher

Brown’s head butt to Jet Chin’s

kung-fu.

The Championship mode
lets you run a gym and a stable

of boxers whom you train via

well done mini-games and club

matches as you get ready to

take your shot at the title —
watching the crowd get bigger

as you move closer and closer

to the title is a very nice touch

— but the real action is in the

Versus mode.

Unfortunately, while the

TrickStyle
Platform: Dreamcast Publisher: Acclaim Developer: Criterion

TrickStyle's complicated

tracks can only be described

as “brutal”

Oh, what a disappointment this

game has turned out to be. With

smooth character modeling,

exceptional physics and stunningly

detailed environments, it seemed

that TrickStyle was destined to be a

stand-out launch title. But the proof

is in the playability, and this game

has two serious flaws: excruciatingly

difficult track design and relentless

Al racers.

Any minor miscalculation, and

you’ll go from first to last without a

glimmer of hope of regaining the

lead, while trying to navigate the

brutally designed tracks, which

seem designed for maximum visual

appeal without much regard for

how difficult they are to play In

order to unlock later tracks, you

must finish first in every race, and

even when you accomplish this

feat, you aren’t left with the sense

that you could confidently repeat

that performance.

Want help? Too bad. There’s

an NPC who leads you through

four training missions, but sadly

these will not prepare you for

a day at the races, and

documentation is sorely lacking

when it comes to acquiring and

pulling-off tricks beyond the basic

maneuvers. — Jeffrey Adam Young

Bottom Line: TrickStyle is an

impressive game to watch, and an

infuriating game to play. Track

design is sadistic, and Al players

are inhumanly adept. Good mostly

for increasing your stress level.
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Publisher: Midway Developer: Midway

The king of arcade sports

gets another jewel in

its crown

Monaco GP
Platform: Dreamcast Publisher: Ubi

A bit bland, but if you’re willing to

wade through the bad interface,

there’s some deep racing here

While this game has all the options

serious Grand Prix fens will want,

you might have a hard time finding

them: Ubi has used the high-res

mode of Dreamcast to pack a ton

of information on every screen, and

unfortunately the interface is among

the worst weVe seen on a console

game. Count on being confused.

Soft Developer: Ubi Soft

Once you get to racing, things are

better Although tracks are pretty

sparse, the racing model is exacting

— too exacting for some, probably

Even in arcade mode, count on your

car spinning out a lot. While that’s

par for the course for serious sims,

we expect arcade modes to be a

little more forgiving. Still, the effects

are impressive, particularly the way

your tires pick up bits of whatever

surface you’re going over

Overall though, the lack of the

actual FI license, the too-difficult

arcade mode, and the confusing

interface keep this squarely in the

middle of the pack. — Chris Charla

Bottom Line: If you’ve got a

Dreamcast and want GP racing,

this isn’t bad, but we’d much rather

play Ubi’s Speed Devils instead.
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For once in a Nintendo game, the characters actually

look like more or less normal adults — they were
deliberately changed late in the design when the whole
“videogames-kids-violence” brouhaha erupted again

Nintendo 64

Jet Force Gemini
Publisher: Nintendo Developer: Rare

Too much to do, too little to see

B lf sheer size had any

effect on the popularity of

a videogame, then Jet

Force Gemini would be a shoo-in

for hall-of-fame status. This

lighthearted and pretty shooter is

split into thirds, each section

playable as one of the three

protagonists: boy Juno, girl Vela, and

their dog Lupus. Any one of these

segments would be a complete

game in its own right, but taken as

a seamed-together whole, yet Force

Gemini is nothing short of gigantic.

And like a lengthy bloated,

Hollywood film, Jet Force Gemini

loses entertainment value by

exhausting gamers (and Rare’s bag

of tricks) long before the mega-

journey is over If this was half as

long — and Rare had cut out all the

tedious parts — it would have been

twice as good. What could have

been an enjoyable romp in the

Banjo-Kazooie mold instead wears

out its welcome and becomes

drudgery

For example, there’s a mind-

boggling array of 15 weapons, from

proximity mines to homing missiles,

in order to keep things fresh

throughout the game. But, once you

amass the entire arsenal, you end

up with an unwieldy list that wastes

It’s all fairly pretty, but by now we can

spot a Rare game by sight without even

looking at the box or title screens —
high-quality, colorful, and a bit bland

valuable time as you shuffle through

it — all while being fired upon.

Control is a cross between

Turok and GoldenEye, but Jet Force

Gemini underscores the problem of

controlling first-person shooters on

a console. Sure, we all learned how

to use the scheme in GoldenEye

because the game was good

enough to warrant tackling the

awkward inputs, but that doesn’t

make the setup any less annoying.

Without a doubt, any self-

respecting gamer should buy this

game to witness the result of Rare’s

Herculean effort. But don’t even

entertain the idea of completing

the game unless you have the

patience of a saint — and over

twice as much time as it took to

finish Zelda. — Jeffrey Adam Young

Bottom Line: Jet Force Gemini

has everything a gamer wants and

more. Too much more. Rare would

have been better off leaving some

of this on the cutting-room floor.
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MORE LITTLE GAMES
In addition to a healthy helping of multiplayer options (including eight levels,

over a dozen characters, and timed, survival, and frag-count contests), Jet

Force Gemini features three hidden mini-games within the game. Two of

these can be found by approaching the arcade machines in the arcade room.

Classic race fans will recognize the inspiration for the overhead racing game:
it looks suspiciously like Super Sprint. The second arcade machine plays a

3D hover-racing game along the lines of Wipeout or F-Zero.
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Hot Wheels: Turbo Racing
Platform: N64 Publisher: Electronic Arts Developer: Stormfront Studios

Hot Wheels offers lots of air time

and plastic tracks, but while the

multiplayer is fun, its other charms
aren’t especially long lived

Probably every kid in the

industrialized world has had a

couple of Hot Wheels cars at

some time in their lives, and

they’ve been practically begging for

a videogame version since Pole

Position. And here it is, complete

with screaming cars, stunts, and

plastic tracks.

Turbo Racing is a cyber version

of what young boys have been

doing with their die-cast cars since

they escaped the crib: they make

tracks out of household items and

proceed to smash, jump, flip, and

roll their vehicles until the/re

utterly broken. Clearly based on the

Beetle Adventure Racing engine,

Hot Wheels rewards the player for

air time and stunts with turbo

boosts. Turbos are a necessity to

win, making extravagant stunt work

a required skill. The best sense of

speed is in the first-person mode,

but landing some of the more

disorienting stunts is only possible

in the third-person view. Although

one-player is a little rough (CPU

cars seem to be able to drive

anywhere with impunity and are

constantly on your tail), the

multiplayer and stunt modes have

more to offer — they’re both fun, if

not deep. — Doug Trueman

Bottom Line: All in all, a fun title

and a great party game, but

perhaps a bit childish for

hardcore racing fans.
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Monster Thick Madness 64 Shadow Man
Platform: N64 Publisher: Rockstar Developer: Edge of Reality Platform: N64 Publisher: Acclaim Developer: Acclaim

Miserable physics, shoddy track

design, and smeary graphics make
this a title to avoid

Rockstar takes off-road racing to

new extremes in its new title for

N64, but it’s not the kind of

extreme anyone should have to pay

to experience. A port of the PC

title, Monster Truck Madness 64 lets

players slide behind the wheel of

one of twenty famous monster

trucks, from Bigfoot to Grave Digger

to Hollywood Hogan, inviting you to

crash through well-designed courses

fraught with jumps, mudholes,

hairpin turns, canyons, and tunnels.

You also get a bevy of power-

ups like turbo boosts, missiles,

shields, and a creative hover

mode that can temporarily turn

one’s truck into a Harrier jet. The

battle modes contain multiplayer

games like hockey, soccer; and tag,

and the king-of-the-hill-style

Summit Rumble is brilliant in its

simplicity

Unfortunately, incredibly bad

control hampers this title from the

starting line. The trucks barely

manage to turn even at low

speeds, and the slightest bump,

divot, or collision will send them

flipping like a pancake. Driving in

first-person mode is nearly

impossible because the constant

rollovers destroy any sense of

orientation. — Doug Trueman

Bottom Line: If you want

intense off-road gaming, play

EA’s Beetle Adventure Racing

instead and run this title over

with your car.
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With a little more work, this might

have been a fun, different little game.

As It is, it’s just different

Shadow Man is the tale of Michael

LeRoi, an English graduate/dropout

(the manual isn’t sure which) turned

mystical assassin who must prevent a

coming apocalypse. A hybrid of

Tomb Raider and Quake, Shadow

Man leans more towards the

dexterous maneuvering of Lara Croft

than blatant rampaging, though a fair

bit of shooting is required.

Many of Mike’s/Shadow Man’s

weapons have substantial homing

capabilities when fired blindly which,

oddly, removes any need for the

included, trendy sniper mode. The

control is loose to the point of

frustration, with constantly missed

jumps (and untimely deaths) while

navigating the large 3D space. The

gameplay is standard platform/

shooter fere with a Caribbean

folklore twist players explore the

real world and the supernatural

Deadside retrieving Dark Souls,

killing zombies, solving puzzles,

avoiding traps, and gaining strength

in both guns and voodoo weapons.

The developers were clearly

enamored of the game’s

mythological roots and non-linear

gameplay and the complex storyline

and environment could have earned

Shadow Man a cult of its own.

Unfortunately, though, the title feels

rushed; additional time spent ironing

out kinks would have earned it

another star — Doug Trueman

Bottom Line: Sadly, this is just a

well-intentioned misfire.
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WWF Attitude
Platform: N64 Publisher: Acclaim Sports Developer: Acclaim Sports

Attitude is flat, ugly, and not very

entertaining, and not even the

expansive create-a-wrestler mode
can save the title

The increasing popularity of

professional wrestling has brought

welcome competition to the games

based on the sport. Acclaim’s last

game before it loses the WWF
license, Attitude is the sequel to last

year’s Warzone.

This year’s rehash offers a

deeper create-a-wrestler mode, 40

different superstars to choose from,

and the best wrestler intros to ever

grace a home console, including

authentic music, lighting, and special

effects. The wrestlers look good,

the announcers are passable, and

the lighting is well done.

The problem? Just like Warzone,

the wrestlers don’t seem to interact

with the environment in any

believable manner; walking and

wrestling like broken robots. Worst

of all, the game’s control scheme is

still closer to that of a badly

designed fighting game — up to five

button pushes to perform a move

just doesn’t result in the right

pacing for a wrestling match. Add

to that the feet that wrestlers don’t

sell the moves, the voice samples

are randomly placed and

nonsensical, and the collision

detection is still horrible, and you

get a game that’s very pretty but

not much fun. — Daniel Erickson

Bottom Line: Worth a rental for

WWF fans, but everyone else

should just wait for THQ and EA

to take their shots.
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PlayStation

Tony Hawk^s Pro Skater
' Publisher: Activision Developer: Neversoft

The best skateboarding game ever

B With the number of

snowboarding games

we’ve seen in the past

few years, it’s surprising that there

have only been a handful of skating

games. In feet, since 720° in the

arcades, there hasn’t been a skating

game that has been any good —
until now. Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater

not only captures the feel of skating

perfectly, but it combines excellent

graphics, incredibly tight controls,

and a great soundtrack into the

most attractive package PlayStation

If you jump on the hood of a moving car, you can score big. If you don’t jump,

you eat asphalt — hard

owners are likely to see all year

The key to the game's brilliance

is in its incredibly intuitive control

scheme. Players can pull off tricks

with the touch of a button, and

linking tricks together is as simple

as can be. Now, instead of

becoming simplistic and boring,

the timing on the moves is such

that the challenge is in knowing

which moves to link together at

what times. As your skill level

increases, you learn to link tricks

into huge chains that yield higher

scores. To keep players from merely

repeating the same moves over and

over; maximum points are only

awarded the first time you do a

certain string of moves.

Then add to all of this an

accomplished graphics engine and

some top-notch animation, and you

have a game that novices and

experts alike will play for hours on

end. There are plenty of tracks to

choose from, six different skaters,

and a career mode that allows you

to unlock secrets as you get better

at each level. There’s even a kick-

ass two-player mode with several

different subgames. Overall, there

is plenty of meat here for anyone,

and nothing has been left

out. — Blake Fischer

The Bottom Line: Whether

you’re a hardcore skater or

just a wannabe, this will satisfy.

A must-have for anyone with a

PlayStation.
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YES, HE REALLY IS THE MAN
At the ripe old age of 31 with a professional career spanning almost two

decades, Tony Hawk is practically an ancient among the roster of professional

skateboarders, but if anyone thinks he’s even remotely past it, no further proof

was needed than his performance at the 1999 X Games in San Francisco.

Although he only took home the bronze in the vert competition after a fall in the

last round, he won Best Trick by pulling the world’s first-ever 900° (that’s two
and a half times around, for the mathematically challenged), a feat unmatched

in skateboarding history. And yes, you can pull off the 900° in the game.
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Demolition Racer
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Infogrames Developer: Pitbull Syndicate

Don’t let the good-looking screen

shot fool you — this game is the pits,

and plays like something from

PlayStation's first generation

Demolition Racerwas developed by

much of the same team as the original

Destruction Derbyfrom Psygnosis years

ago, and it shows, in just about every

way Although this game has some

“modern” enhancements like shortcuts

(which seem sort of pasted in), the game

mechanics might as well have been

transplanted whole and bleeding from

Destruction Derby.

Visually, the game looks every bit the

latter-day PlayStation title, with detailed

textures and a fair amount of variety

Other than that, it might as well be five

years old. The cars control as if pivoting

around the center; not as if they are

actually responding to the wheels. You’ll

also notice that every other car on the

track is exactly like yours. Apparently this

is how the designers managed to get 16

ofthem out there at once, but it

completely negates any advantage in

choosing one car over another — or

motivation to earn locked cars.

Worst of all, the game is wildly

inconsistent. Points are awarded by

colliding with other cars, and in theory,

the fester you hit one, the greater the

points. It reality, it seems almost

random: barely tapping a rear bumper in

a turn causes an opponent to explode,

while slamming into a totally stationary

car on the next bend yields no score at

all. The steering and control are likewise

almost totally unpredictable, and — in a

serious and unforgiveable bug — even

the camera angle jumps around, from

high-and-back to first-person for

absolutely no reason. — JeffLundrigan

Bottom Line: Steer clear of this

smoking wreck.
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Juggernaut
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Jaleco Developer: Tonkinhouse
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Like Myst, the puzzles in Juggernaut

require some thought. Unlike Myst, the

puzzles in Juggernaut don’t require a

hint book to solve

Juggernaut is a game that most hardcore

gamers should probably avoid. It lacks

any action, and the graphics are merely

passable. It favors thinking over reflexes,

which is not always a bad thing, but it

also lacks any sense of pace. The real

point of interest is the story: as the main

character; you have entered your

girlfriend’s mind, attempting to save her

soul from the devil. If you fell, you will

both be consigned to hell for eternity

Actually, Juggernauts dubious spot in

game history is to be (hopefully) the last

of the Myst clones. And, as fer as that

goes, it does show a little evolution in

this most deservedly reviled of genres,

since unlike Myst, the puzzles in

Juggernaut actually make a certain

amount of sense. They aren't all easy, but

they also aren’t impossible. Nearly every

puzzle in the game can be solved

through a combination of in-game clues

and basic common sense.

Interaction with the world is done

via a cursor On a standard screen, the

cursor will reveal which directions you

can move. If there is something to be

seen, the cursor will switch to a “search”

mode. Moving the cursor over an

item activates a hot spot and moves

the story along. This is about the

farthest thing from innovative, but it

works as well as any controller-based

point-and-click interface we’ve come

across. — Adam Pavlacka

Bottom Line: Juggernaut isn’t

anything new or especially exciting,

just a solid entry in the point-and-

click genre, with a better puzzle

selection and more intriguing story

than most.
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Madden NFL 2000
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: EA Sports Developer: EA Sports

The muted graphics of Madden NFL
2000 make even the garish jerseys of

the Tennessee Titans look dull and
washed-out

Madden is the workhorse of football

videogames: he’s seen the field perhaps

one time too many but remains solid and

dependable. That said, this game presents

you with a comprehensive set of options,

modes, in-game tricks, control functions,

and opportunities for both finesse and

straight-up, grind-’em-out play. On offense,

you can pull off a bit of sleight-of-hand by

pushing the triangle button, selecting a

wide receiver; and altering his pass route.

In the intriguing “Madden Challenge”

mode, you're rewarded with points

(redeemable for special codes) for well-

executed plays and football trivia answers.

But small problems mar the surface of

Madderis highway Animations are mostly

smooth, but there’s some slowdown

when the players pile up for a tackle. Al

remains a sticking point — at times the

computer-controlled player won't bother

to attempt a three-point field-goal play

when it’s clearly in its best interests.

Perhaps the game’s greatest handicap

is its predictability. The same tricks that

beat the game before are, more likely

than not, apt to beat the game now.

Want to roll to a touchdown, even on the

game’s All-Pro level? Try a quick series of

two-step drop passes, or a rollout sideline

pass. Want to score endless deflections

on a computer-run defense? Quickly

select the defender nearest to the pass

and jump for dear life. Still, plowing up

the middle with Eddie George or

scrambling madly for safety with Vinny

Testaverde is a satisfying way to kill some

time. — Greg Orlando

Bottom Line: Madden loyalists will

find more to love, but this franchise

still plays second fiddle to GameDay.
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NFL GameDay 2000
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: 989 Studios Developer: 989 Studios

There’s actually starting to be

something retro about the graphics

here — like playing Genesis football

in 1995

GameDay is 989’s premier franchise, and

the 2000 edition continues that trend

nicely. The best new feature is the

potential for micro- and macro-

management. You can take this game

however you like it — as a quick-paced,

eminently controllable football game; as

something to dive into and select

patterns for receivers and running backs;

or as a way to play the manager scene,

trading players, drafting, and signing up

greedy free agents. It’s even possible to

import players from NCAA Gamebreaker

2000. Basically, every feature from last

year is intact and improved.

Total control passing is still an intrinsic

part of the game, and there are fer more

plays to choose from, so the on-field

action has really opened up from this

time last year Blitz fens, who like the

action but not the complexity can also

get a lot out of this, as there’s an option

to play in just one position.

Animation has been stepped up a

notch, and not just in appearance. Like

Sega’s NFL 2K, motion capture is

context-sensitive, so a leg grab has a

different effect than a high-charging

tackle. Unfortunately, while this looks

great for a PlayStation game, it pales

next to Sega’s effort — PlayStation is

aging, and this shows it. Graphics usually

don’t matter; but ifyou have both, it’s

tough to go back to GameDay after NFL

2K, despite GameDays deeper feature

set. Still, on PlayStation, there’s nothing

better — Frank O'Connor

The Bottom Line: The top

PlayStation football game gets

deeper, but it ain't the best-looking

football game in town anymore.
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EFinais
G-Police: Weapons of Justice

Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Psygnosis Developer: Psygnosis UK

C-Pollce is certainly pretty, but it

doesn’t play very well. In fact, it’s a

nigh-perfect example of style getting in

the way of substance

This second game in the G-Police series

is still plagued by the problems that were

apparent in the original, namely: draw

distance, aircraft control, and weapons

range. This time around, though, the

weaknesses overshadow the strengths.

While the cinematic sequences show

off some of the most stunning pre-

rendered animation to date, in stark

contrast are the ludicrously short draw-

distances of skyscrapers when cruising

through the partially populated cities of

G-Police: Weapons ofJustice. To

ameliorate this problem, wire frames of

distant buildings pop-up on your

copter’s windshield before the fleshed-

out version appears. But, with dark skies,

extremely sensitive steering controls, and

fast enemy craft, you’ll find yourself

meeting many buildings — and

sometimes even the road — head-on.

To add to the confusion, you have

wingmen and backup ground teams, and

you’ll need to master five different

vehicles in the course of the game.

The 30 regular missions and 15

hidden missions are elaborately designed

with plenty of surprises for maximum

dramatic effect, but these get buried by

control issues and the too-flashy, but

ultimately confusing, visuals. Two things

that you’ll undoubtedly find frustrating in

each mission: trying to find and follow

your team, and trying to track an enemy

aircraft as it quickly flies away and

out-of-range. — JeffreyAdam Young

Bottom Line: It seems G-Police:

Weapons of Justice was designed to

be a very complex and full game, but

in the process, the designers forgot

to make the game playable as well.
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Jet Moto 3
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: 989 Studios Developer: Pacific Coast Power and Light

Jet Moto 3 is another title that has been

usurped by the ever-expanding 989

Studios. The original game was a

triumphant success that put the then-

small, relatively unknown developer

SingleTrac on the map. The sequel,

though not as successful, took the series

to new heights with more bikes, tracks,

and air than Michael Jordan saw in his

whole career

Rest assured that racing aficionados

and fens of the series will rejoice again

once they get their hands on this title.

Apparently having learned a lesson from

its submarining of the lucrative Twisted

Metal series, 989 Studios has more than

made amends with Jet Moto 3. The

developers have kept the same frenetic

racing that made the first two titles

popular and cleaned up the visuals, then

added more magnetic grappling for

shortcuts and hairpin turns. Perhaps

most impressive of all, they maintained a

fixed ffamerate despite multiple riders

and dynamic lighting. Although the

graphics do suffer from some pixilation

and shearing, these minor flaws are easy

to overlook given the wicked gameplay.

The camera sometimes wanders

in the heat of a race, so practice and

memorization of the tracks is a must,

but players should be open-minded

and always be on the lookout for

shortcuts and ways to exploit their turbo

charges. — Doug Trueman

Bottom Line: In a season with

relatively few worthwhile PlayStation

racing games, Jet Moto 3 proves to

be fast, furious racing fun.

After a brief stumble with the second

installment, Jet Moto 3 is back on track
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NFL Xtreme 2
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: 989 Studios Developer: 989 Studios

Like the original NFL Xtreme, NFL

Xtreme 2 starts with a good premise.

Take a few NFL stars, stick them on

teams of five, and let them play smash-

mouth football with huge hits and in-

your-fece celebrations. No rules. No
referee. No penalties.

In other words, rip off NFL Blitz.

Unfortunately, the premise is about

as cool as the game gets. Sure, there

are some big hits, and the taunts flow

freely, but Blitz did it better even the

first time around, and Xtreme?s feeble

humor only goes so far. Slapping real

feces on the porky bodies doesn’t help

much, either

Technically there is some good stuff

here — not much, mind you, but some.

The ffamerate is up to 30 fps, and

players zip across the field at a frantic

pace. There’s the usual stirring football

music, and the on-field chatter;

delivered by real players, can be

amusing. But even the music and trash

talk get repetitive after a spare hour or

so, and the action doesn’t last much

beyond that.

This is because the biggest culprit is

the playbook. You have ten seconds to

find a play and call it, but the system is

unwieldy, and you often wind up just

calling the same formations over and

over out of sheer frustration at being

unable to pick anything else. —John Lee

Bottom Line: Football purists will not

be amused. Blitz fans will not be

amused. In fact, unless you’re looking

for a simple diversion and don’t mind

an erratic playbook, neither will you.

Big hits are the order of the day
in NFL Xtreme 2
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RC Stunt Copter
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Shiny Developer: Titus

At $40, this is way cheaper than

shelling out for a $1,000 model, and

almost as much fun

Originally previewed more than two

years ago (it was featured in our Top 25

games to watch in NG 11/97), RC Stunt

Copter was conceived by Shin/s Dave

Perry as a game that would take two

people (a programmer/mathematician

and an artist) six months to finish. It’s a

little late, and the team grew a bit, but

Perry’s vision for the product has been

realized perfectly.

RC Stunt Copter is an absolutely

perfect simulation of a radio controlled

model helicopter (which uses a

controller almost identical to the dual

analog, which the game really requires).

Because actual RC copters are incredibly

hard to fly, much of the fun and

challenge of the game is simply in

learning to control the copter itself

Since helicopters are fundamentally

unstable, it’s hard to get right, but you

get better with every try: the perfect

recipe for addiction.

And addictive the game is, with eight

helicopters to fly and 30+ different Pilot

Wings-style missions to fly them in. The

two-player mode is ingenious, and if

you’ve ever felt cheated by an ending

movie, you won’t this time.

The only problem we had was

that most of the arenas were slightly

too small. Other than that, this

quirky title is well worth a place

on your shelf (and in your

PlayStation). — Chris Charla

Bottom Line:

A unique game with unique control,

this game is a winner.
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Star Wars: Episode I

Platform: PlayStation Publisher: LucasArts Developer: Big Ape

Have you ever felt “different"? Do you

have fantastic reflexes beyond that of a

normal person? Can you sense enemies

around you that you cannot see? Do you

have inhuman patience? If so, you may

be a Jedi and therefore qualified to play

Star Wars: Episode I.

It will be a hard life. One without

reward. You find tasks that will try even

the most dedicated of warriors. Enemies

will attack you from off the screen,

obscured by the top-down camera. Your

Jedi jumping skill will be tested as well,

because what is a platform game without

the most inane of jumping puzzles to

break up the action? Your only ally is the

Force, and while your ability to use the

Force push will come in handy, it cannot

save you from the mediocrity pushed

upon you.

Even your friends and allies will

appear confused, and, even if they

profess to be following you, be assured

that they will get caught on all corners

and other obstacles that litter their path.

You will have to watch them closely

because while they might not find any

problems with walking into enemy fire,

their death will weigh heavily on your

soul and cause you to restart the mission.

Fear was Big Ape's ally with this one.

Fear of the original idea, fear of fun, and

fear of being technologically impressive.

And, after many hours of death and

re-loading, you will begin to fear that you

have made a bad purchase. Fear leads to

anger; anger leads to hate, and hate leads

to suffering. This game is the path to the

Dark Side. — Blake Fischer

Bottom Line:

If you are not afraid, you will be.

You will be.

Meesa Jar Jar Binks. Need we say

more?
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Xena: Warrior Princess
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Electronic Arts Developer: Universal Interactive

Xena manages that rarest of

videogame feats: a game based on a

license that’s both a decent game
and faithful to Its source

Xena is one of those licenses that ought

to be a natural for a videogame, and

thankfully, the developers at Universal did

quite a nice job. It ain’t perfect, true, but

it’s still a good showing.

The game looks terrific, with lush,

colorful environments and quick, fluid

character animation (although it’s worth

pointing out that the cut scene animation

is pathetically bad). Some real thought

went into the overall game design too,

which neatly avoids the usual “run-jump-

attack” grind with a number of action

puzzles and creative ways of destroying

enemies. And special kudos for how they

handled the chakram — when you throw

Xena’s “round killing thing,” the view

switches to a chakram-cam so you can

steer it to its target. It’s a cool trick, and if

it turns out that two-thirds of the puzzles

are solved by tossing the chakram at

something, that’s actually staying true to

the TV show itself so no fault there.

There are some minor camera

annoyances and the control isn’t as

snappy as it could be, but neither

problem is especially bothersome except

in tight spaces (although one set of

frustrating levels, perhaps appropriately

set in Hades, seem practically designed to

point out these flaws). Also, you’d think

they could come up with a better

storyline than having Xena’s gal pal

Gabrielle kidnapped — twice. It’s not only

a videogame cliche, it doesn’t even

happen on the actual show much

anymore. —JeffLundrigan

Bottom Line:

Solidly crafted, with a few nice touches

and a thoughtful design, this one

comes HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.
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Wipeout 3
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Psygnosis Developer: Psygnosis

It was probably inevitable that the

Wipeout series would falter

somewhere along the line, and lo, it’s

happened. It’s still pretty good, as far as

that goes, but likely both newcomers

and fans will be disappointed.

The graphics have been tweaked

to the point where the game is now

clearer than ever; but the tracks

themselves aren’t anything you

haven’t seen before. In fact, the/re

considerably less, with a stripped-down

simplicity that holds little of the

attention to detail seen in previous

games in the series. Why, in spite of

this, the game slows down when

there’s more than one or two vehicles

on screen is beyond us, although

otherwise the series’ trademark sense

of speed is mostly in place. However;

that hardly makes up for such

otherwise uninspired design.

The difficulty level is all over the

map too. True, this series is known for

its one-player challenge, but this time

first racing circuit is incredibly easy, while

the second is nigh impossible to beat.

The game’s interlace, however; is

about the worse we’ve ever seen, with

utterly confusing menus and a murky,

nearly unintelligible in-game HUD.

— Jeff Lundrigan

Bottom Line:

It’s not terrible, but for a series known

for its “gee whiz” level of quality, this is

a serious misstep.

The latest Wipeout shows the series

is moving into decline
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Tail Concerto
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Atlus Developer: Bandai

Chase evil kittens, catch evil kittens,

toss evil kittens over your shoulder. And
so it goes in Tail Concerto, a game
that’s almost impossible not to like

On the surface, this is an almost painfully

typical 3D action/adventure aimed at

kids, but bear with us for a second here.

The bizarre premise (and no, we still

don’t know what the title means) is that

an army of cat people is causing no end

of trouble for a nation of dog people, so

an intrepid, mecha-equipped doggy

policeman has to fly from place to place

in a dirigible, then run around a series of

3D environments while using the long,

flexible arms of the mech to quite

literally scoop up the evil kitties.

As you’ve probably guessed,

whatever your age, on a weird, goofy

level there is simply no way not to like

this game. As its intended audience is

doubtless aged ten and under; it’s not

especially challenging, nor is it

technologically groundbreaking. But for

adults with a sense of humor (or just

under the influence of something), it

does hold a certain irresistible charm and

more than a few outright belly laughs.

True, the fun is less in the gameplay than

in everything going on around it, and the

shine wears off well before the end, but

it controls reasonably well, has an easy

sense of pace, and from the moment

you first charge into a group of

superdeformed kitties and start tossing

them over your shoulder; you get this big,

silly grin on your face that just doesn’t

let go. — JeffLundrigan

Bottom Line:

Pick this up on the cheap, if possible,

then gather some friends, get in the

right frame of mind, and surprise

them by throwing this in. You’ll be

a hit until at least the party is over,

guaranteed.
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EFinals
After waking the dragon, Arokh, and “soul bonding”

with him, Rynn takes flight — and if you don’t spend a

the next solid minute with a goofy grin on your face

while flying around, you’re no gamer

Rynn meets a trio of succubi who
flirt equally with both the dragon and

her — just another odd little moment
in a game full of them

Drakan:
Order of the Flame

Publisher: Psygnosis Developer: Surreal Software

This beauty really flies

Every so often a game

comes along that you just

know is going to be great.

From its earliest beta, Drakan has

been on that list, and if it doesn’t

quite fulfill those high expectations,

it’s still a mighty fine game.

The faults, however few, are

significant while the environments

are gorgeous, the characters never

quite measure up to this standard.

Though made of single mesh skins

and detailed textures, they still could

use a few dozen more polygons.

There are some minor problems

with game balance as well. Enemies

are unforgiving and Rynn’s weapons

never seem to do quite enough

damage. Stealth is encouraged in

the manual, but while there’s a

certain thrill in tip-toeing up behind

a sleeping “wartog” and knifing it in

MULTIPLAYER
Drakan does include multiplayer online games — three of them, in fact — but

you have to wonder why, other than as a bullet point on the box. Melee

Deathmatch enables you, as Rynn, to run around with up to seven other Rynns in

hand-to-hand slashfests. The Dragon Duel sets loose eight dragons to fly around

and shoot breath weapons at each other. Last, Master of the Dragon has eight

Rynns fighting over control of one Arokh. These are sort of fun in their way, for,

oh, maybe an hour, then instantly forgettable.

Hey folks, this is an adventure game with action, not the other way around.

Whatever the marketing department might tell you, not every game needs

multiplayer options, OK?

the back, it’s also less fun than an

out-and-out brawl, /know?

But these minor hitches only

stand out because everything else

is so damn good. The second you

first take flight, the game gets its

hooks in you and never lets go,

and the third-person action is

equally satisfying. If most of the

puzzles aren’t especially difficult to

figure out, they’re nicely varied and

fairly clever in a few cases, and

thanks to an in-game map that

literally spells out what you need to

do next, feeling lost isn’t an

option. — JefTLundrigan

Bottom Line: It’s not quite the

end-all and be-all we’d hoped for,

but this is still great, great stuff.
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Nefarious machines and dangerous underground chambers are just a few of

the game’s gorgeous environments
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Civilization II: Test of Time
Platform: PC Publisher: MicroProse

Hey look, it’s Civ II ...

again ... oh goody . .

.

Developer: Hasbro Interactive

Is it possible to grow bone-weary of

playing Civilization II?

True, it is a great game — it landed at

number four in the “Top 50 games of all

time” in NG 50, making it officially one of

the best ever And we’ll be playing it for

years. But how many permutations can

we take before the yawns start rolling in?

And that’s the strength — and

weakness — of Civilization II: Test of

Time. The classic game is still here, and

some good strong side games are

Darkstone
Platform: PC Publisher: G.O.D. Developer: Delphine

Yes, it looks like something else, but

Darkstone holds its own

At first blush, it’s easy to look at

Darkstone and shrug, “Eh, Diablo clone.”

And, really, it’s tough to overlook the

similarities. However dismissing it out of

hand would be a mistake, because it’s

also tough to overlook the fact that it’s a

lot of fun, and it only takes about ten

minutes before the differences between

Blizzard’s dungeon crawl and this one

become apparent.

For one thing, Darkstone is

completely in 3D, enabling you to zoom

tucked in as well, including a science-

fiction scenario that is somewhat

reminiscent of Sid Meier’s Alpha

Centaun, and a couple of fantasy worlds

full of sorcerers, witches, and wild beasts.

Yes, the characters change. In place

of infantrymen, you summon hairy white

beasts called Repellers. Stumbling into a

nest of barbarians may bring on a pack

of snarling wolves or a boneyard of

warrior skeletons. Instead of camel

caravans, you dispatch slug-like creatures

in and out and rotate the environment

at will — it seems like a simple thing,

but it makes a big difference. Second,

you control two characters at a time,

allowing for more varied strategies and a

pretty smooth multiplayer setup. Last,

the RPG elements are a lot stronger

than in Diablo, as are the puzzle-solving

elements, making advancing a character

and getting through the story a bit more

involved than just hacking through tons

of critters. Still, that proves a bit of a

called Arabbers. There are also Urdars,

Typhoeuses, Salmagundies, Ophians, and

so on and so on. But you still follow the

same Civ II mechanics to cultivate and

improve your universe.

And that's good. Really. And the game

is lots of fun. Really If only it weren’t for

those darned yawns. —John Lee

Bottom Line: Maybe it’s time to say,

“Okay, enough of a good thing. Bring

on Civilization III. ”
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double-edged sword, since keeping

track of which NPC was asking for

which item gets to be a pain as the

game marches on, but it’s never a huge

distraction.

In feet, Darkstone does just about

everything right. Heck, even the voice

acting is pretty good. — JeffLundrigan

Bottom Line: An addictive little title

that is, in some ways, even better than

the trendsetter it closely resembles.
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Command & Conquer:
riberian Sun Publisher: Westwood Developer: Westwood

After all these years, the original RTS remains

the same as it ever was

Waiting for Tiberian Sun

has seemed interminable

for C&Cs legions of fans, and

now that Westwood’s cash-cow

is finally here, mixed feelings

abound. The first thing fans of

For all the money that was obviously

put into the cut scenes, they still feel

awfully cheese-coated

the series will notice is just how
similar it looks to every other

C&C title. The graphics, the

intros, the menu bar — they’re

all there, they all look a little

better than they used to. And

that’s all.

The biggest change that Tiberian

Sun does bring to the series is

more units. Both the NOD and

GDI forces have been overhauled

and have specialized units unique

to each side. The GDI tend to

focus their technology on air

forces, while the NOD have taken

to burrowing under the ground

and using expensive cloaking

devices to hide their entire bases.

Unique troops, such as the mutant

hijacker who can take over enemy

vehicles and whose production is

limited to one per side, make

multiplayer now more of a

strategic war than the previous

games, which tended to encourage

a build-up-and-rush technique.

But where are the great leaps

forward in gameplay and

technology that one would

expect from years of work?

Where are the earth-shattering

graphics and genre-breaking

realism? Not to be found here,

unfortunately. This title still pales

in comparison to the mighty

Starcraft — Daniel Erickson

Bottom Line: Westwood
has fine tuned Command &

Conquer, but that’s not

enough to please the RTS-

crazed gaming public.

The little stripes under this guy mean he’s

be worth a whole squad of newbies

a veteran. Keep him healed and he’ll
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Gulf War Operation Desert Hammer
Platform: PC Publisher: 3DO Developer: 3DO

For those who objected to the way

Operation Desert Storm left

international hoodlum Saddam Hussein

still in power; 3DO offers a chance to

go back and finish the job.

GulfWan Operation Desert

Hammer is an arcade-style 3D tank

shooter set in the Persian Gulf a few

years from now. Players take command

of a prototype M 12 tank — the

“Hammer" — and blast their way

through several desert locations (and

by the way ever notice how fond 3D

programmers are of featureless sandy

deserts? No need to draw in tiresome

forests, complex urban areas, or detailed

military structures).

It’s an easy game to get into. Tanks

move forward or backward via the

arrow keys, turning is accomplished

simply by aiming your weapon with the

mouse, while right and left clicks fire the

weapons. System requirements are

modest enough for most low-end

machines, even with the 3D engine. So,

in a word, it’s all very simple.

But it’s not much fun. There’s some

entertaining play here, but it doesn’t last

long. The missions get monotonous. You

drive around in 3D sand and blow up

tanks and trucks and buildings. And

that's about it. In fact, it’s rare to find

such an arcade-style action game on PC,

and playing this shows why —John Lee

Bottom Line: Saddam can relax. Sure,

the troops are coming, and this time

they may not stop short of Baghdad,

but by the time they get there they’ll be

bored out of their skulls.

You get some satisfying explosions in

the Gulf War shooter, but not much else
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Star Ttek: Starfleet Command
Platform: PC Publisher: Interplay Developer: Quicksilver

A Romulan frigate attacks a Federation

ship (the horizontal bars show the

remaining strength of the shields)

After a whole catalog of Star Trek

games gone bad, they’re finally

beginning to get it right (although given

some of the other Trek titles on the

way we'll see how long that lasts).

Star Trek: Starfleet Command is a

complex real-time strategy game with a

steep learning curve, but it’s eminently

rewarding. Based on the rich play of the

Starfleet Battles board game, it’s stuffed

with options. You get slow, deliberate

starship naval combat, with flashes of

high-speed terror that leave you

gasping. You’ll be drowning in buttons

and menus, trying to make correct

decisions even as enemy fire streaks

toward you.

You can play as any of six races,

some familiar (the Federation, Klingons,

Romulans, the Gom), a couple less

recognizable (Hydrans, Lyrans), plus a

few Orion pirates thrown in for good

measure, which makes for a huge

number of ships. Controls differ in color

but fortunately fill much the same roles

for each race, since learning new

controls for each would be a killer

Best of all, It looks and plays like Star

Trek should. A solid 3D engine provides

dozens of detailed ships, weapon tracks,

and fiery explosions. Players receive

rewards, promotions, and prestige points

for doing well, opening access to more

complicated missions, improved

spacecraft, and other space-war

staples. —John Lee

Bottom Line: Give us more power,

Scotty. This one’s a keeper.
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Warhammer 40,000: Rites of War
Platform: PC Publisher: SSI Developer: DreamForge

Rites of War, the latest installment in the

Warhammer 40,000 series, will deck you

out in the most colorful combat uniforms

this side of Bozo the Clown.

You’ll march through this turn-based

strategy game wearing all the primary

colors — red, yellow, blues, greens. If

enemy forces don’t see you coming,

the/ll surely hear your loud footsteps.

Maybe the colors and noisy marching

are due to your alien nature. You don’t

play Space Marines this time around.

You're part of the mighty Eldar; and you've

come to a human world to reclaim

artifacts and historical records, but the

dumb humans misunderstand and start

shooting. No problem. Just annihilate them.

Aliens and humans are nicely balanced,

and they tangle on a hex-based battlefield,

thanks to the Panzer General II engine. The

game offers 24 missions, plus additional

single and multiplayer scenarios, and an

experience system adds some nice RPG

elements. The longer you survive, the

tougher you get.

There’s some good play here, but there

are also problems. Music is repetitious;

replay value is low. Perhaps the biggest

problem lies in the game’s steep

requirements. You'll need 64MB of RAM. If

your machine can’t live up to the

expectations, you may as well prepare

yourself for some painfully slow, hiccuppy

movement. —John Lee

Bottom Line: If your PC has the

muscle, you may enjoy this one for

several days. Especially if you’ve got a

good pair of sunglasses to mute the

glare from those uniforms.

Fantasy and Panzer General II combine
to create colorful hex-based battle
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F-16 Aggressor
Platform: PC Publisher: Bethesda Softworks Developer: General Simulations Incorporated

F- 1 6 Aggressor is an excellent

simulation — it just isn’t a very

good game

As a simulation, F-16 Aggressor is

excellent. The F- 16 is well modeled, and

the fly-by-wire system handles nicely The

attention to detail included in the

simulation is superb, with everything from

weapons systems to g-forces properly

modeled.

Where F-16 Aggressor begins to

show its weaknesses is when you try to

play it as a game. All the missions and

"instant action” scenarios required by a

modern sim are here, but playing through

them feels more like work than a

diversion. F-16 Aggressor focuses on

modem combat, which means that long-

distance engagements are not unusual.

Traditional dog-fighting is rare, with a

typical skirmish involving acquiring a

missile lock and firing from a mile or so

away, then moving on to the next target.

A single missile is more than enough

to take out most targets, including your

own plane. Mastering evasive techniques

is necessary; otherwise skirmishes will be

quite short.

Although a steep learning curve is par

for the course in a combat flight sim (and

F-16s manual isn’t even nearly the tome

that, say Falcon 4.0 comes with), the

realism still obscures any sense of

fun. — Adam Pavlacka

Bottom line: F-16 Aggressor deserves

high praise as a pure simulator. It

accurately depicts the F-1 6, and it runs

on an average system. If you want to

train as a pilot, it’s terrific. If you’re

looking for an enjoyable combat

experience, however, look elsewhere.
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EinniMi an

TRIPLE In this mode, the

shotgun will do double

damage, but use up three

times as much ammo.

ItOttIFY

Overwhelming?

i

o Actually the interface

tucks away nicely at the

!i
i press of a button

System Shock2
Publisher: Electronic Arts Developer: Looking Glass, Irrational Games

Dark corridors, cybernetic ninjas, and thou

Look, it’s not going to help anybody if you lose your head

B Just where does a

design team begin when

the assignment is to

continue the retro-gaming legacy

that is System Shock? Its

atmospheric details combined

with subtle RPG trappings have

given it a reputation that only

seems to grow by the year;

especially as more games (like

Half-Life) follow in its footsteps.

Accepting this difficult task,

Irrational Games has created its

tribute to the forbear of modern

first-person shooters — and if the

resulting game has one fault, it

would be that the recipe was

followed a bit too closely.

You get around with a

streamlined combination of the

original interface and the Dark

Engine previously praised in Thief.

The press of a button switches

from action mode, where the

interface is functionally invisible, to

an inventory mode where you can

manage everything on the fly. In

the course of the game, you

collect cyber modules that

provide you with credits for skill

and attribute upgrades. Although

this sounds like there’s a lot of

depth, the divisions aren’t

balanced enough for the creative

player to stray far from the

formula of upgrading hacking skills

and strength.

Naturally, there are plenty of

opportunities to put down
moaning zombies and Borg-like

service droids, and here the

physics engine boasts its accuracy

as wrenches clang together in

hand-to-hand combat and thrown

objects roll flatly to rest. If the

pacing of the combat seems a

little slow and deliberate, keep in

mind that combat isn’t strictly

what this game is all about.

If there’s one major complaint,

it's that the low-color textures and

angular level design haven’t

changed much from the original.

Especially when compared to

current standards (like, say, Half-

Life), this is a considerable feu It

against the game’s entertainment

value. — Buck DeFore

Bottom Line: Bluntly put,

System Shock 2 is a welcome
visit to the lost arts of the good
old days, and an immersive

experience as long as you don’t

mind some of the cobwebs that

come along with it.

E NextGen ickickft

It’s your job to keep the walls clean and free of biologically mutated mulch such

as this, then hack into security to keep moving forward

OUR STORY SO FAB
If you played the original, the sequel should be familiar: you’re on the maiden

voyage of the first faster-than-light starship when you awaken without any

memory of the tragic murders and mutilations lying around you. On the journey,

you gather audio logs that slowly piece together the source of your current

dilemma. The plot stagnates in some spots, but it’s a testament to the ageless

qualities of the original that the vagaries of manmade artificial intelligence gone

bad is still an intriguing concept that might even make you flinch a few times.
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Your nigh-comprehensive list of what’s

hot and what’s not
Welcome to the Gamer’s Guide, your

insanely popular resource to what’s

worth buying and what’s not even worth a

glance. Each month, we update the list with

every game we’ve reviewed since the last

time, and cull out older stuff. Which older

stuff? Well, mostly bad PC games, but a few

first-generation console titles, too. We leave in

just about every title that ever got

though, since they’re almost always a good

bet, no matter old they get. (Although it is

worth taking note of which issue it was

reviewed in, since time and technology march

on, and a game that scored a couple

of years ago might only score today.)

title

Dreamcast
Dynamite Deka 2

Expendable

Rag to Rag CART Racing

Frame Gride

House oftrie Dead 2

Hydro Thunder

Mortal Kombat Gold

Power Stone

Sega Bass Rshlng

Sega Sports NFL2K

Sonic Adventure

Tokyo Xtreme Racing

publisher rating #_

Sega (Japan)

Rage (Japan)

Sega

From Software (Japan)

Sega

Midway

Midway

09/99

09/99

10/99

10/99

09/99

10/99

10/99

09/99

Sega

Sega

10/99

10/99

09/99

title

Nintendo 64
1080 Snowboarding

Aero Rghters Assault

Aero Gauge

All Star Baseball '99

All Star Baseball 2000

All Star Tennis ’99

Automoblll Lamborghini 69

Banjo-Kazoole

Batdetanx

Blast Corps

Clay Fighter 63 1/3

Cruisin' USA

Cruisin' World

Dark Rift

Deadly Arts

Dlddy Kong Racing

Doom 64

Duke Nukem 64

Duke Nukem: Zero Hour

Extreme-G

F-Zero X
HFI Pole Position 64

RFA Road to the World Cup 64

RFA Soccer 64

fighter's Destiny

Forsaken

Goemon's Great Adventure

GoldenEye 007

GT 64

International Superstar Soccer

International Superstar Soccer 98

Ken Griffey Jr.'s Slugfest

Killer Instinct Gold

Mace: The Dark Age

M3dden 64

publisher

Ubl Soft

Titus

Nintendo

3DO
Nintendo

Interplay

Nintendo

Midway

VIcTokal

Nintendo

Williams

GT Interactive

GT Interactive

Nintendo

Ubl Soft

Electronic Arts

Infbgrames

GT Interactive

Konaml

Nintendo

Midway

Electronic Arts

Mission: Impossible

Monaco GP Racing Simulation 2

Mortal Kombat 4

Multi Racing Championship

Mystical Ninja

NBA Hangtime

NBA In the Zone 64

NHL Breakaway 99
Nightmare Creatures

Olympic Hockey '98

PilotWIngs 64

QBC64

Quake 64

Quest 64

Rampage World Tour

Robotron 64

Rush 2: Extreme Racing USA

SCARS.
San Francisco Rush

Shadowgate 64

Snowboard Kids

Space Station: Silicon Valley

StarFOx64

Star Wars Episode I Racer

Super Mario 64

Superman

Tonic Trouble

Top Gear Rally

Turole Dinosaur Hunter

Turok 2: Seeds of Evil

Vigilante 8

Virtual Chess 64

War Gods

Ocean

Ubl Soft

Midway

Konaml

Williams

Acclaim

Activision

Midway

Activision

Midway

THQ
Midway

Crave Entertainment

Midway

Ubl Soft

Midway Home

Adus Software

Tak*J_

Nintendo of America

Nintendo

Nintendo

Titus

Nintendo

Ubl Soft

Midway

Interplay

Titus

Midway

42

36

39

43

55

10/99

37

43

SI

31

48

SI

36

26

48

31

37

29

37

09/99

37

43

48

34

47

32

32

37

37

30

SS

33

45

29

50

50

37

10/99

43

39

SO

36

10/99

26

40

32

55

10/99

35

10/99

37

28

53

WaveRace 64

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey

Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey '98

WCW/NWO Revenge

Wipeout 64

World Driver Championship

Yuke Yuke Troublemakers

Zekla: Ocarina of Time

Nintendo

Midway

Midway

THQ
Ocean

Psygnosls/Midway

Nintendo

48

title

PlayStation

Abe's Oddysee

Ace Combat 2

Akujl the Heartless

Alexi Lalas International Soccer

Alundra

Ape Escape

Apocalypse

Area 51

Armored Core

Armored Core: Project Phantasma

Atari Collection One, The

Azure Dreams

BallBlazer Champions

Batman and Robin

BatBestatlons

Beetle Adventure Racing

Black Dawn

Blast Radius

Blood Omen: Legacy of Kaln

Bloody Roar

Bloody Roar 2

Bogey Dead 6

Bomberman Fantasy Racing

BRAHMA Force

Brave Fencer Musashl

Bravo Air Race

Breath of Hre III

Brunswick Circuit Pro Bowling

Bubsy3D

Bug Riders

Burning Road

Bushido Blade

Bushido Blade 2

Bust-A-Groove

Bust-a-Move

Bust-a-Move 2

Buster Bros Collection

Cardinal SYN

Carnage Heart

Castlevanla: sympnov ore* rape

Castrol Honda Superbike Racing

Centipede

Championship Motocross

Chocobo Racing

Codename Tenka

Contra: Legacy ofWar
Cool Boarders

Cod Boarders 2

Courier Crisis

Crash 2: Cortex Strikes Back

Crash Bandicoot

Crash BandicootWarped

Croc: the Legend of the Gobbos

Croc 2

Crow: City of Angels, The

Crusader: No Remorse

Dark Forces

Dark Omen
Darkllght Conflict

Dead In the Water

Dead or Alive

Deathtrap Dungeon

Deception

Descent Maximum

Die Hard Trilo^

Dlno Crisis

Disney's Hercules

Dragon Ball GT Rnal Bout

Dragonseeds

Dynasty Warriors

Duke NukemTime to Kill

Einhander

publisher rating #_

989 Studios

Take 2

Working Designs

SCEA

Activision

Midway

SCEA

Electronic Arts

35

35

52

56

38

56

50

27

48

27

39

LucasArts

Acclaim

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

Virgin

Psygnosls

SCEA

Activision

SCEA

SCEA

SCEA

53

23

53

24

56

22

Square Electronic Arts *** 49

THQ *** 34

Accdade

GT Interactive

Playmates

Sony

989 Studios

32

48

26

37

27

Capcom

SCEA

SCEA

Electronic Arts

Hasbro/Atari

THQ
Square EA

Mlndscape

ActMsion

Psygnosls

Psygnosls

SCEA

SCEA

SCEA

GT Interactive

SCEA

SCEA

SCEA

Fox Interactive

Fox Interactive

Origin

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

ASC

Tecmo

Interplay

THQ
Electronic Arts

Fox Interactive

Capcom

Virgin Interactive

Banda!

Jaleco

GT Interactive

KOEI

GT Interactive

SCEA

23

10/99

34

09/99

32

40

Fantastic 4

Felony 11-79

RFA '97

Fighting Force

Rnal Doom
Rnal Fantasy Tactics

Rnal Fantasy V*

Rnal Fantasy VIII

Formula I

Frank Thomas Baseball

Frogger

G Darius

Gex: Enter the Gecko

Ghost in the Shea

Goal Storm 97
Granstream Saga

Gran Turlsmo

Grand Slam

Grand Theft Auto:London 1 969

Grand Tour Racing 98

Guardian's Crusade

Heart of Darkness

Here's Adventures

Hot Shots Golf

In the Zone 2

Independence Day

Invasion from Beyond

Jade Cocoon

Jersey Devil

JetMoto

Jet Moto 2

Judge Dredd

Jumping Rash!

Jumping RashI 2

K- 1 The Arena Fighters

Knockout Kings

Konaml Arcade Classics

League of Pain

Legacy of Kaln: Soul Reaver

Lost World: Jurassic Park, The

Lunar: Silver Star Story Complete

Machine Hunter

Madden 97

Madden 98

March Madness 98
MechWarrior 2

Medlevtl

Mega Man X 4

MegaMan 8

MegaMan Legends

Metal Gear Solid

Micro Machines V3

Midway Collection 2 The

MLB 99

MLB 2000

Monster Rancher

Mortal Kombat Mythologies

Moto Racer

Moto Racer 2

Motor Toon Grand Prix

N20
Nagano Winter Olympics 98

Namco Museum Volume I

Namco Museum Volume 2

Electronic Arts

williams

SCEA

SCEA

Square EA

Psygnosls

Acclaim

Activision

Interplay

GT Interactive

MegaToon

EA Sports

Psygnosls

Crystal Dynamics

Electronic Ar

Electronic Ar

Electronic Ar

ActMsion

Midway

Midway

989 Studios

Midway

Midway

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

SCEA

Nanotek Warrior

NASCAR 99

NBAJam Extreme

NBA Live 97
NBA Shoot Out 97

NCAA Football 99

NCAA Gamebreaker 98

Need For Speed III

Newman/Haas Racing

NFL Blitz

NFL GameDay 98
NFL GameDay 99
NFLXtreme

NHL 99

NHL Breakaway 98

NHL Face Off97

NHL Face Off '98

Nightmare Creatures

No One Can Stop Mr. Domino

Nuclear Strike

O.D.T - Escape Or Die Trying

Olympic Soccer

Omega Boost

Open Ice Challenge

Namco

Virgin

EA Sports

Acclaim

Electronic Arts

SCEA

Electronic Arts

SCEA

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

Psygnosls

Midway

SCEA

989 Studios

989 Sports

EA Sports

Acclaim

SCEA

SCEA

ActMsion

Psygnosls

US. Gold

SCEA

ASC Games

Midway

55

35

34

26

37

34

10/99

24

43

32

37

46

27

42

35

30

36

52

35

26

53

29

53

09/99

27

37

08

20

45

09/99

30

10/99

39

34

55

34

24

35

42

29

39

55

38

46

36

48

26

39

27

27

25

30

38

32

43

35

37

25

36

38

51

36

21

10/99

39
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OverSlood

Pandemonium

PaRappa the Rapper

Parasite Eve

Peak Performance

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

SCEA

Square Electronic Arts

Netstorm

NetWAR
Sanctum: Oppositions

PGA '98

Pitfall 3D

Pocket Fighter

Point Blank

Porsche Challenge

Power Move Wrestling

Powerboat Racing

Poy Poy

Pro Pinball

Project Overkill

Psybadek

Punky Skunk

R-Type Delta

Rage Racer

Rally Cross

Rally Cross 2

Re-Loaded

Rebel Assault 2

Red Asphalt

Resident Evil

Resident Evil 2

Ridge Racer Type 4

Rising Zan: Samurai Gunman

Rival Schools: United by Fate

Road Rash 3D
RobotronX

Rogue Trip

Rollcage

Rush Hour

SOARS,
Saga Frontier

Sentinel Returns

Shadow Madness

Shadow Master

Shlpwreckers!

Silent Hill

SlmCity 2000

Electronic Arts

Midway

Ubl Soft

SCEA

Psygnosls

Psygnosls

Psygnosls

Psygnosls

Slam Scape

Space Jam

Spawn: The Eternal

Speed Racer

Spider

Spyro

Star Ocean

Star Wars: Masters of Teras Kasl

Steel Reign

Street Fighter EX Plus Alpha

Street Fighter Zero 3

Sulkoden

Super Puzzle Fighter II Turbo

Syphon filter

Syndicate Wars

Tall of the Sun

Tales of Destiny

Tarzan

Team LosIRC Racer

Tekken 2

Tekken 3

Tenchu

Ten Pin Alley

Tennis Arena

Test Drive 4

Theme Hospital

Thunder Truck Rally

Thunderforce V
TlgerShark

989 Studios

Electronic Arts

Tiny Tank

Psygnosls

Working Deslgns/Spaz

GT Interactive

PC
688(0 Hunter/KHe

Age of Empires

Air Warrior II

Jane's Combat Simulations

Electronic Arts

Ripcord Games

Atlantis: The Lost Tales

Battlespire

Batllezone

Betrayal in Antara

Black Dahlia

Blade Runner

Blood 2: The Chosen

Blood Omen: Legacy of Kaln

Broken Sword: the sms** Mirror

Burnout Championship Drag Racing

Carmageddon

CART Precision Racing

Castrol Honda Superbike

Circle of Blood

Oty of Lost Children, The

Civilization II

Civilization: Call to Power

Bethesda

Activision

Sierra

Take 2 Interactive

Virgin

GT Interactive

GTInteractive

ActMsIon

Virgin Interactive

Bethesda Softworks

Command & Conquer: Red Alert

Commandos: Behind Enemy Une

Curse ofMonkey Island, The

Dark Earth

Dark Reign

Dark Side of the Moon

Deathkarz

Delta Force

Descent Freespace

Descent to Undermountain

Die by the Sword

Discworld IL Mortality Bytes!

Dominant Species

Dominion: Storm Over Gilt 3

Dungeon Keeper 2

Dune 2000

Ecstatica 2

EF2000 V2.0

Elder Scrolls: Daggerfall, The

Emergency: fighters for Ufe

Emperor of the Fading Suns

Excallbur 20SS AD.

Expendable

Extreme Assault

Extreme Tactics

F-15

FI Racing Simulation

Fable

Faery Tale Adventure II

Fallout

Fallout 2

Flesh Feast

Forsaken

Eldos Interactive

Microlds

Mlndscape

LucasArts

ActMsIon

SouthPeak Intera

GT Interactive

NovaLoglc

Interplay

Interplay

Interplay

Interplay

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

Psygnosls

Ocean of America. Inc

Bethesda Soltworks

WlzardWorks

Rage Software

Blue Byte

Piranha Interactive

Encore Software

Interactive Magic

Interplay

Interplay

SegaSoft

Eldos Interactive

Blue Byte

Triple Play -98

Triple Play 2000

Tunnel Bl

Turbo Prop Racing

Vigilante 8

Virtual Pool

VMX Racing

VR Baseball '99

WarGames

Warhammer: snaeow orme Homw i

Warzone 2100

WCWNitro
WCW Vs The World

WCW/NWO Thunder

Wild Arms

Wild 9

Wing Commander IV

Wipeout

World Cup '98

WWFWarzone

X Games Pro Boarder

X-Men: Children of the Atom

X-Men vs. Street fighter

Xevlous 3D/G+

Grand PHx Legends

Grand Theft Auto

Grim Fandango

Playmates Interactive Eni

Interplay

MGM Interactive

Mlndscape

SCEA

Interplay

Electronic Arts

Psygnosls

EA Sports

Acclaim

Electronic Arts

Online

Icarus: Sanctuary of the Gods

IF-22 Raptor

Imperialism II

Impertum Galactlca

Incoming

Industry Giant

Interstate 76
Into the Void

Isle of Four Winds: Rune War, The

Jane’s Fleet Command
Jazz Jackrabblt 2

Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II

Jedi Knight Mysteries of the Slth

JeffGordon XS Racing

Jetflghter III

John Saul's Blackstone Chronicles

Journeyman Project 3

Kingpin: Life of Crime

King's Quest Mask of Eternity

Knights and Merchants

Lands of Lore:Goardunioroe«nr

ActMsIon <

Infogrames *

JC Research *

Interactive Magic *

Strategic Simulations *

GT Interactive *

Rage Software *

Interactive Magic *

ActMsIon *

Arcanlum Productions *

Jane's Combat Simulations *

GO.O. *

Interplay

Sierra

Interactive Magic

Westwood Studio

Sega

Broderbund

Interplay

Interactive Magic

MlcroProse

GT Interactive

Magic: The Gathering

Master of Orion II

MDK
Meat Puppet

MechCommander

MechWarrlor 2

MechWarrior 2: Mercenaries

MechWarrlor 3

Midtown Madness

Might and Magic VI

Mights Magic VII

Monster Truck Madness

Monster Truck Madness 2

Montezuma's Return

Moto Racer GP
Myth

Myth II: Soulblighter

Nam
NASCAR Racing 2

Need fbr Speed III: Hot Pursuit

Need lor Speed: High Stakes

Of Ught and Darkness

Official Formula I Racing

Outlaws

Outwars

Panzer Commander

Pax Imperii Eminent Domain

The People's General

Plane Crazy

Spectrum Holobyte

MlcroProse

Playmates

Playmates Interactive

MlcroProse

MlcroProse

Microsoft

3DOCompany
3DO
Microsoft

Microsoft

Wizardworks

BMG
Bungle

GT Interactive

Sierra On-Une

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

LucasArts

Microsoft

SSI

THQ
SSI

SegaSoft

Ubl Soft

Powerslave

Privateer 2: The Darkening

Quake

Quake 2

Railroad Tycoon II

Re-volt

Realms ofArkanla ft 9va>« o*r sm

Realms of the Haunting

Rebellion

Recoil

Red Baron II

Red Baron 3D
Redguard

Redllne Racer

Redneck Rampage

Redneck Rampage Rides Again

Rich Diamond

Ring

Rocket Jockey

Rocky Mountain Trophy Hunter

Sabre Ace: Conflict Over Korea

Sanitarium

Sega Rally

Sega Touring Car Championship

Shivers 2: Harvest of Souls

Shogo: Mobile Armor

Sid Meier's Alpha Centaurl

Sid Meier's Gettysburg

SlmCity 3000

Sin

South Park

Space Bar, The

Star Command Revolution

Star Trek: Birth of the Federation

Star Trek Pinball

Star Wars Episode I

Star Wars: Rogue Squadron

Starslege: Tribes

Starship Titanic

Streets of Sim City

Subculture

TemuJIn

Test Drive Off Road

Tex Murphy: Overseer

Theme Hospital

Thief

Tiger Woods Golf '99

Tomb Raider Gold

Tomb Raider III

Total Annihilation

Total Annihilation: Kingdoms

Trespasser

Twinsen's Odyssey

Unreal Tournament

Uprising

Uprising 2: Lead and Destroy

Virtual Pool 2

VR Baseball 2000

Wages ofWar
WarCraft 2: Tides of Darkness

WarGames

Warhammer 40,000: Chaos Gate

Warlords III: Daridords Rising

Warlords lit Reign of Heroes

Warzone 2100

Wing Commander Prophecy

Wipeout XL

X-COM: Apocalypse

X-COM: Interceptor

X-Wlng vs. TIE Fighter

XCar: Experimental Racing

Zorte Grand Inquisitor

Playmates

Origln/EA

Id Software

ActMsIon

Gathering of Developers

Red Storm

Sierra

Acclaim

Sir-Tech

Interplay

LucasArts

Electronic Arts

Sierra

Bethesda Softworks

THQ
Ubl Soft

Interplay

Interplay

Sierra

Microsoft

Core Concepts

Red Orb

Red Orb

SegaSoft

WlzardWorks

Virgin Interactive

ASC

Electronic Arts

Sega

Sega

Psygnosls

Blue Byte

Sierra On-Une

Monolith

Electronic Arts

Electronic Arts

ActMsIon

Boffo Games

GT Interactive

Hasbro Interactive

Interplay

LucasArts

LucasArts Interactive

Interplay

Simon & Schuster

Maxis

Ubl Soft

Reflex Entertainment

SouthPeak Interactive

Bethesda Softworks

Bullfrog/Origin

Eldos Interactive

EA Sports

Eldos Interactive

GT Interactive

GT Interactive

Dreamworks Interactive

THQ
MlcroProse

GT Interactive

GT Interactive

Cyclone Studios

Microsoft Games

3DO
Buka Entertainment

Interplay

VR Sports

3DO
Blizzard Entertainment

MGM Interactive

Infogrames

SSI

Red Orb

Red Orb

Eldos

Electronic Arts

Psygnosis

MlcroProse

MlcroProse

LucasArts

Bethesda Softworks

ActMsIon

28

34

2S

56

26

50

31

53

40

48

09/99

50

43

10/99

32

37

50

48

31

37

29

22

39

SO

26

33

30

43

55

50

50

45

32

45

52

48

S6

27

38

30

30

42

33

S3

32

SO

52

37

53

50

33

SO

43

31

09/99

43

36

43

37

31

42

31

52

36

10/99

SO

34

S6

43

37

SI

40

28

52

51

47

35

55

33

35

32

35

39
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code you ever wanted

every PlayStation game you own.

Detailed strategies and walkthroughs

lorithe following PlayStation titles:

(The'ones that matter!)

Alundra, Bloody Roar 2, Breath of Fire 3, Crash 3,

Ehrgeiz, FF Tactics, Guardian's Crusade, Gex 3,

(Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver, Legend of Legaia,

Metal Gear Solid, Mortal Kombat 4, Parasite Eve, R4,

Resident Evil 2, Riven, Tales of Destiny, Tenchu,

Tomb Raider 2 & 3, Xenogears, Silent Hill,

Star Ocean 2, Syphon

tCalls Cost $1.49/Minute. Caiisfaueraaeraiminutes in length. If you are

iunder 18 years of age. p IeasefgeiwourTnarent s permission to call. Bis Game Hunters



GAMECAToll Free Order Line (888) GAME-CAVE

Info Line (626) 930-1300
V

Order Online

Agetec Fighter Stick

Agetec Steering Wheel
InterAct StarFire Light Blaster

InterAct Tremor Pak
Nyko Controller

Nyko VMU
Pelican RF Switch
Pelican S-Video Cable
Sega Controller

Sega VMU

Game Boy System
with WWF Attitude and Pelican Survival Kit

Kit includes: Power Grip. Carrying Case. Link

Cable, Light Magnifier & AC Adapter.

Nintendo 64 System
with Rogue Squadron and Pelican Tilt Pak

$149.99

$109.99

Accessories
DRM $59.

DRM $59.

DRM $22.99
DRM $7.99
DRM $22.99
DRM $22.99
DRM $7.99
DRM $6.99
DRM $24.99
DRM $24.99

U.S. Dreamcast
Aero Wings 9/7 $44.99
Air Force Delta 9/7 $44.99
Armada 9/17 $44.99
Bass Fishing 10/18 $39.99
Blue Stinger 8/31 $43.99
Carrier Dec $49.99
CART Flag to Flag 9/9 $44.99
Climax Landers 11/20 $39.99
Dark Angel: Vampire Apocalypse 12/1 $49.99
Evolution Oct $49.99
Expendable 9/7 $49.99
House of the Dead 2 9/9 $44.99
HydroThunder 9/7 $42.99
King of Fighters 99 9/9 $44.99
Marvel vs Capcom Oct $42.99
Metropolis Street Racer Oct $39.99
Monaco Gran Prix 9/9 $44.99
Mortal Kombat Gold 9/7 $42.99
NBA 2000 10/13 $45.99
NBA Showtime 11/2 $42.99
NFL 2000 9/9 $44.99
NFL Blitz 2000 9/7 $42.99
NFL QB Club 2000 Oct $44.99
Power Stone 9/1 $42.99
Rainbow Six 9/9 $44.99
Ready 2 Rumble Boxing 9/7 $42.99
Red Line Racer: Ultimate Challenge Oct $49.99
Shenmue 12/2 $47.99
Slave Zero Nov $44.99
Sonic Adventure 9/9 $44.99
Soul Calibur 9/7 $39.99
Soul Fighter 10/15 $43.99
Speed Devils 9/30 $44.99
Street Fighter Alpha 3 Nov $38.99
Suzuki All Star Extreme Racing 9/30 $44.99
Test Drive 6 Nov $49.99
TNN Motorsports Harcore Heat 9/7 $44.99
Tokyo Extreme Racer 9/7 $44.99
TrickStyle 8/30 $44.99
Vigilante 2nd Offense 11/2 $44.99
Virtua Fighter 3 11/2 $49.99
Wild Metal Country Oct $49.99

Import Dreamcast

Dew Prism Knockout Kings 2K

S58.99 $46.99

Broken Sword 2
Clock Tower 2
Crusaders of Might & Magic
Cyber Tiger

Darkstone
Die Hard Trilogy 2
Dukes Of Hazzard
Earthworm Jim 3D
Elmo In Grouchland

FIFA 2000 10/26
Fighting Force 2 Nov
Final Fantasy Anthology 10/12
Formula 1 99 11/2

Glover 11/22

Grand Theft Auto 2 Oct
J. McGrath Supercross 2000 Fall 99
Knockout Kings 2000 11/2

Konami Rally 11/16

Lego Rock Raiders 10/15
Medal Of Honor 11/16
Metal Gear Solid: VR Missions 10/12
Missile Command 11/16

Mission Impossible Nov
MTV Snowboarding 10/25
NBA Basketball 2000 10/12
NBA Live 2000 10/12
NBA Showtime 11/2

Need For Speed V-Ralley 2 10/26
Pac-Man World 10/12
Panzer General Assault 11/15

Pong 10/19
Q-Bert 11/12
R2R Boxing 11/16

Railroad Tycoon 2 Oct
Rainbow Six Oct
Rayman 2 Oct
Resident Evil 3 Nemesis 11/10

Rock Raiders 10/15
Rugrats: Studio Tour 10/27
Shao Lin Nov
South Park Chefs Luv Shack Fall 99
Spec Ops Nov
Supercross 2000 10/26
Test Drive 6 10/12
Thrasher: Skate & Destroy Nov
Tomb Raider: The Last Revelation 11/17

Tomorrow Never Dies 11/16
Toy Story 2 11/16

Trickin' Snowboarder Oct
Vandal Hearts 2 11/23

Vigilante 2nd Offense 11/2

Warpath 11/16
Wild Wild West 11/20

Worms Armageddon 11/22
Wu Tang: Shaolin Style 11/2

X Files Game 10/12

$37.99
$34.99
$35.99
$34.99
$35.99
$34.99

Call

$37.99
$34.99
$35.99
$37.99
$34.99
$35.99
$34.99
$36.99
$34.99
$37.99
$34.99
$34.99
$34.99
$35.99
$35.99
$35.99
$34.99
$35.99
$34.99
$37.99
$43.99
$35.99

Call

$36.99
Call

$34.99
$37.99
$36.99
$34.99
$34.99
$37.99
$36.99
$26.99
$34.99
$34.99
$34.99
$34.99
$35.99
$32.99
$34.99

All Japan Pro Wrestling 2
Berserk
Bio Hazard Code Veronica
Black Matrix A/D

$52.99
$59.99
$59.99
$52.99

Buggy Heat $52.99

D2°
°ar 6rS

$59^99
Dynamite Robo $52.99
Ecco The Dolphin $52.99
Elemental Gimmick Gear $48.99
Espion Age Nts $52.99
F-1 World Grand Prix $59.99
Frame Gride $59.99
Geist Force $59.99
Grandia 2 $62.99
J-League Make a Soccer Team $52.99
Jo Jo $52.99
Maken X $52.99
Mobile Suit Gundam $62.99
Monster Breed $49.99
Nijiro Tenshi $52.99
Outcast $52.99
Shenmue $52.99
Space Griffon Hamlet $52.99
Star Gladiator 2 Nightmare $52.99
Under Cover AD 2025 $52.99

l i i U.S. PlayStation
Street Fighter Alpha 3

$38.99
Resident Evil 3

$43.99
1 Army Men Air Attack Oct $35.99 1
I Army Men Sarge's Heroes Oct $35.99 1

11/16 $34,991
10/19 $37.99 I

10/15 $30,991
Oct $35,991

10/26 $37,991
Oct $34.9'

11/16 $34.99 I

11/20 $34.99 I

Oct $34,991
11/15 $34,991
11/16

Bust A Move 2
Cyber Org
Cybernetic Empire
Dew Prism
Dragon Quest 7
Dragonball Final Bout
Dragonball Z Legends
Dragonball Z Ultimate Battle 22
Echo Night 2
Fatal Fury Wild Ambition
Final Fantasy Collection

Fire Pro Wrestling G
Front Mission 3
Grandia
King of Fighters 98
Legend of Mana
Lunar 2 Eternal Blue
Macross Remember Love
Omega Boost
Parappa the Rapper 2
Patlabor the Game
Persona 2
Psychic Force 2
Racing Lagoon
Rival Schools 2
Saga Frontier 2
Spriggan Lunar Verse
Valken 2 (Assault Suit Lenos)
Vandal Hearts 2
Wild Arms 2nd Ignition

$58.99
$58.99
$58.99
$58.99

Call

$37.99
$37.99
$37.99
$48.99
$58.99
$68.99
$64.99
$59.99
$58.99
$58.99
$58.99
$58.99
$58.99
$58.99
$59.99
$59.99
$59.99
$59.99
$59.99
$58.99
$59.99
$59.99
$52.99
$59.99

Call

lillfll
Bass Master 2000 11/22 Call

Castlevania: Legacy Of Darkness 11/16 $45.

Cyber Tiger
*"

Earthworm Jim 3D
J. Mcgrath Supercross 2000
Knockout Kings 2000
Looney Tunes: Space Race

Import PlayStation

Neo Geo Pocket Color

System

Available in assorted colors

$68.99 each

Import Game Boy Color

Systems

Plays U.S and Japanese games!

$59.99 each

U.S. Nintendo 64 Continued
Looney Tunes: Taz Express Nov $43.99
NBA Jam 2000 Fall 99 Call

NBA Live 2000 11/2 $46.99
NBA Showtime 11/2 $49.99
Nuclear Strike 11/23 Call
Paper Boy 10/26 $43.99
R2R Boxing 11/16 $49.99
Rainbow Six Oct $51.99
Rayman 2 10/26 $53.99
Resident Evil 2 Nov $53.99
South Park Chefs Luv Shack Fall 99 Call |
Space Invaders 11/9 $43.99 I
Supercross 2000 11/23 $46,991
Tony Hawks Pro Skater 11/30 $45.9f
Top Gear Hyperbike 11/1 $43.9$
Toy Story 2 11/16 $45.9‘

Turok: Rage Wars Fall 99 Call I
Vigilante 2nd Offense 11/23 $45.99 I
Worms Armageddon Nov Call I
WWF Wrestlemania 2000 11/16 $51.99 I

PC Games
Age Of Wonders 11/15 :

Boarder Zone 11/1 i

Campaigns Of The Civil War 11/15 :

Close Combat 4 11/15
Croc 2 11/16
Daikatana 11/15
Delta Force 2 10/20
Die Hard Trilogy 2 11/16
Diplomacy 11/11
F/A-18 11/1

Field & Stream: Trophy Big Game 10/29
FIFA 2000 10/26
Forgotten 11/1
Grand Theft Auto 2 10/22
Indiana Jones and The Infernal Machine 11/16
Interstate 82 11/15
Jeremy McGrath Motocross 11/15
Messiah 11/1
Metal Fatigue 10/29
Missle Command 11/16
NBA Basketball 2000 10/12
NBA Live 2000 10/12
Noble Armada 10/12
Nocturne 10/27
Odium 11/3
Omikron: Normal Soul 11/28
Operational Art of War 2 10/22 !

Pokemon Project Studio Blue 11/1

Pokemon Project Studio Red 11/1

Quake 3 Arena 11/5 !

Rayman 2 The Great Escape 11/1

Seven Kingdoms 2 11/1

Shadow Co. 11/1

Sid Meiers Alien Crossfire 10/5
Slave Zero 11/15 :

Soldier Of Fortune 10/22 :

South Park Chefs Loveshack 11/20 :

Star Trek Insurrection 11/5
Star Trek: Vulcan’s Fury 10/20 :

Star Wars: Force Commander 11/15 :

SU-27 Flanker 2.0 10/26 :

Supreme Snowboarding 11/20 :

Test Drive 6 10/18
Tomb Raider: Last Revelation 11/25 :

Daikatana Tomb Raider: Last Rev.

$34.99 $34.99
jf compatible with newer systems. Call for details.are subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling Returns subject to evaluation

NGNOV99



IF e-ADVERTISING
IS

THE WORLD IS

BADLY IN NEED
OF PAINTERS. THEY NEED YOU.

MULTIMEDIA & WEB DESIGN:

A program preparing graduates to

create effective CD-ROM presentations

and Web sites for business.

ONLINE MEDIA & MARKETING:

A unique Bachelor's degree preparing

graduates to manage advertising

on the Web.

Contact us at www.aii.edu. Or

1 -800-593-2601

LOCATED AT:

The Art Institute of Phoenix, AZ*

The Art Institute of Los Angeles, CA*

The Colorado Institute of Art (Denver) t

The Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale, FL

The Art Institute of Atlanta, GA

The Illinois Institute of Art at Chicago

The ILLinois Institute of Art at Schaumburg*

The Art Institutes International Minnesota

The Art Institute of Dallas® TX

The Art Institute of Flouston, TX T

The Art Institute of Seattle, WA

*The Art Institute of Los Angeles, CA is an additional

location of The Art Institute of Pittsburgh, PA.

The Art Institute of Phoenix in Arizona is an additional

location of The Colorado Institute of Art (Denver).

The Illinois Institute of Art at Schaumburg is an additional

location of The Illinois Institute of Art at Chicago,

t Online Media & Marketing at this location only.

Program is referred to as Multimedia & Web Development.

T Program is referred to as Web Design & Development.
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M/E HAVE

EVERYTHING!

worldwidevideogamps.net
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OTHERS

systems • home • warranty • shipping
e-mail • accessories • what's new

wholesale • trade ins • order on-line

ph.508.427.0003 fax. 707.202. 1553

LEAHN:

.1 3D Studio MAX
y' V Visual B^sic/ l Alias Waydfront

C Adobe Photoshop

j
C Fractal Painter

^ C Superscape

4. World Tool Kit-

V C++ Programming

4- Softimage

(. Macromedia Software

Placement, Financial Aid,

4. VA Services

' Advancing Computer Technology

Call Today for Information 1 -800-658-5744
E-mail admissions@uact.edu http://www.uact.edu

Interactive Media Production

ime Production



ELetters
The corresponding strengths of

the Next Gen reader

During the early issues of

your magazine, I found it

quite refreshing that you tried to

be as unbiased as possible and

that you usually weren’t heavily

influenced by all the hype coming

out of the industry. However; in

your most recent issue, you spoke

with a few if not many of the

developers for PSX2 at Sony’s

developers conference. At the

end of the article, one could

surmise — as you did — that the

PSX2 will be a nightmare to make
games for. You then went on,

however; to try and put a positive

spin on what seems to be the

PSX2’s major Achilles’ heel. Why?

The Sega Saturn was a nightmare

to develop for and developers

voiced their disposition by making

games for systems that didn’t

require as much effort. Even the

N64 was slightly criticized for

being harder to develop for than

the PSX, which at the time was

undoubtedly the easiest system to

develop for. If the PSX2 will be

difficult to program for, then I

would expect your magazine to

point out that flaw with the same

consistency as you did with the

N64 and Saturn.

QJ2hearts@aol.com

There’s a fundamental

difference between Saturn and

PlayStation 2. Saturn took

incredible efforts to deliver

merely OK, PlayStation-level

results, but the same incredible

effort on PlayStation 2 will

deliver results that have simply

never been seen before.

Everyone we’ve spoken to says o

that ifyou’re not willing to make
the effort on PlayStation 2, you

can still achieve Dreamcast-like

results, but the extra effort will

pay offtremendously. That

accounts for the difference in

programmer attitudes. On
Saturn, it was “Oh, I have to do

all this work to do the same
thing the PlayStation guy does in

an afternoon,” but on

PlayStation 2, it’s “Wow, if I do

all this work, I can do things no

one’s ever seen before.” We
accurately reported the attitude

ofprogrammers we spoke to

who attended the conference.

That said, we noted in a news

story last month that some
publishers are starting to balk at

the development costs for

PlayStation 2, figuring they can

do better with lower-cost games

for Dreamcast than by making

the PlayStation 2 effort.

I strongly think that you

should mention important

info about the games that you

review. First of all, you should

mention the difficulty of the game
— whether easy, medium, hard, or

extremely difficult. You could also

put the number of hours it will

take to complete by the average

gamer. Last but not least, the price

of the game. I think that these

suggestions will make reviews

even more comprehensive than

they already are.

Michael A. Haddad
Articunl 44@aol.com

Unfortunately, the difference in

skill levels among gamers makes

trying to nail down the difficulty

impossible — what’s easy for us

may be impossible for others.

Ditto with play time. There was a

recent incident at Imagine

where the reviewer for Kain at

one magazine took two hours

to get through a part that took

another reviewer 15 minutes.

We do mention if a game is

especially easy or difficult, or

short or long, but trying to

codify length and difficulty is

impossible. As for price, most

games are $39-$49, so we don’t

I

I’ve just read on your web site

that the PlayStation 2 is going
to be launched in January in

Japan for $400!

feel it’s worth the space to keep

repeating the same price in

every review.

I’m starting to have second

thoughts about the launch of

the PlayStation 2 now. I’ve just

read on your web site that the

final machine is going to be

launched in January in Japan

for S400! That price is just

ri-goddamn-diculous! Why would

anyone but the extreme Sony fan

buy this machine when they could

get a Dreamcast for 200 bucks? In

my opinion, Sony has screwed

itself by making something that is

by all means truly revolutionary,

but is going to pay the price

because of what it takes to make

such a machine. In today’s market,

it is pretty much unacceptable to

pay over $250 for a console
, and

even that is plenty enough to pay.

I’m just worried because when

PSX2 launches in America, it’ll

probably be even more expensive.

Darren Lasso

lassinator@hotmail.com

Actually, most consoles come
down in price when they launch

in the US, but more importantly,

you're not the only one who
knows that a $400 console won’t

sell no matter what. Sony knows

too. Ifthere is any way to launch

PlayStation 2 at a mass-market

price ($299 or below), it will

happen. But you’re right- ifSony

can’t launch under that price, it

could find itself losing its console

lead.

Sega’s latest frontier
EverQuest and Ultima Online were hyped years before release.

Why are Turbine and/or Sega being so stingy with Frontier info?

Being a console gamer and roleplayer, I am very interested in

the game.

Justin Shadwell

mr_twist_999@yahoo.com

Unfortunately, Sega is staying tight-lipped on the game,

probably because the company simply does not yet have all

its ducks in a row online-wise — while web-browsing

capabilities are in Dreamcast now, the server structures for

online games have not been established (the Japanese server

structure is totally cost-prohibitive in the US, unless you’d be

willing to make a long-distance call to Sega every time you
wanted to play online). But here’s what we can say about

Frontier: it’s a massively multiplayer science-fiction

roleplaying game with a huge world — much bigger than

EverQuest or Ultima Online’s — which will probably run under

Windows CE, and will probably share a lot of code with

Turbine’s Asheron’s Call, currently in beta testing. We’re

twisting arms at Sega and Turbine as you read this, and weo
should be bringing you more information soon.

bH

Asheron’s Call is fantasy and Frontier will be sci-fi, but Turbine hopes to use

what it learns with Asheron’s to make Frontier shine

132 NextGen 11/99 www.next-generation.com



^ I believe that in order for Sega

to be successful with its new
system, it needs to make a sequel

to one of its great roleplaying

games: Phantasy Star, Shining in the

Darkness, Shining Force, or

Landstalkers. Any one of these

games would make me want to go

out and buy a system. What do

you think?

Herschel Greenberg

hgreenberg@hotmail.com

Unfortunately, there’s no word on

anything in the Shining series

coming, but the original Phantasy

Star team is at work on an RPG

for Dreamcast. In the meantime,

Ubi Soft is bringing Evolution to

the US this fall.

In your 09/99 issue, in the

* Castlevania: Resurrection

preview, it starts off saying that “if

Mario vs. Bowzer is the oldest

rivalry in videogaming . .
.” Isn’t

Mario vs. Donkey Kong the oldest?

John

jonjem@usa.net

Interesting point, but since Mario

and Donkey Kong each have their

own franchises now, it’s tough to

still call them rivals, except in

Mario Kart and Smash Bros. That

said, there’s no other error for us

to torture someone over in the

issue, so to remind Tom of the

original Donkey Kong, we’ve put

him in a oil-soaked barrel, set it

on fire, and crushed it with a

massive sledge hammer. We
hope this satisfies you.

There has been a lot written

* about Final Fantasy VIII, and in

just about every article I found the

word “gag” or something similar

after the mention that the main

theme in the game is love. Any 16-

year-old who still cringes at the sight

of the word “love” must really have

been spending too much of his time

with TV. I think many of the growing

buyers who are turning toward this

new medium would rather there be

more games like this.

Montyizxc@aol.com

Interesting point, but lots of

people who can handle loving

relationships still want to gag

when they see the incredibly

Oh, simple
reader...
In your recent issue’s

Retroview section, you had

a cover from 1985. 1 thought

your magazine started in

1995? Is there any way I can

get back issues from the

1980s? Just curious.

Brian Williams

Detroit, Ml

Uh . . . um . . . (OK, we
confess, we have no idea

how to go with this

response. Sarcastic?

Condescending? Sincere?

Let’s just toy with him, shall

we?) OK . . . Actually, Brian,

those early issues were, um,

limited hardcover editions,

so very few exist. You might

try eBay, but otherwise, if

you want to keep current

with what was happening

with Next Generation “back

in the day,” keep reading

Retroview™.

VIDEOGAMING FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

ENextGen

PLUS: Is Nintendo the next Atari?

melodramatic crap that passes

for storylines in a lot ofRPGs.

We’ve got no problem with love

or love interests in games —
they’re probably a lot more
healthy than “kill everything”

storylines — but our problem

with FFVIII was that the creators

didn’t seem to know how to

handle the love in the engaging

way we’ve come to expect from

Square’s storytelling. We said it

before, and we’ll say it again:

you’d think, in a love story, that

at some point someone would

say “I love you.”

Next Generation Letters,

150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005.

Email us: ngonline@imaginemedia.com

Note: email is vastly, vastly preferred
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video games & pc games

decks & accessories

great prices

over 6,000 titles

order online

or call toll-free

1
-888 -684-8969

rtmcoLandSuperstore
www.funcoland.com

Bring Home the Fun*

NINTENDO''"

PC Games
^UlRSfsiJ PlayStation

(Nintendo) CAMEBOY
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ERetreview
November 1978
Kill the head and the body grows
stronger: Atari hits its stride

VIDEOGAMING FOR ME GENERATION

The real world was in

* turmoil, and the game world

was, too — less than two years

after selling Atari to Time Warner,

Nolan Bushnell, the man who
helped start the game industry,

was gone from the company he

founded. Bushnell, who would go

on to even greater success (for a

time), with the Chuck E. Cheese

pizza parlor/arcade chain, left just

as some of Atari’s greatest games,

such as Asteroids, were about to

be released.

Bushnell’s departure couldn’t

help Magnavox’s Odyssey2.

Developed by Pong creator Ralph

Baer (a man Nolan Bushnell once

introduced as the “real father of

the game industry”), the system

seemed to have everything it

needed — a keyboard, and better

for a time, vector graphics were king

hardware than the 2600 — but it

ultimately would prove to be

Magnavox’s last entry in the world

of videogames.

For consumers, though, this

was rapidly becoming the golden

age of the 2600 — more and

better games were being released,

and soon arcade favorites like

Space Invaders and, yes, Asteroids

would be coming home.

Sneak Peek
Asteroids
Is this Atari’s Space
Invaders killer?

Bushnell gone!
Pong creator walks
can Atari survive without
his vision?

What we were playing
An age doesn’t get more classic than this

I BREAKOUT 2600

I System: Atari 2600

I Publisher: Atari

I Developer: Atari

I SPACE INVADERS
t 1 - SCORE SCOREr;

I System: Arcade

I Publisher: Atari

I Developer: Atari

ADVENTURELAND

System: TRS-80

I Publisher: Adventure Int’l

I Developer: Adventure Int'l

ATARI FOOTBALL
first scrolling game

I System: Arcade

I Publisher: Atari

I Developer: Atari

SLOT RACERS

I System: Atari 2600

I Publisher: Atari

I Developer: Atari

Primetime ...and in
lineup 1978

TUESDAY
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

CBS The Fitzpatricks The Fitzpatricks M*A*S*H One Day at a Time Lou Grant

NBC Richard Pryor Show Richard Pryor Show Mulligan’s Stew Mulligan's Stew Police Woman
ABC Happy Days Laverne & Shirley Three’s Company Soap Family

THURSDAY NIGHT
8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00

CBS The Waltons The Waltons Hawaii 5-0 Hawaii 5-0 Barnaby Jones

NBC CHiPs CHiPs Man from Atlantis Man from Atlantis Rosetti and Ryan

ABC Welcome Back Kotter What’s Happening Barney Miller Carter Country Redd Fox Corned;

the real world
The 5 I 4 inch floppy becomes standard as

Apple, Tandy, and Commodore announce their

support for the high-capacity format (Apple

disks hold I44K).

The first “test tube” baby, Louise Brown,

is born in England.

Hundreds of people living at Love Canal,

New York, see their property values plummet
when it turns out their neighborhood has

been built atop a massively hazardous toxic-

waste dump.

People’s Temple leader Jim Jones leads a mass

suicide/massacre, claiming the lives of himself

and over 900 followers at Jonestown in Guyana,

hours after gunning down Congressman Leo

Ryan, who was investigating the cult.
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BackwardsCompatible
Word on the street is that the three launch titles for this system will be Pokemon Mauve,

Pokemon Teal, and Pokemon Puce. Page 8. A little bit of bartending knowledge can go a

long way. See how we plan to turn our interns into an army of undead minions who
will actually bring us lunch. Page 70. Staff members feel that this much-vaunted sequel

should be subtitled: Electric Boogaloo. Of course, any game with a “2” in the title pretty much

follows this rule. Page 123. (What we were hoping for next: PlayStation2: Electric Boogaloo.)

Since 1990, enquiring minds have wanted to know: Are there too many ninjas in

games today? Page 134. This is the best-looking game on a home system today. Care to see

for yourself? Page 112. If you were casting a movie, which actress would play The Fairy

Godmother of Game Development? We don’t know either (Natalie Portman?), but

we know what she’d bring. Page 96. Zelda Kart? Zelda Team Racing? Whatever you want

to call it, it’s on page 60. Who really would win in a fight? The hardcore know. Do you?

Page 27. Every game we’ve reviewed based on this license has gotten one star. Is the fourth

time a charm? We’ve got our fingers crossed on page 86. Shopping list for March ’99:

Mountain Dew, No-Doz, frappucinos, and the game on page 66. Don’t you just hate it

when someone calls and interrupts you in the middle of a game? Well how about when a

game calls and interrupts you in the middle of real life? Page 52. They may be weird and

freaky, but these screenshots represent the next step forward for PC graphics.

Page 14. This is reportedly the highest number of polygons ever used in a realtime

spider-crab-bat thing. The closest we’ve ever come to a centerfold? Page 44. We can’t

believe you’ve made it this far without reading the cover story. Go immediately if

not sooner to page 30. Thank you, and good night.

NextMonth The Big Fight

NextGen 12/99 on sale November 23, 1999
Smart readers have already subscribed. To find out how you can save money
and guarantee your copy, turn to the subscription card insert
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“EVOLUTION IS

A SHINING EXAMPLE OF

DREAMCAST’S POWER.”

-XEGADREANCAST. NET

J
OIN NAG LAUNCHER IN HIS BATTLE

AGAINST THE flTH EMPIRE & DISCOVER

THE MYSTERIES OF ANCIENT PANNAMN AND

“CY FRAME” TECHNOLOGY. REVOLUTIONARY

3D GRAPHICS AND LIGHTENING (3UICK

ANIMATIONS AND COMBAT DEMONSTRATE

THE POWER OF THE SEGA DREAMCAXT™.

EVOLUTION, THE FIRST RPG FDR THE SEGA

DREAMCAST™, TAKES THE GENRE INTO THE

NEXT, NEXT GENERATION.
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